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Tinplate & Plastic 

3001. Schuco clockwork Pig with flute - scarce example - cream, with green felt trousers, tinplate feet, solder repair to flute, 
no key but in working order, arms move up & down as the pig holds to flute to his mouth, some age related wear and fading but  
otherwise Fair to Good scarce example. 

 £30 - £50 

3002. Schuco clockwork Dancing Mouse with Baby - the large mouse is beige with orange felt trousers, holding tinplate baby 
with grass skirt, no key but the motor is in working order as the mouse lifts the baby up & down - some age related wear 
otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £40 - £50 

3003. Schuco clockwork Clown with Violin - white tinplate face with red detail, some holes in the sleeve of his red felt jacket, 
the tinplate violin and bow are intact, check trousers and black metal feet - some age related wear otherwise a Fair to Good 
example in working order but with no key. 

 £30 - £50 

3004. Schuco clockwork Clown with Violin - white tinplate face, tinplate violin and bow, black metal feet, blue felt jacket and 
check trousers, no key but the motor is in working order although may benefit from lubrication, some age related 
wear - otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £30 - £50 

3005. Schuco clockwork Dutch Boy Violinist - metal head with black hair and cream face, includes violin and bow, some age 
related wear to the orange felt jacket and trousers, no key but in working order - otherwise Fair to Good. 

 £30 - £40 

3006. Schuco clockwork Dancing Boy with Tankard - cream tinplate face, cream felt shirt with matching trousers and braces, 
carrying a grey plastic tankard, black metal feet, no key but in working order with drinking action as he raises his 
tankard - otherwise Good. 

 £40 - £50 
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3007. Schuco tinplate clockwork Clown Juggler - black metal body with black felt jacket and worn check trousers, includes 
black plastic top hat, no key but in working order and balls revolve and arms go up & down to simulate juggling action, lacks 
some of his jacket and much of his trousers at the rear - otherwise a Fair scarce item. 

 £30 - £50 

3008. Schuco clockwork Drummer Boy - tinplate head with cream face and drum, some wear to his red felt tunic and black 
trousers - otherwise a Fair example in working order with drumming action.  

 £50 - £60 

3009. Schuco clockwork Monkey with Drum - metal face, drum and feet, beige felt jacket with brown trousers, some wear to 
the material at the top of his head and near his ear - otherwise a Fair to Good example in working order. 

 £30 - £50 

3010. Clockwork mohair Monkey novelty with comb and mirror, probably German, similar to the contemporary Schuco 
products, some age related wear, no key but in working order, combs his hair as looks in the mirror and twirls his tail - Fair, 
5"/13cm high. 

 £30 - £40 

3011. Schuco pair of clockwork novelty figures (1) Tumbling Mouse - beige felt, some damage to one ear and his red 
trousers; (2) Tumbling Bear - some age related wear to his covering material but both are in working order - otherwise Fair.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3012. Schuco group of clockwork Animals - to include Frog, Mouse and a Pecking Bird, some age related wear to the 
covering but all are in working order and are otherwise Fair.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3013. A pair of pre-war clockwork novelty figures (1) Squirrel with tinplate "Nut" - some wear to the brown covering over the 
tinplate body and to the tail but otherwise in working order with realistic hopping action, 5.5"/14cm long and (2) orange Tumbling 
Bear with check clothing, motor needs attention otherwise Fair unusual items of unknown make, probably German.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3014. Wells (UK) Mickey Mouse tinplate clockwork hand operated Railway Truck - designed to run on O Gauge track, 
detailed tinprinting with substantial clockwork motor, comes with painted plaster figures with metal hands of Mickey Mouse and 
Donald Duck, some repairs to Mickey's ankles and faint cracks above Donald's feet - otherwise a Good scarce example with no 
key but with clockwork motor in working order, 8"/20cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3015. Arnold (US Zone of Germany) tinplate clockwork Monkey on a Tricycle - detailed tinprinting, no key but the novelty 
figure has a pedalling action as the tricycle is propelled forward and the monkey periodically turns the handlebars - just light age 
related wear - otherwise a Good Plus bright example, 4.5"/11cm high.  

 £30 - £40 

3016. Schuco (Germany) Curvo 1000 tinplate clockwork Motorcycle - red/cream with rider wearing shirt and brown pants, 
detailed tinprinting, no key but the motor is in working order - light age wear otherwise generally Excellent for display. 

 £80 - £120 
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3017. Schuco Curvo tinplate clockwork Motorcycle - German made model with red/cream tinprinted detail, green shirt and 
brown trousers for the rider, some age related wear - otherwise Good to Good Plus. 

 £60 - £80 

3018. Technofix (Germany) tinplate clockwork Motorcycle with registration number GE258 - red, with grey/cream tinprinted 
detail, rider wearing grey trousers and beige shirt, racing number 4 to his back, clockwork motor with integral key in working 
orders, light surface rust to the small stabiliser wheel at the rear on the right hand side - otherwise the model is generally 
Excellent Plus and comes with the remains of a instruction slip, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

3019. Schuco "Charly" 1005 tinplate clockwork Motorcycle of German manufacture - red, with cream and grey tinprinted 
detail, rider is wearing a yellow shirt with brown trousers, the motor is in working order with brake and comes with a plain key, 
light age related wear particularly to the riders elbows - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent for display. 

 £80 - £100 

3020. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) large friction drive tinplate Police Motorcycle circa 1950's - green/cream tinprinting, 
some age related wear here and there, a small hole has been drilled in the top of the petrol tank and lacks the clear plastic 
windscreen - otherwise a Good Plus scarce example with friction drive to the stabiliser wheels still in working order, 12"/30cm 
long. 

 £150 - £200 

3021. Technofix (Germany) 202 friction drive Scooter with Rider and Lady Passenger - friction drive in working order, tinplate 
model with colourful tinprinting, lacks the windscreen but does include the rear spare wheel - otherwise Good Plus, 7"/17cm 
long. 

 £30 - £50 

3022. Technofix (Germany) GE292, larger tinplate Scooter - colourfully tinprinted model with friction drive to rear stabilisers, 
includes rider and lady passenger figure with tinprinted dog, lacks the clear plastic windscreen - otherwise Good, 8.5"/21cm 
long. 

 £40 - £60 

3023. Mettoy (UK) large tinplate Clown on Motorcycle novelty figure - colourfully tinprinted, fitted with replacement resin head 
and the motor requires attention but does include the rear luggage rack and is otherwise Good, 8"/27cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

3024. "Made in England" tinplate clockwork Motorcycle - scarce example circa 1950's, with registration number CA11 and 
racing number 2, the rider lacks the tinplate arm assembly but does include the handlebars, the motor is in working order but  
the spring may require attention - otherwise Fair. 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3025. Arnold (Germany) or similar a group of 1950's tinplate clockwork Ships - to include Passenger Vessel, 2 x Gunboat and 
a small Cargo Ship with crane jib to the deck - some lack fittings and masts etc but all have a working clockwork motor, 
propeller and rudder - the largest is 10"/25cm long.  (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3026. Bing (Germany) or similar a pair of pre-war tinplate clockwork Boats (1) Cabin Cruiser with large propeller to rear of 
cabin, 9.5"/24cm long, the rear deck has some surface corrosion and (2) Single Funnelled Passenger Ship, some surface 
corrosion to deck and age related wear, lacks mast but does include the funnel - both have their rudders and clockwork motors 
are in working order driving the propellers - a Fair basis for some restoration.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 
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3027. CKO Kellerman and another pre-war tinplate clockwork Boat (1) 3-funnelled clockwork Passenger Boat with 
replacement mast - pale yellow with red trim, some tinprinting to the superstructure, fitted with wheels to underside, clockwork 
motor in working order with integral key but the motor runs too fast, 10.5"/27cm long - otherwise Good and (2) 1920's Gunboat 
with tinprinted planking detail to deck, gun barrel and gyro motor fitted, lacks a 2nd gun barrel - otherwise Fair.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3028. Jouets GIL (France) scarce tinplate U-25 Torpedo Boat - battery operated tinplate model finished in gloss Battleship 
grey, untested and may lack some deck fittings but does include the rear propeller, rudder and motor to interior - otherwise a 
Good scarce example, 20.5"/52cm long. 

 £100 - £150 

3029. Arnold (made in the US Zone of Germany) tinplate clockwork Liner with 3 x funnels - red/black hull, white deck and 
superstructure, lacks rear flag and masts, the motor is in working order and includes a key, comes with rear propeller and 
rudder - otherwise Good and still retains a Fair card box with torn base and picture label, 13.5"/35cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

3030. Chad Valley (UK) "Take to Pieces model of RMS Queen Mary" featuring colourful wooden multi layers to assembly this 
famous liner, lacks the masts - otherwise Good and comes with informative instruction slip and comes in a Fair card box. 

 £30 - £40 

3031. Sutcliffe Models (UK) "The Bluebird Wonder Speedboat" clockwork model - blue hull, white deck and orange fittings, 
the motor requires attention but does include the propeller and rudder for display and comes in a Fair card box, 11"/28cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3032. Sutcliffe Models "Nautilus" Submarine from Walt Disney's 20 Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne - tinplate 
clockwork model is green, some nicks and scratches but the motor is in working order with a plain key (lacks rubber bung but 
does include the rudder and propeller) - otherwise Good including illustrated box with inner packing piece. 

 £40 - £60 

3033. Bandai "Japan" large Cadillac Convertible Opentop Car - impressive battery operated model is metallic gold, with 
opening rear boot to reveal battery compartment, opening side doors, lacks wing mirrors but does include steerable front 
wheels and ignition key accessory, some age related wear but generally Good, 17"/43cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

3034. Bandai (Japan) "Cadillac with Dashboard" - another large scale tinplate battery operated Cadillac as a 2-door Coupe, 
finished in metallic gold with tinprinted interior and hub caps, remote control cable attached with tinplate dashboard style control 
unit, untested but with a clean battery compartment includes steering wheel and gear shift handle, some nicks and scratches to 
the car and lacks a wing mirror - otherwise generally Good,17"/43cm long and still retains its Fair illustrated box together with a 
plastic belt to support the control unit at waist level. 

 £90 - £110 

3035. Lehmann (Germany) 688 "Mensa" tinplate clockwork 3-wheeled Table Top Delivery Van with Rod - early version circa 
late 1920's with driver figure, some surface corrosion and age related wear, the clockwork motor is present but the spring 
requires attention but does include the opening rear compartment door and locking catch - otherwise a Fair scarce example, 
8"/21.5cm long (including rod) - still a Fair scarce example. 

 £200 - £300 
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3036. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork AA Motorcycle Patrol - dark blue bike with tinprinting, yellow uniformed rider and petrol 
tank, clockwork motor in working order with stabiliser wheels (one replacement) and does include the PU150 registration 
number, some age related wear but otherwise generally Good overall for display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

3037. Arcade or similar American cast iron Police Patrol Motorcycle - circa 1930's, finished in red, with uniformed rider, solid 
black rubber wheels, some age related wear - otherwise a Fair to Good unusual example, 7"/17cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3038. Roy Cox (Thimble Drone Champion) aluminium Tether Racing Car - red, with blue baseplate, racing number 99, 
includes part of a glow plug type motor to interior, unchecked for completeness with some wear particularly to the rear 
end - otherwise generally Good, 10"/25cm long. 

 £60 - £80 

3039. Toschi/Marchesini 1/6th scale model of a Ferrari F500 Formula 2 Racing Car - an impressive aluminium model of this 
classic racing car, produced by the Marchesini Toy Company circa 1952. The model is cast in 2 halves, secured by clips and is 
designed to house a liqueur bottle to the interior. Can also be used as a working model, the interior is fitted with a mechanism to 
facilitate rubber band propulsion. The car is finished in the original Ferrari red although there is some discreet retouching and a 
few Meccano parts to the interior mechanism, exhaust ventilators to the left hand side, together with a replacement Meccano 
steering wheel and is lacking its windscreen but is otherwise a Good very scarce which still retains its simulated spoked wheels 
an Pirelli rubber tyres 21.5"/55cm long. Interestedly the famous Toschi Liqueur Company based in Italy produced a limited 
number of these Ferrari models in 1952 to celebrate Alberto Ascari's domination of the world championship, winning every race 
that year and the model was presented to Ascari, complete with a bottle of liqueur to the interior and a small bottle of Cherries 
to the drivers seat. 

 £600 - £800 

3040. Bing or similar German tinplate clockwork Submarine - grey, with cream superstructure, small rust perforation to the left 
hand side of the hull, the motor is present but the spring requires attention, but does include the rudder and propeller - Fair, 
9.5"/24cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3041. Meccano Constructor Aeroplane, built as a Biplane - red, with silver wings, blue struts and propeller, fitted with 2 x 
floats and RAF roundels, some age related wear, dating from the 1930's - otherwise Fair to Good, 10"/26cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3042. Meccano Constructor Aeroplane - constructed as a Biplane with cream fuselage and red wings, RAF roundels, this 
model fitted with 2 x wheels to the undercarriage, when propelled forward on its wheels the propeller revolves, some age 
related wear but overall Fair to Good for display, 10"/26cm long. 

 £60 - £70 

3043. Tipp & Co (Tippco of Germany) tinplate clockwork Fighter/Bomber Aircraft - grey, no key but the clockwork motor is in 
working order driving the propeller with brake, undercarriage fitted with 2 x balloon wheels and spats, together with a revolving 
jockey wheel, some wear particularly to the upper part of the wing - otherwise Fair to Good overall, with a 14.5"/37cm wingspan. 

 £80 - £100 

3044. A pair of British made tinplate clockwork Aircraft (1) Burnett/Chad Valley tinplate clockworks Biplane with a 10"/26cm 
wingspan, lacks the tail plane but the clockwork is in working order with an integral key driving the front wheels; (2) Mettoy 
Airliner, lacks the wing section but nevertheless an impressive model, 20"/51cm long with working clockwork motor driving the 
front wheels, finished in red - a Fair basis for restoration.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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3045. Scratch/Kitbuilt Powered Speedboat - possibly produced from a Hobbies Kit, with red hull, blue superstructure with 
clear plastic windscreen. The model is fitted with a miniature DG Limited Petrol Engine driving a 3-bladed plastic propeller - a 
Fair basis for restoration or display, 19"/48cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

3046. Tinplate Film Projector Toy and other tinplate and plastic novelty items and toys to include a unmarked tinplate 
incomplete projector with winding handle, removable lens and fitted with light bulb to the interior, 6"/15cm high. Also included 
are a pair of plastic thermometers, with Red Indian and Black Character standing figures, a Brimtoy Dancer, Beatles style Pop 
Group Cake Decoration with 3 x figures, tinplate clock shaped Savings Bank and early Baby's Rattle and others - Fair 
interesting lot.  (10) 

 £30 - £40 

3047. Elastolin pair of Draught Cart Horses, made for composition material and each mounted on a 4-wheeled wooden 
trolleys which are connected together - dating from the early part of the 20th Century - finished in brown, with harness, chains 
and other detail, some age related wear still Fair to Good examples for display. 5"/13cm long. Also included is a Crescent or 
similar British diecast cannon with spring loaded barrel 2 x spoked wheels - Fair.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3048. Gaiety Toys a pair of chrome plated Sports and Racing Cars (1) clockwork Morgan 3-wheeler, comes with a key and 
motor in working order, fitted with black diecast front wheels and (2) free-wheeling Racing Car with driver figure and black 
rubber tyres, 5"/13.5cm long - Good to Good Plus.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3049. Gaiety (UK) pair of chrome plated Racing and Sports Cars (1) Morgan 3-wheeler, fitted with blue steering wheel and 
black rubber front wheels, clockwork motor requires adjustment - otherwise Good for display; (2) Racing Car with 2 x seated 
driver figures, black Bakelite wheels the rear and rubber to the front - would benefit from further cleaning - otherwise Good and 
comes in a Fair plain card box.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3050. Pair of Futuristic/Record Model Cars (1) Gaiety or similar chrome plated futuristic diecast model car with loose opening 
lid to reveal 2 x plastic ink-wells, together with an Arnold (Germany) tinplate clockwork Bluebird style Record Car, 6"/15cm 
long - otherwise Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3051. Johillco and Scamold Racing and Record Cars (1) John Hill & Co pre-war cast metal "Golden Arrow" Record Car and 
(2) Scamold diecast model of a 1950's Racing Car with brass wheels and rubber tyres - Fair.  (2) 

 £30 - £50 

3052. Moko (UK) pair of diecast Muffin the Mule figures - each figure is white with black/red trim, articulated limbs, does 
include some string with finger rings - otherwise Fair to Good for display.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3053. Crescent Toys (UK) diecast Clown on a Penny Farthing type Cycle novelty, circa 1950's and sold under the "Slikka 
Toys" brand - the clown is wearing blue clothing, with hinged grey helmet, red/yellow cycle, the wheels are grooved to enable 
the bike to travel over a tightrope, together with 2 removable balance weights - Good Plus to Excellent scarce example. 

 £40 - £50 

3054. Hausser Horsedrawn Metal Truck - dating from the early part of the 20th Century, the toy features a pair of Elastolin 
composition horses, each mounted on a 4-wheeled wooden trolley, drawing a tinplate 4-wheeled cart with cast metal shaft, 
some age related wear particularly to the horses - still a Fair to Good scarce example, 9"/22cm long. 

 £60 - £70 
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3055. Kenton (USA) or similar cast iron 2-wheeled Coal Cart - circa 1930's, red cart with shafts, 2 x yellow spoked wheels 
with cast iron horse and driver and reins - Fair to Good scarce example, 10.5"/27cm long. 

 £40 - £60 

3056. Mettoy (UK) tinplate clockwork Fire Engine - circa 1940's, finished in red, with tinprinted detail, cream elevating 
2-sectional ladder, with 2 uniformed Firemen figures, detailed tinprinting including balloon wheels, steerable front axle, 
clockwork motor in working order, some age related wear but overall Good for display, 12"/30cm long. 

 £70 - £90 

3057. Marx Toys (USA) 1940's tinplate Tank - green, with tinprinted detail, fitted with substantial clockwork motor and integral 
key, drives the vehicle forward with clicking action, includes both rubber tracks and fitted with a working brake - Excellent 
example which has survived remarkably well, 10"/25cm long. 

 £50 - £70 

3058. Bandai (Japan) tinplate Lincoln Continental - red, with tinprinted interior detail and hub caps, friction drive in working 
order to rear wheels and includes the clear plastic windscreen, some light play wear to some of the edges and discreet 
retouching to a repair to the drivers side rear fin - otherwise Good for display, 12"/30cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

3059. "The Book of Knowledge" cast iron Savings Bank - a quality reproduction cast from the original featuring an Indian Man 
with spring loaded crossbow and standing Bear figure, includes the bank compartment cover to the underside, would benefit 
from further cleaning -0 otherwise Excellent, 10"/26cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

3060. Gama (Germany) friction drive Opel Kapitan 4-door Saloon - 1950's tinplate friction drive example is metallic blue with 
matching off-white roof, detailed tinprinted interior, included whitewall tyres with all 4 hub caps, some age related wear but does 
include the Opel plastic bonnet logo and Kapitan printing to both front wings together with steerable front wheels - otherwise a 
Good scarce example, 10"/25cm long. 

 £100 - £140 

3061. CK Toys (Kuramochi of Japan) tinplate clockwork "Streamline Highspeed Passenger Train" - scarce example of a 
clockwork Railcar, no key but the motor is in working order, fitted with 6 x wheels to underside, silvering colour with red/yellow 
printing to sides, possibly a pre-war example - Hood Plus for display, 13"/33cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

3062. Krauss Mohr (WK Toys of Germany) "Vulkan" tinplate clockwork Battle Ship - grey, with red trim, detailed tinprinting , 
lacks some deck mounted fittings and is unchecked for completeness but has generally Good tinprinted detail and the motor is 
in working order with integral key, dating from the early part of the 20th Century - Fair to Good overall for display, 14"/36cm 
long. 

 £60 - £80 

3063. Marchesini (Italy) 1960's tinplate Cars and a Van - to include red/cream 4-door Saloon, Police Car and a "Transport" 
Panel Van - all have detailed tinprinting with white plastic wheels and are generally Good to Excellent, each being 4"/10cm long.  
(3) 

 £20 - £30 

3064. Alps (Japan) "Mercedes Benz 230SL Kabrio" - battery operated tinplate sports car is red, with tinprinted detail including 
hub caps, some slight rippling effect to the bonnet but does include the plastic driver figure, steerable front wheels and a clean 
battery compartment - otherwise Good, 11"/30cm long and in a Good Plus illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 
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3065. Blomer and Schuler (Germany) tinplate clockwork Walking Peacock novelty toy - dating from circa 1920's/30's with 
detailed tinprinting, no key but the motor is in working order producing a walking action with fanning movement to the tail - Good 
Plus example which has survived remarkably well, total length is 10"/25cm long. 

 £100 - £140 

3066. Merit Play Suits (UK) "Space Pilot" suit circa 1960 - comprising 2-piece suit with red/blue shirt with rank markings and 
space pilot logo to chest together with a pair of elasticated trousers, some light age related wear to the red suede type 
material - otherwise Good Plus unusual example which comes with a pair of matching red gauntlets. All is contained in a Good 
card box with colourfully illustrated lid. 

 £30 - £50 

3067. Group of tinplate Space Toys (1) friction drive "Cosmic Gun" 14"/35cm long - Excellent in a Good illustrated box. Also 
included are a Masudaya (Modern Toys of Japan) tinplate globe with 2 x orbiting tinplate rockets (has to be turned manually), 
together with a tinplate Money Bank with a printed Space Scene to all sides - Fair.  (3) 

 £50 - £70 

3068. Plong Toys (West Germany) - marketed in the 1960's as bubble gum toys, each sealed packet features 2 x plastic 
figures with 4 portions of bubble gum, combining a combination of white and silver spaceman figures. Believed to hold shop 
stock items - the figures are Excellent Plus and mounted on Excellent blister packs with printed backing cards.  (3) 

 £30 - £50 

3069. Masudaya (Modern Toys of Japan) "Non-Stop Lavender Robot" - this is an original mega rare Robot from 1959, highly 
prized by robot collectors from what is known as the Golden Era circa 1960's and is one of the "Gang of 5" rare robots from that 
period. Owned by the vendor from new it stands at 15"/38cm high, lilac in colour with tinprinted detail. The head is loose owing 
to lacking one of the 4 securing tabs but is lightly tacked onto the body using the other 3 for display. The robot is otherwise 
complete with the on/off toggle switch to the front and a clean battery compartment to the underside, untested but fitted with 
mystery action wheels to the baseplate, very light age related wear and minor spidering to the vintage paint work but otherwise 
a Good Plus example for display and is the first such example of the Lavender Robot that Vectis have had. Also known as the 
Lady Robot because of its colour. 

 £1200 - £1600 

3070. Clifford Toys (Hong Kong) plastic "Motorway Patrol Sunbeam" friction drive Police Car - some discolouration to one 
side possibly due to the effects of the sun in a shop window but still a Good scarce example of the 1970's Sunbeam Alpine 
Fastback which is rarely modelled and includes a black interior, working friction motor and opening rear boot. All is contained in 
a Fair illustrated card box, 7"/18cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3071. Telsalda 20738 (Hong Kong) plastic "Sunbeam Rapier Saloon" - scarce friction drive example, to approx 1/32nd scale, 
dark green with white roof and matching interior, includes driver figure - Near Mint to Mint ex shop stock example, 5.5"/14cm 
long. This version fitted with a tow hook and non-opening boot although the box shows an illustration with luggage and a 
roof-rack. All is contained in a Good Plus illustrated box, 5.5"/14cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3072. Blue Box Hong Kong plastic "Car and Boat Trailer Set" - containing a Dinky Toys style Austin A105 - powder blue 
(small hole to rear boot) and comes with a Healey Sports Boat on Trailer (lacks drivers head) - otherwise Good, 8.5"/21cm long 
and includes a illustrated card box. Also included is a Honk Kong plastic "Motorcycle Set" - made for the American Market 
featuring a yellow motorcycle and a green Lambretta style scooter - Excellent on a Good blister pack (priced at 10 cents). Also 
included in this lot is a Olympia One Save 'n Pay Bank plastic model of an Electrolux vacuum cleaner as a savings 
bank - brown/cream plastic body with inner metal coin compartment - Excellent in a Fair card box.  (5) 

 £20 - £30 
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3073. Hong Kong plastic, Triang Minic and other model Cars - to include Triang Minic pre-war repainted 4-door Saloon with 
luggage rack to rear, together with a larger 5"/13cm Hong Kong plastic friction drive Singer Gazelle with hand painted roof and 
detail - Fair, also included is a Ungar (USA) "Battery Operated Jalopy Kit" - featuring a made-up model of a plastic vintage car 
with steerable front wheels, some components still in box for attachment - unchecked for completeness but appears Good 
including illustrated box with inner packaging and instruction slip.  (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3074. Tudor Rose (UK) large plastic "Bulldozer" - ex shop stock example finished in pale yellow with black wheels and driver 
figure, some crush damage to the open sided window box but otherwise Good Plus in a Fair box which still has most of its 
original cellophane, 7.5"/19cm long. 

 £15 - £20 

3075. Photographic Record of British Classic Removal Vans and Lorries - featuring mostly black and white with some colour 
photographs of vehicles from the horsedrawn era through the 30's, 50's, 60's up to more recent times. Typical vehicles include 
Removal Vans based on Bedford, Albion, Guy, Dennis, Leyland, ERF, Mercedes and other chassis, together with body builders 
such as Wokingham, Arlington, Marsden and many more. A feature of this lot there is a photographic record of many of the 
UK's Removal Companies - Excellent.  (lg qty of photographs in 8 x albums) 

 £40 - £60 

3076. Maisto 1/12th scale 1992 Jaguar XJ220 - metallic green, beige interior, mounted on plastic plinth - generally Near Mint 
with inner packing and original outer card transit carton which is Good. 

 £30 - £40 

3077. Wells Brimtoy Pocketoy pair of Bedford tinplate and plastic Lorries (1) British Railways Van with opening rear door, no 
key but the clockwork motor is in working order; (2) Mobile Snack Bar - blue with yellow/red tinplate body, opening rear door 
and side counter, comes with a push-n-go motor (gyro wheel needs slight adjustment) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent and 
come in Good Plus to Excellent illustrated boxes, circa 1950's.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 

3078. Bandai (Japan) a pair of tinplate Cars (1) battery operated Cadillac - metallic gold with red interior, some marks to the 
bonnet area but does have a clean battery compartment - otherwise Good, 11"/29cm long, (2) Triumph TR3 - metallic red with 
repainted white sides, windscreen detached but present otherwise Fair and (3) Triumph TR3 tinplate model in Touring 
finish - metallic red with black roof, damage to windscreen, touching in to rear wheelarches and lacks a wheel hubs to one rear 
wheel. The friction motor is in working order but would benefit from lubrication - otherwise Fair to Good.   (3) 

 £70 - £80 

3079. Ertl (USA) large diecast Flat Truck - red, lacks rear body sides and part of bumper but does include interior cab 
detail - otherwise a Fair unusual example, 15.5"/39cm long. 

 £10 - £15 

3080. Triang Minic 1950's tinplate Caravan - scarce item produced towards the end of production has a cream upper and red 
lower body, opening door, later issue black plastic wheels, includes tow hook - Excellent Plus to Near Mint bright example 
which comes in a Good illustrated box. 

 £40 - £50 

3081. Triang Minic 119M Watneys Barrel Lorry - dark green standard cab with wooden barrel to trailer, includes red painted 
diecast hubs and plastic barrel to the cab roof, would benefit from further polishing, comes with a key - otherwise Good Plus to 
Excellent bright example which comes in a Good Plus illustrated box marked "Watney Lorry" and a Fair colour foldout catalogue 
showing contemporary range. 

 £70 - £90 
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3082. Triang Minic 54M post-war Traction Engine and Trailer - scarce set comprising of red traction engine with black plastic 
spoked wheels, comes with a key in working order, together with a green 4-wheeled Trailer with matching spoked 
wheels - Excellent, all is contained in a Good illustrated box and colour foldout catalogue showing contemporary range. 

 £60 - £80 

3083. Startex (UK) and Triang Minic a pair of Opentop Sport Cars (1) Triang Minic 2 Series "Sport Cars with 4 Speeds & 
Reverse" - violet blue plastic body, comes with a key but there is some impact damage to the top of windscreen - otherwise Fair 
to Good in an illustrated box with instruction slip; (2) Startex tinplate Sunbeam Alpine with pullback clockwork motor - circa 
1950's - cream, with red seats, would benefit from further cleaning and does have a loose plastic windscreen - otherwise Good 
Plus in a Good Plus illustrated box. Also included is a SSS (Japan) "Baby Cadillac" - burgundy in colour with friction drive 
motor, some fading to the bright plated parts - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Good illustrated box.   (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3084. Triang Minic group of clockwork and push-n-go plastic vehicles - to include a larger scale Armstrong Siddeley - violet 
blue, later issue with black plastic hubs, in working with key together with a turquoise Morris Saloon. Push-n-Go vehicles 
include Military Jeep and 3 x OO Scale Rolls Royce together with a Wells Brimtoy Morris Minor - cream - Good Plus to 
Excellent.  (7) 

 £50 - £60 

3085. Triang Minic pair of 1950's Lorries - to include Breakdown Truck with 2 x working clockwork motors - red standard cab 
and jib, dark green rear body, includes hook and string together with a Forward Control Refuse Truck with red cab, green rear 
body, includes all opening shutters, needs replacement tyres to the right hand side - otherwise Good to Good Plus models.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3086. Triang Minic 1950's Van and Car (1) Carter Patterson Delivery Truck - red standard cab with green van body, scarce 
example with light wear to the side transfers and needs replacement tyres but does include both rear opening doors and locking 
bar with motor in working order; (2) Streamlined Saloon - dark blue, motor requires attention - otherwise Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3087. Triang Minic pair of boxed 1950's models (1) Crawler Tractor - green with black rubber tracks and (2) Military 
Jeep - dark green, some minor age related wear - otherwise Good to Excellent in Good illustrated boxes - both models have 
their key within the box.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3088. Marx Toys, Brimtoy, Triang and other toys and Bus Tickets - to include Marx Toys (USA) "Jumpin Jeep" clockwork 
novelty toy - green, with tinprinted detail including 4 soldier figures, clockwork motor with integral key in working order producing 
an erratic action - Good Plus. Also included is a wooden Farm Tractor, Wells Pocketoy Bedford Snack Bar, Beeju (UK) plastic 
Double Decker Bus, Triang Minic "Loch Ness Monster" novelty toy and other items including spare parts, Triang Minic and 
Chad Valley keys, spare tyres and 3 x spare Mickey Mouse Fireman figures and a ladder from the Salco Fire Engine. Also 
included are a large quantity of Bus Tickets from London Transport and London Country Bus Routes - Fair.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3089. Triang Minic "Jabberwock" tinplate/plastic novelty toy circa 1950's - scarce example is blue/green, no key but in 
Excellent working order, 8"/20cm long and comes in a Fair card box which lacks an end flap. 

 £30 - £40 

3090. Triang large pressed steel Routemaster Bus circa 1960 - red, 22"/56cm long - Fair. 

 £80 - £100 
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3091. Taiyo (Japan) tinplate "Screaming Siren" Police Car - tinplate battery operated large scale Ford 4-door Sedan is 
12.5"/32cm long - Excellent Plus and comes in a Good window box. 

 £40 - £50 

3092. Mettoy and Codeg Child's Typewriter and Cash Register (1) Mettoy Supertype tinplate Typewriter with central dial, 
untested but a Good Plus 11" wide example; (2) Codeg Cash Register - red pressed steel cabinet, with spring loaded keys, 
together key to the lockable drawer with some plastic/paper toy money - Good Plus - both are classic British made toys and still 
have Fair card boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3093. Robbe (Germany) "Magin One" plastic Speedboat assembled from a kit - yellow, designed for radio controlled 
operation and requires additional components but does include an electric motor, propeller - Fair to Good and comes in a Good 
illustrated box with instruction book, unapplied decal sheet, 32"/81cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3094. Stip Master (UK) 35mm Film Strip Projector - circa 1950's comprising metallic grey pressed steel cabinet with bulb, 
adjustable lens and a selection of film strips to include Mickey Mouse in Mickey's Exciting Day, Nat Lofthouse Footballer of the 
Year, British Birds, the 1953 Cup Final - Blackpool v Bolton Wanderers and others including Laurel and Hardy in "Way Out 
West" designed for mains operation and is UNTESTED - otherwise Good for display and comes in a Fair to Good illustrated 
card box, 13"/33cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

3095. Technofix (Germany) 315 "Gigant Construction Site" - scarce battery operated Playset from the 1960's - comprising a 
colourful vac formed construction site with tinplate bridge, 2 x vehicles, various hoppers and a bag containing loose bowls and 
figures, untested but otherwise Excellent for display, 21.5"/52cm wide and comes in a Fair colourfully illustrated box. Also 
included is a Technofix or similar tinplate Airport baseplate lacking aircraft together with a Eastern European clockwork Bus 
layout which are generally Fair.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3096. Biller Toys (US Zone of Germany) tinplate clockwork Racing Car - red/cream with racing number 7, some light age 
related wear - otherwise generally a Good Plus bright example with no key but in working order, 6.5"/16cm long. 

 £30 - £40 

3097. Triang Minic 2 Series "Saloon Car" - red plastic body with substantial clockwork motor and key in working order - would 
benefit from further cleaning otherwise Good for display and comes in a Good Plus illustration box with correct key. 

 £30 - £40 

3098. Triang Minic a group of 9 x Spare Keys to suit tinplate clockwork vehicles, together with a larger S4040 key - Excellent.  
(10) 

 £20 - £30 

3099. Lego a group of HO Scale plastic Mercedes and Bedford Lorries - to include 2 x Mercedes Open Wagons plus 3 x 
4-wheeled Trailers (one lacks front axle). Bedford Trucks include Esso Flatbed with tailboard, Breakdown Truck, Pantechnicon, 
Tipper Lorry and a Esso Tanker - Fair to Good.  (10) 

 £50 - £70 

3100. Lucky Toys (Hong Kong) Porsche Carrara 6 - white plastic friction drive model 7.5"/18cm long - red/white with racing 
number 73 - Good including window box. Also included is a Thinkway "Hamm" plastic Piggy Bank from Disney's Toy 
Story - Near Mint in a Excellent blister pack.  (2) 

 £30 - £40 
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3101. Sharna Toys (UK) large Pedal Car sized David Brown Tractor, circa 1960's/70's - white/black with red seat, pedals in 
working order with chain type drive to rear axle, steerable front wheels - Fair scarce example, 37"/90cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3102. Keil Kraft (UK) 2 x "Ready to Fly" Hurricane Mk.2c - both large scale plastic Aircraft come with glow plug type 
combustion engines, RAF roundels and transfers, lengths of control string, one has a 6"/15cm section of the wing broken off but 
the broken piece is present and could be reattached, there are some accessories within the box together with an instruction 
book and a flying manual - unchecked for completeness but nevertheless a Fair basis for restoration. One aircraft has a Fair 
box with window box type lid and the other is the base only with part of the lid remains.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3103. Large Pond Yacht - of wooden construction, impressive professionally produced pond yacht which has had some use 
but is mounted on a secure stand for display. With a white hull, simulated planking to the cream deck, a range of metal deck 
fittings including pulleys, hand rails and screw type rudder control to the rear, the centrally mounted main mast is approx 
68"/173cm tall. The model comes with a professionally produced tool roll type case marked HE containing a variety of masts, 
sails, each with various metal fittings and housed in printed compartments e.g. marble head spinnaker, 36" spinnaker and 
others, some age related wear but overall a Good impressive example for display. 

 £80 - £120 

3104. Marten, Howes and Baylis Model Supplies "Topaz" 45"/114cm Cabin Launch - professionally assembled model with 
fibreglass hull, wooden deck and superstructure, together with a number of metal deck fittings, upholstered seating to cabin 
interior, 2 x scale figures and the vessel is equipped with a Cheddar Models Live Steam Marine Engine driving rear propeller. 
Also included are a rudder and flag to the rear together with 3 x 1/12th scale male figures together with 2 x seated lady figures 
to the cabin interior. The vessel would benefit from more detailed cleaning but otherwise is a Good Plus to Excellent untested 
example which displays well and comes on a wooden stand with its own display case and clear perspex front. Also included are 
Cheddar Models Marine Engine information and an informative flyer giving details of the models. 

 £160 - £220 

3105. Alexander Engel KG U177 German type Submarine - professionally kitbuilt this impressive model is battleship grey, 
with simulated wooden planking to the deck, detailed fittings to the deck and conning tower. Has previously been a powered 
radio control model, the hull interior is empty but the model comes with a box containing various items of power equipment and 
a Spektrum BK6I radio control unit - a Fair restoration project for the boat enthusiast, this is a large heavy model being 
76"/193cm long and does come with plans and instruction books. 

 £150 - £200 

3106. Triang large pressed steel Routemaster Bus circa 1960's - has had some partial restoration to the roof and other 
panels with some reproduction stickers, red with white interior - done to a Fair standard, 23"/58cm long. 

 £80 - £100 

3107. Lines Bros (Triang UK) pair of pre-war pressed steel vehicles - scarce items comprise Royal Mail Van - red, with black 
"Royal Mail" printed panels to sides, replacement rear tailgate and front tyre, 9"/23cm long. Also included is a rare Saloon 
Car - repainted black/purple and fitted with replacement rear wheels, 6"/15cm long - Fair items dating from 1936.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3108. Triang Minic "Watney Lorry" - circa 1950's with green forward control cab, trailer with large wooden barrel, red painted 
cast metal hubs, some light wear but in working order with correct key - Good Plus in a Fair to Good illustrated box (lacks one 
inner flap). 

 £50 - £60 
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3109. Triang Minic pair of boxed Forward Control Vehicles (1) LCC Ambulance, lacks stretcher but includes opening doors 
with rear locking bar; (2) BP Tanker with green cab and red tank, some retouching to the cab and flat tyres to rear - otherwise 
both are in working order and are generally Good and come in card boxes (the tanker box is marked Carter Patterson).  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

3110. Triang Minic a group of boxed clockwork Animal novelties (1) "Elephant & Howdah" - scarce items from the 1950's 
featuring a grey plastic Elephant which lacks one ear, 2 seated figures, the Howdah canopy is detached but present; (2) 
Snail - dark green with red fittings, lacks the top of one of his antenna; (3) clockwork Mouse - grey - otherwise Fair to Good Plus 
in Good Plus illustrated boxes.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3111. Triang Minic boxed vehicles and a Petrol Pump (1) Push-n-Go Austin Evening New Van - yellow, the headboard 
requires reattaching but is supplied; (2) Ford Saloon - repainted blue with replacement radiator grille (in the box) and rear spare 
wheel holder - otherwise Fair to Good including card boxes. Also included is (3) Honk Kong plastic "Gasoline Pump" Savings 
Bank - plastic body with white "Shell" globe - Excellent and still comes in the original polythene bag with printed header card.  
(3) 

 £50 - £70 

3112. Triang Minic Push-n-Go Austin Evening News Van - yellow with cast metal hubs, lacks a corner of the drivers side 
transfer otherwise Good Plus bright example which comes in a Good card box. 

 £30 - £40 

3113. Triang "Motor Lifeboat" - white/blue, the deck fittings are unchecked for completeness but overall the boat is Excellent 
and in working order with correct Minic key, includes rudder and brass propeller, 10.5"/27cm long and comes in a Good 
illustrated box. 

 £30 - £40 

3114. Cordy (Hong Kong) a pair of "Windup Multi Action Astro Launch Fighter Ship" - each craft is white with red and black 
fittings, would benefit from further cleaning due to storage, some manufacturers marks, unchecked but appear Excellent, each 
craft is 10"/26cm long and each comes with Good illustrated boxes (early and later style) and each have 3 x rotary Flying 
Saucer Missiles.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 

3115. Tomte (Norway) and similar rubber Cars and Commercial vehicles - to include Dinky Toys style Dodge Open Lorry, 
Renault 4-door Saloon, Jeep Tow Truck, Volkswagen Beetle, 2 x Citroen and others - would benefit from further cleaning 
otherwise Good to Good Plus.  (11) 

 £20 - £40 

3116. Kingsbury (USA) 1920's Steam Pumper Fire Engine - smaller scale model with pressed steel chassis, clockwork motor 
driving the rear wheels is in working order, loose wheel to the front steering axle but does include the cast iron driver - Fair to 
Good circa 1920's, 9"/23cm long. 

 £30 - £50 

3117. Hong Kong plastic BOAC battery operated Jumbo Jet Airliner - light blue wings and lower fuselage, clear plastic 
fuselage top revealing seating area and crew, small burn mark to left hand side and untested but otherwise Good for display, 
15"/38cm long. 

 £20 - £30 

3118. Astra and Triang Minic British Toys - to include (1) Astra Searchlight on Turntable - battery operated, untested and (2) 
Triang Minic 1950's tinplate Caravan, lacks tyres but includes tow bar and opening side door - Good.  (2) 

 £20 - £30 
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3119. Arnold (Germany) MAC 700 tinplate clockwork Motorcycle - scarce example with black frame and mudguards, detailed 
tinprinting, balloon wheel to front, rider with brown jersey and light green trousers, lacks front headlamp but includes the 
handlebars and stabiliser wheels, no key but the clockwork motor is in working order and propels the vehicle forward although 
the mechanism may require attention as the rider only attempts to dismount - otherwise a Fair to Good scarce example for 
display, 8"/20cm long. 

 £100 - £130 

3120. MSB (Germany) ex shop-stock large scale "Toyota" tinplate plastic Cars - all are friction drive and come in Ambulance, 
Highway Patrol Police, Fire Chief and Monsun - white, black, red and orange liveries - some have light storage wear and a few 
have missing/loose plastic components but most are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus, each model is 9"/22cm long and 
come in Fair to Good open window boxes. Also included is a Bio Cannon Space Toy and a small Circus playset.   (48 in1 very 
large cardboard box)) 

 £60 - £80 

3121. Horikawa (Japan) large tinplate London Bus - impressive friction drive model of tinplate construction, the friction drive is 
present but has been disconnected, some age related nicks & scratches but otherwise a Good Plus example with Goodyear, 
Dunlop and Mobilgas advertising, 12"/31cm long. 

 £40 - £50 

3122. Triang Minic 1950's Single Decker Bus - scarce colour variation on the Push & Go version of light blue, with cast metal 
hubs, Frog advertising to rear - Good. 

 £30 - £50 

3123. Triang Minic late 1950's Single decker Bus with Routemaster style front - scarce variation from the end of production, 
cast metal hubs with Spot-on tyres, green finish but with "London Transport" transfers - the push & go friction drive mechanism 
is present but not engaging - otherwise Good Plus. 

 £40 - £50 

3124. Triang Minic pair of pre-war and post-war Single Decker Buses - the pre-war version is two-tone light green, lacks 
some of the wooden seating to the interior, fitted with repro tyres and "Greenline London Transport" transfers; (2) early post-war 
version in two-tone dark green Greenline livery, fitted with replacement tyres and Bisto transfers to rear - no key but both 
clockwork motors are in working order - Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3125. Triang Minic pre-war Single Decker Bus - dark red lower and stone coloured window surrounds and roof with black trim 
to the cab, a couple of replacement front tyres, no key but the  motor is in working order, some age related wear overall but  
otherwise generally Good and comes in an early card box which lacks its end flaps. 

 £50 - £70 

3126. Triang Minic pair of tinplate Push & Go Buses (1) mid 1950's Double Decker, all red London Transport livery with 
Putney destinations and (2) Single Decker in red and cream - varying amounts of age related wear but with both motors in 
working order - otherwise Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3127. Triang Minic pair of tinplate Buses (1) post-war issue Double Decker in red, with cream window surrounds to upper and 
lower deck, fitted with pre-war Bovril and Ovaltine adverts, no key but the motor is in working order, some age related wear; (2) 
red/cream Single Decker, push & go motor present but disconnected - otherwise Fair to Good.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 
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3128. Triang Minic pair of Double Decker Buses including Routemaster (1) later issue Routemaster version with working 
push & go motor and Spot-on tyres; (2) earlier all red version with working push & go motor and cast metal hubs - varying 
amounts of wear but otherwise Fair.  (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3129. Triang Minic tinplate clockwork Double Decker Bus circa 1950 - orangey red with cream upper deck window surrounds, 
Putney destination, cast hubs, no key but the motor is in working order, some nicks and scratches but overall a Good to Good 
Plus bright example. 

 £50 - £60 

General Toys 

3130. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA8000 Bedford S-type Van "Heinz", VA7003 Bedford 'S' type Tanker "Total Oil", 
VA16007 Commer Dropside "Hong Kong Electrical" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3131. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA8008 Bedford S-type Box Back "Army Vehicle", VA8006 Bedford S-type Van 
"Post Office Stores", VA9001 Ford Thames Trader Tanker "Castrol" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial 
boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3132. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA29000 Leyland Comet Dropside "British Road Services", VA6001 Ford Thames 
Trader Van "Birdseye", VA6000 Ford Thames Trader Van "Martini" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial 
boxes (please note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3133. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA18004 Leyland Comet Box Van "Lovell's", VA9003 Thames Trader Tanker 
"Texaco", VA2000 Leyland Comet Tanker "Power Petrol" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please 
note some of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3134. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA16000 Commer Dropside "Carlsberg", VA16004 Commer Dropside "Holten & 
Sons", VA8001 Bedford 'S' type Van "Kodak" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some 
of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3135. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA3000 Karrier Tanker "Butler Fuels", VA36001 Commer Flatbed "John Smiths 
Bitter", VA31001 Karrier Dropside "Corona” along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note some 
of these boxes do suffer from scuffing along with old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 
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3136. Vanguards a boxed group comprising of 5 x 2-vehicle Sets to include KT1002 "Ken Thomas Haulage Trucks of the 50's 
and 60's", WV2002 "Whitbread Commercial Vehicles of the 50's and 60's", BO1002 "Boots Delivery Trucks of the 1960's" along 
with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes 
(please note some boxes do have old price stickers attached and some do suffer from crushing/scuffing etc).   (5 multi vehicle 
sets) 

 £40 - £50 

3137. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA7002 Bedford 'S' type Tanker "Pickfords", VA6003 Thames Trader Van 
"Pickfords", VA15001 Thames Trader Dropside "Truman's" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good to 
Good Plus although some models do appear loose inside the packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid boxes/rigid clear perspex cases with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where 
applicable (please note some packaging does have old price stickers attached).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3138. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed group of OO Scale Commercial vehicles comprising of Tankers, Vans and 
similar to include 11006 8-wheel Box Van "Roses Lime Juice Cordial", 12901 8-wheel Atkinson Box Van "Fyffes Bananas", 
E10903 Tanker "Liquids Powders & Gas Transport Co Ltd", E10902 Tanker "Lord Rayleigh's Farms" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (22) 

 £40 - £60 

3139. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed group of OO Scale Commercial vehicles comprising mainly of Flatbed Trucks to 
include E10703 Flatbed Truck in orange with orange hubs "Wimpey", E10703 Flatbed Truck in yellow with yellow hubs 
"Wimpey", E10801 Truck in blue with blue hubs "British Steel-Margam Steel Works", 12004 8-wheel Tipper Truck "Ketton 
Cement" along with others. Please note there maybe duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes.  (20) 

 £40 - £50 

3140. EFE (Exclusive First Editions) a boxed group of OO Scale Double Decker Buses and Open Top Buses to include 
E10202 Opentop Bus "Great Yarmouth Transport/Colmans Mustard", 10204 Opentop Bus "London Transport/Typhoo Tea", 
E10109 red Double Decker Bus "London Transport/Bird's", 10111 red Double decker Bus "London Transport/Barclays" along 
with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally 
Good outer window boxes.  (21) 

 £40 - £50 

3141. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of 1/76th scale Double Decker and Single Decker Buses to include 16402 
London R.T. with roof box "Premium Bonds", 16206 Bristol MW Coach "Lincolnshire", 12305 (De-Luxe Series) a Harrington 
Grenadier "Ellen Smith", 15609 Routemaster Bus "Mansfield & District" along with others. Please note there may duplication in 
this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing along with some 
having old price stickers attached).  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3142. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of 1/76th scale Double Decker and Single Decker Buses to include 14102 
Bristol Lodekka Bus "United/Beatties", 12103 Cavalier Coach "Hebble", 10116 Double Decker Bus "Air France", 12105 Cavalier 
Coach "Neath & Cardiff” along with others. Please note there may duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window 
boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from crushing along with some having old price stickers attached).  (18) 

 £50 - £60 
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3143. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed 1/76th scale group of Buses, Commercial vehicles and Trams to include 30101 
(Commercials/Red Box) AEC Mammoth Major Oval Tanker "Jet Petrol", 11108 Double Decker Bus "A.1. Services", 12306 
(De-Luxe Series) Harrington Grenadier Coach "B.O.A.C.", 10114 Double Decker Bus "Bradford" along with others. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from creasing/crushing along with some having 
old price stickers attached).   (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3144. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a group of multi vehicle gift sets to include a 2-vehicle set "London Transport 
Museum/Limited Edition Bus Set 3" which comprises of 2 x AEC/PRV Routemaster Buses along with 1 x plastic radiator badge, 
a 3-vehicle gift set "The Taylor Woodrow Story" (Volume IV), 2 Bus Set "Timpson's & Surrey Motors Coach Set", 3-vehicle gift 
set "London Transport Museum/Limited Edition Bus Set which comprises of 1 x RT, RM, Leyland National 2 type Buses along 
with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness 
or correctness in generally Good outer presentation boxes (please note some boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with 
some having old price stickers attached).  (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3145. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of Buses and Commercial vehicles which also includes some multi 
vehicle Motor Car Editions which are all 1/76th scale (also suitable for OO and HO Gauge) to include 12101 Harrington Cavalier 
Coach "Southdown", 12301 Harrington Grenadier Coach "Maidstone B District", 13003 Car Transporter "Midland Car Carriers" 
along with others. Also to include in this lot is 5 x Motor Car Sets which includes 11401/11601 Triumph Roadster 20TR & 
Triumph Vitesse Mk.2 Convertible, 11501/11701 MGB Roadster/Austin Healey Sprite along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight crushing along with some having old 
price stickers attached).  (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3146. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed group of 1/76th scale Buses to include 97130 AEC Reliance "City of Oxford Motor 
Services Limited", 97835 Leyland Leopard "Ribble Motor Services Limited", 97838 Leyland PS1 "Birch Bros Limited", 97855 
Bristol L5G "United Automobile Series Limited" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although some models do appear to have some loose parts therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves.  (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3147. Corgi, Matchbox & Lledo a boxed group to include Corgi CC25206 Opentop Tram "Queen Elizabeth II Golden Jubilee 
1952-2002", Corgi 36709 fully closed Tram "The Queen Mothers Century 1900 to 2000", Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" 
Y5-C 1930 Leyland Titan TDi, Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-23 1922 AEC Omnibus along with others. Also to include in 
this lot is a small quantity of unboxed Lledo Promotional Models along with a quantity of Corgi "Cameo Series" promotional 
models. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer presentation boxes/window boxes (please note some packaging does suffer 
from slight crushing).  (60+) 

 £40 - £50 

3148. Tamiya a pair of boxed plastic Military Kits comprising of 1/48th scale Avro Lancaster B1/BIII Bomber with contents 
appearing to be unbuilt and parts appear still attached to sprues and still bagged in generally Good outer pictorial lift off  lid box 
along with a Tamiya 1/350th scale Japanese Battle Ship "Yamato" which appears to be Good to Good Plus and partly built but 
the majority of parts are still on their sprues in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. Please note this Yamato Japanese 
Battle Ship does also appear to be motorised.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 
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3149. Armour Collection a boxed 98122 1/48th scale F14 Tomcat VF 101 "Grim Reapers" which does generally appear to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness although not checked for completeness in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer window box (please note this window box would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage). 

 £50 - £60 

3150. Armour Collection a boxed B11B552 1/48th scale F15 Strike Eagle - USAFE-94FS-48FW which appears to be Good 
Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window box along with Good 
inner polystyrene packaging (please note this box would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage). 

 £50 - £60 

3151. Armour Collection a boxed pair of 1/48th scale Military Aircraft comprising of ART98023 F4U Corsair/US Marines 
"IIWW Aces" & ART98027 F4U Corsair - US Marines "Korean War". Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes complete with Good inner 
polystyrene packaging.  (2) 

 £60 - £70 

3152. Armour Collection a boxed 1/48th scale Military Aircraft (metal diecast collection) comprising of F18 Hornet which 
generally appears to be Good to Good although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window box complete 
with Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £30 - £40 

3153. Armour Collection a boxed 1/48th scale Military Aircraft (metal diecast collection) which comprises of Tornado Fighter 
Jet which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window 
box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging.  

 £30 - £40 

3154. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) and similar a boxed group of Military Aircraft comprising of (1) Franklin Mint (Armour 
Collection) B11E064, FW190 Fokke Wulf "Green Dragon" which generally appears to be Good Plus to Excellent although not 
checked for completeness in generally Good outer window box; (2) Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) B11E069 Japanese Zero 
"Nakajima" A6M2-N type which generally appears Good although does have some small pieces loose possibly due to display in 
generally Good outer window box; (3) 1/48th scale (Armour Collection) ART98074 P-51 Mustang U.S.A.F. which generally 
appears Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial box.  (3) 

 £60 - £70 

3155. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a boxed B11 B213/ART98120 F16 Falcon Fighter Jet which generally appears to be 
Good Plus to Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window box complete with 
Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3156. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a boxed Military Fighter Jet comprising of B11 B631 F86 Sabre Fighter Jet which 
generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although does appear to have the canopy loose and has not been checked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer window box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3157. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a pair of boxed Military Aircraft comprising of B11B183 P-51 Mustang & B11B600 
BF109 which both generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good to 
Good Plus outer window boxes complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 
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3158. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a boxed B11B603 Fighter Jet comprising of MIG 29 Fulcrum-Soviet AF V-VS which 
generally appears Good to Good Plus although does appear to have the cockpit loose inside box in generally Good to Good 
Plus outer window box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this model has not been checked for 
completeness). 

 £40 - £50 

3159. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a boxed B11B588 Military Fighter Jet comprising of F4 Phantom "Jolly Roger" VF-84 
which generally appears Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
window box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £40 - £50 

3160. Franklin Mint (Armour Collection) a boxed B11B923/ART 98205 Military Aircraft comprising of A10 Warthog which 
generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
window box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

3161. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft Set AA32602 comprising of “Battle of Britain Memorial 
Flight" which comprises of Avro Lancaster-EE176 "Mickey the Moocher", Spitfire Mk.IIa - P7350 & Hawker Hurricane LF363. 
Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although this has not been checked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging, this comes with numbered 
certificate which is 2162 of 5600 produced. 

 £60 - £70 

3162. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft Set AA39911 "Battle of Britain Memorial Flight 1957 to 
2007" which comprises of Hawker Hurricane Mk.I 'YB-W', Supermarine Spitfire Mk.II 'XT-D' & Avro Lancaster "Phantom of the 
Ruhr". Condition does generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good 
to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging. This comes with numbered 
certificate which is 058 of only 250 produced. 

 £70 - £80 

3163. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed AA34001 (WW2 - War in the Pacific) which comprises of 1/72nd scale Consolidated 
B-24J Liberator "The Dragon & His Tail" which has a wingspan of 460mm. Condition does generally appear to be Near Mint to 
Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good 
inner polystyrene packaging. 

 £50 - £60 

3164. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed AA35410 (90 Years of the Royal Airforce) 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of 
SEPECAT Jaguar - de-commissioned livery, No.6 Squadron RAF Coningsby, Lincolnshire, June 2007. Condition does 
generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although this has not been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good 
plus outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good plastic inner packaging. This comes with numbered certificate which is 
0059 of 1500 produced. 

 £40 - £50 

3165. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/144 Scale Military Aircraft to include AA35602 (Military Air Power Series) 
Hawker Siddeley Nimrod MR.1, AA47301 (Battle of Britain Series) Avro Lancaster (Battle of Britain Memorial Flight), AA47205 
(Berlin Airlift) Avro York - RAF along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none 
have been checked for completeness in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note it appears some of these models 
have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose.   
(5) 

 £50 - £60 
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3166. Corgi "Aviation Archive" a boxed group of 1/144 scale Military Aircraft comprising of 2 x "Military Series" & 2 x "Military 
Air Power Series" to include AA48403 (Military Air Power) a Lockheed 382 Hercules C.1 "Royal Airforce", AA48103 (Military) 
Boeing C-97G "Delaware Air Guard" along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although 
none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes (please note it appears some 
of these models have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may have small pieces, broken off or loose).  
(4) 

 £50 - £70 

3167. Corgi "Aviation Archive" & Sky Guardians Europe a boxed group of 1/144 and 1/72 scale Military Aircraft to include Sky 
Guardians Europe 1/72 scale Panavia Tornado F3, Corgi "Aviation Archive" AA47106 1/144 scale (Military Series) Douglas 
DC3 "RAF", Corgi "Aviation Archive" 1/72 scale US33815 (Fighter Ace History) P-47D Thunderbolt - Captain Walker "Bud" 
Mahurin along with others. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes.  (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3168. Gaincorp Precision Models (World Aircraft Collection) a boxed pair of 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft comprising of 6001 
F-22 Raptor & 8017 Sukhoi SU-33 "Sea Flanker" issue 29. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent 
although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes (please not 8017 window does appear to be 
split).  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3169. Gaincorp Precision Models (World Aircraft Collection) a boxed pair comprising of 8015 Sukhoi SU-27 "Flanker" Fighter 
Jet & 8018 SU-47/S-37 "Berkut" Fighter Jet. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although not checked 
for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3170. Gaincorp Precision Models (World Aircraft Collection) a boxed pair comprising of 8012 Sukhoi SU-32FN "Strike 
Flanker" Jet Fighter & 8011 Sukhoi SU-34 "Strike Flanker" Fighter Jet. Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer window boxes.  (2) 

 £0 - £0 

3171. Century Wings (Wings of Heroes Series) a boxed group of 1/72nd scale Military Aircraft to include 601468 F-8E 
Crusader - US Navy VF-211 "Fighting Check Mates" NP00 1967, 630215 F-14A "Tomcat" US Navy VF-154 "Black Nights" 
NF100 2000 along with others. Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer boxes complete with Good internal polystyrene packaging.  (4) 

 £100 - £120 

3172. HM Hobbymaster a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft (Air Power Series) which comprises of HA2501 F-105D 
Thunder Chief, HA3102 F-102A Delta Dagger & HA3003 EF-111 Raven "Let 'em Eat Crow". Conditions do generally appear to 
be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial flip-up lid 
window boxes all complete with Velcro fastenings.  (3) 

 £50 - £60 

3173. HM Hobbymaster a boxed group of 1/72 and 1/48 scale Military Aircraft "Air Power Series" which comprises of HA7403 
FW 190A-8/R2 "Hauptmann Wilhelm Moritz", HA1954 McDonnell Douglas RF-4C Phantom II, HA1907 McDonnell Douglas 
RF-4E "Arkansas Traveler", HA3701 McDonnell F-101B Voodoo & HA2901 Douglas A-1H Skyraider, VA-176 USS Intrepid 
"MIG Killer". Conditions do all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial flip-up lid boxes which are all complete with Velcro fastenings.  (5) 

 £60 - £70 
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3174. HM Hobbymaster a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft (Air Power Series) to include HA1703 Aircobra HA601 
(P-39) "County of London" Squadron, Duxford, October 1941, HA2001 Nakajima B5N2 "Kate" (Akagi first wave attack - Pearl 
Harbour, December 1941), HA1608 Mirage 2000 Jet Fighter "2004 NATO Tigermeet" along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good Plus to Excellent 
outer flip-up pictorial lid boxes which are all complete with Velcro fastenings.  (6) 

 £50 - £60 

3175. HM Hobbymaster (Air Power Series) a boxed group of 1/72 Military Aircraft to include HA1201 TBM-1C "President 
George Bush", HA1401 A-4M Jet Fighter "Last Skyhawk", HA0103 MIG-21MF Polish Airforce "Big Fish" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial flip-up lid boxes which are all complete with Velcro fastenings.  (7) 

 £60 - £70 

3176. IXO Models (Junior Series) a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft which includes PIXJ000023 Bloch MB-152 
(France), PIXJ000027 Heinkel HE162A "Salamander" (Germany), DDIJ00011 Yakovlev "Yak-3" (USSR) along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window blister pack window 
boxes (please note some of these boxes would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage also these boxes do have 
identification numbers written on them in ink on the sides).  (14) 

 £70 - £80 

3177. IXO Models (Junior Series) a boxed group of 1/72 scale Military Aircraft which includes PIXJ000014 Dornier Do 335A-1 
"Pfeil" (Germany), PIXJ000020 Henschel HS-129 (Germany), DGIJ00021 Blackburn Skua Mk.II (United Kingdom) along with 
others. Conditions do generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer window blister pack 
window boxes (please note some of these boxes would benefit from a further clean possibly due to storage also these boxes do 
have identification numbers written on them in ink on the sides).  (9) 

 £70 - £80 

3178. Altaya "Bombardiers" a group of bagged Magazine Issue Military Aircraft which are all individually bagged and also 
contain the corresponding magazine to the model which includes Issue No.8 Vickers Wellington Mk.X/XIV, Bombardiers Issue 
No.5 Fokke Wulf FW200C-4 Condor, Bombardiers Issue No.30 Dornier DO217E-4, along with others. Also to include in this lot 
is 4 x blister pack bagged Military Aircraft complete with magazines going by the magazine title of Avions de Combat which 
includes 36 Yakovlev Yak-9, 16 Hawker Typhoon Mk.1B along with others. Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent in generally sealed bags with Good magazines (please note none of these have been checked and some bags do 
appear to have been split).  (21) 

 £50 - £60 

3179. Altaya "Bombardiers" Magazine Issue - a group of blister packed magazine issue Military Aircraft along with a quantity 
of loose "Bombardiers" Magazines (please note although these models are still contained in their blister there are not bagged 
and are separated from the magazines) to include Issue 39 Armstrong Whitworth A.W.A.W. 38 Whitley Bomber, Issue 35 Short 
Sunderland Mk.III along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness with generally Good loose magazines (please note some of these blister packs are split and have become 
detached from card base, some contain loose parts along with but it is not certain if all these magazines do match the models 
but some the majority do). Also to include 2 x loose blister pack Military Aircraft which would have originally came with the 
magazine entitled Avions de Combat which comprises of Lockheed P-38J (USA) & Ilyushin Il-2M3 Stormovik (USSR). 
Conditions of these are also Good to Good Plus in Good blister packs.  (29 models & 27 Bombardiers Magazines) 

 £40 - £50 

3180. Teddy Bear Magazines a quantity including Teddy Bear Times; The Wonderful World of Teddy Bears; Bear Collector; 
Hugglets Teddy Bear Magazine; Teddy Bear Scene and similar. Also to include in this lot is a poster (Red Fox - Jane Hissey 
Little Bear & Friends) along with 5 x Vintage style mounted prints which all depict Fairies with titles such as The Sycamore 
Fairy; The Phlox Fairy; The Guelder Rose Fairy; The Stork's - Bill Fairy & The Candy Tuft Fairy. Conditions all generally appear 
to be Fair to Excellent. Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (qty in 2 
trays) 

 £5 - £10 
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3181. Hot Wheels a partially boxed group to include Surf's Up Surf Crate, HW Hot Trucks Lamborghini Urus, Muscle Mania D 
Muscle, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in Poor to Good Plus boxes. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3182. A small quantity of "Tell Me Why" Vintage Magazines from 1968 which are also enclosed in a "Tell Me Why" magazine 
binder along with another small quantity of magazines which are entitled "Finding Out" which appear to be from the late 60's.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Good although none have been checked in a Good binder (please note this lot does 
require further cleaning due to storage).  (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3183. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Rolling Stones "Have You Seen Your 
Mother - Live!" which is mono pressing LK4838 on the Decca label, The Beatles "Sergeant Peppers Lonely Heart Club Band" 
which is gatefold sleeve and on the Parlophone label and is dated 1967, Fleetwood Mac "Rumours", Kate Bush "The Kick 
Inside", The Eagles "Their Greatest Hits 1971 to 1975" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good 
although none of the vinyl's have been checked for completeness, correctness or surface wear and are all in generally Fair to 
Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available and is collection only).  (approximately 
100+) 

 £20 - £25 

3184. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Rolling Stones "Out of Our Heads" which is a 
mono pressing on the Decca label - LK4733, The Beatles "With The Beatles" which is a mono pressing on the Parlophone 
label - PMC1206, Fleetwood Mac double album "Tusk", Dire Straits "Money for Nothing" along with others.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Fair to Good although none of the vinyl's have been checked for completeness, correctness or surface 
wear and are all in generally Fair to Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available and is 
collection only).  (approximately 100+) 

 £20 - £25 

3185. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Beatles "Please Please Me (with Love Me Do and 
12 other songs) which is on the Parlophone label, David Bowie "The Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars" 
which is on the RCA Victor label, a triple soundtrack album "Woodstock", Abba "Super Trouper" along with others.  Conditions 
do generally appear to be Fair to Good although none of the vinyl's have been checked for completeness, correctness or 
surface wear and are all in generally Fair to Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not 
available and is collection only).  (approximately 100+) 

 £20 - £25 

3186. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Beatles "With The Beatles", ELO "ELO's Greatest 
Hits", Jennifer Rush self titled "Jennifer Rush", Dionne Warwick "Heartbreaker", a compilation album "Don't Walk - Boogie" 
along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good although none of the vinyl's have been checked for 
completeness, correctness or surface wear and are all in generally Fair to Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of 
this lot shipping is not available and is collection only).  (approximately 100+) 

 £20 - £25 

3187. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Beatles "Help" on the Parlophone label, The 
Beatles "Rubber Soul", Kate Bush "The Whole Story" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good 
although none of the vinyl's have been checked for completeness, correctness or surface wear and are all in generally Fair to 
Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available and is collection only).  (approximately 
100+) 

 £20 - £25 
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3188. A large quantity of 12" Vinyl Albums/LP's (unsorted) which comprise of genres such as compilations, pop, easy 
listening, rock, orchestral, swing, jazz and other similar genres to include The Beatles "Revolver", Ian Dury "New Boots and 
Panties!" which is a Limited Edition coloured vinyl gold/similar, John Lennon/Lennon Plastic Ono Band "Shaved Fish", David 
Bowie "A Lad Insane" with gatefold sleeve, The Rolling Stone "Emotional Rescue", Pink Floyd "Dark Side of the Moon" along 
with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good although none of the vinyl's have been checked for 
completeness, correctness or surface wear and are all in generally Fair to Good outer sleeves (please note due to the weight of 
this lot shipping is not available and is collection only).  (approximately 100+) 

 £20 - £25 

3189. A quantity of 12" Vinyl Box Sets which includes an 8-disc set entitled "Tunes of Glory" by Readers Digest, 8-disc set 
which consists of 4 double albums entitled "The Moments Collection", George Harrison a 3-disc set entitled "All Things Must 
Pass" which also includes a poster, Art Garfunkel a 3-disc set with 3 individual disc titles which are "Angel Clare", "Breakaway" 
& "Water Mark" along with others.  Conditions of all the vinyl generally appear to be Fair to Good although none of the vinyl has 
been tested or checked for imperfections or surface wear in generally Good to Good Plus boxes.  Please note due to the 
weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only. (11 multi disc box sets) 

 £20 - £30 

3190. A large quantity of 7" vinyl Records which includes genres such as Pop, Classical, Rock, Jazz, Sound Tracks and other 
similar genres to include Kylie Minogue "Wouldn't Change A Thing", Searchers "Hungry for Love", Shadows "Wonderful Land of 
the Shadows", Stevie Wonder "I Just Called to Say I Love You" along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this 
lot. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer picture covers/generic record 
label sleeves (please note no vinyl has been checked for surface wear or imperfections or anything similar). Please note due 
the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.   (approx 200) 

 £15 - £20 

3191. A large quantity of 7" vinyl Records which includes genres such as Pop, Classical, Rock, Jazz, Sound Tracks and other 
similar genres to include Elaine Page "Nobody's Side" which is a remix from Chess the Musical, Cliff Richard & Sarah 
Brightman "All I Ask of You", The Shadows "Don't Cry for me Argentina", Adam & The Ants "Prince Charming" along with 
others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair to Good in generally 
Fair to Good outer picture covers/generic record label sleeves (please note no vinyl has been checked for surface wear or 
imperfections or anything similar). Please note due the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.   
(approx 200) 

 £15 - £20 

3192. A quantity of loose 7" vinyl Records (none of these records have sleeves) which includes genres such as Pop, Easy 
Listening, Orchestral, Rock, Theme Tunes and similar to include Neil Sedaka "Breaking up is Hard to Do", The Sweet "Co-Co", 
Smokey Robinson & The Miracles "The Tears of a Clown" along with others. Conditions all generally appear to range from Fair 
to Good although none of these vinyl singles have been checked for imperfections, surface wear or any other similar marks. 
Please note this lot would definitely suit someone who may want to add singles to possibly a juke box as a lot of these singles 
have the centres missing therefore may have been inside a juke box at some point. Also to include in this lot is a softback Book 
"Record Collector the Millennium Edition" which is a rare record price guide for the year 2000 along with 2 early vintage vinyl 
carry cases one which is made for 7" singles and the other which is made for 12" vinyl albums, both carry cases appear to be 
Fair to Good. Please note due the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (qty) 

 £10 - £15 

3193. Large quantity of mainly 12" Vintage Gramophone Records but does include some smaller 10" Gramophone Records 
to covers genres such as Orchestral, Jazz, Easy Listening and similar and comprises of vintage labels such as His Masters 
Voice, Columbia, Philips, Regal, Parlophone and similar to include Peggy Lee "You Don't Know", Nat King Cole "Sings Ballads 
of the Day", Bing Crosby "Merry Christmas", Frankie Lee "There Must be a Reason" along with others. Conditions all generally 
appear to range from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer generic sleeves although some records are housed in 
generally Fair to Good picture sleeve (please note none of this vinyl has been checked for surface wear, scratches or other 
damage and due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only).  (qty in 2 heavy tubs) 

 £10 - £15 
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3194. Triang a vintage battery operated Record Player "Play a Disc" which requires an old vintage 9 volt type battery which 
generally appears to be Good although not tested in generally Good outer vintage pictorial original box (please note the plastic 
carry handle has been snapped) along with a Marx "Kidditunes" vintage battery and record holder which generally appears to 
be Good to Good Plus in Good outer vintage pictorial box along with small quantity of 6", 7" and 10" children's vinyl which is 
mainly all Nursery Rhyme vinyl on labels such as Bell Records, My Record/Marx Toys, Kidditunes and similar which includes a 
7" blue vinyl "Tubby the Tuber" on Cricket Records, 7" multi coloured vinyl "Me & My Teddy Bear" on Happy Time Records, 7" 
multi coloured "Snow White & the Seven Dwarfs" on Happy Time Records label, 6" vintage Gramophone type single "If You're 
Going Back to Dixie" on the Bell label along with others. This is a really interesting lot of early vintage and more recent 
children's nursery rhyme vinyl and would definitely be worth a good sort. Conditions of the vinyl generally appears to be Fair to 
Good in generally Poor to Good outer generic sleeves along with Fair to Good outer picture sleeves (please note none of this 
vinyl has been checked for surface wear, scratches or other damage).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3195. A Vintage Record Player "Westminster" which generally appears complete although not been tested.  This has a 
removable lid and carry handle and is ideal for a collector or someone into vintage/retro record players.  Condition does 
generally appear to be Good (please note the Westminster badge does appear loose on the faceplate).  (1) 

 £20 - £30 

3196. Fidelity a vintage Fidelity Record Player which generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although this has not been 
tested (please note the rubber record mat on the turntable has now gone hard over years and looks very brittle along with this 
unit may actually need to be rewired due to regulations).  Also in this lot is the original box which matches this record player 
which generally appears Good. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3197. A small quantity of 7" and 12" Vinyl Singles and Albums along with 12" Singles comprising of genres such as pop, rock, 
heavy metal, dance, compilations and similar to include a 12" album by The Rolling Stones "30 Greatest Hits", 12" album by U2 
"Rattle and Hum", 12" album "Now Dance 89" (the 12" mixes) along with other 12" albums.  Also to include in this lot is a 
quantity of 7" singles to include Motorhead "Iron Fist", Paula Abdul "Straight Up", Berlin "Like Flames", Berlin "Take My Breath 
Away" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although no vinyl has been checked for 
scratches, surface marks and similar and all appear to be in Good to Good Plus outer pictorial sleeves (some sleeves are 
generic record label sleeves).  (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3198. Scalextric a boxed set "Subaru Challenge" (Subaru Impreza V Subaru Impreza) which consists of straight and curved 
track, power pack, 2 x hand controllers along with 2 x slot cars one in silver with racing decals number 4 and one in blue with 
racing decals number 3, along with other accessories.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good although this set has not 
been tested and it has not been checked for completeness in generally Poor outer pictorial lid box complete with Good inner 
polystyrene packaging (please note this box is severely damaged, torn and sellotape repaired along with missing end flaps).  
(1) 

 £20 - £25 

3199. Corgi (Mattel UK) a pair of trade packs each containing a number of Corgi Promotional models comprising of (1) trade 
pack containing 60 x Corgi promotional models (please note there may be duplication); (2) trade pack containing 54 x Corgi 
promotional models (please note there may be duplication).  Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer cardboard trade box. (2 packs) 

 £40 - £50 

3200. Corgi a group of trade packs each containing Corgi Promotional models comprising of (1) trade pack containing 54 x 
Corgi Promotional models (there may be duplication); (2) trade pack containing 60 x Corgi Promotional models (there may be 
duplication); (3) trade pack containing 40 x Corgi Promotional models (there may be duplication).  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer 
trade boxes. (3 packs) 

 £40 - £50 
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3201. Britains a group of boxed with the exception of one early issue Motorcycles to include a British Army Despatch Rider, 
Norton 850cc Police Patrolman along with others. Conditions of the model themselves all generally appear Good in generally 
Poor window boxes (please note these window boxes are all damaged and crushed and some are missing the cellophane 
window completely).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3202. Britains a mixed group of boxed and unboxed Military vehicles and figures to include a boxed Army Lorry with driver 
(4-wheel), a boxed Royal Artillery Gun, a boxed 9720 BAT Gun (Battalion Anti-Tank) x 2 along with others. Also to include in 
this lot is a small number of empty boxes. Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good (unchecked for completeness) in 
generally Poor to Fair outer boxes.  (qty) 

 £60 - £70 

3203. Britains a mixed group of boxed and unboxed mainly Farm Related Vehicles, Animals, Figures, Accessories and 
similar to include a boxed 4708 "Farm Builder" Set (appears incomplete), boxed 956 (Farm Implement Series) multi level 
Elevator, boxed (Farm Models) 9505 Tumbrel Cart, boxed 1/32 scale (Authentic Farm Models) set which comprises of Fiatagri 
L85 Tractor and New Holland Baler Gift Set along with others. Also to include in this lot is a small number of loose Britains farm 
figures and animals etc. Conditions do generally appear to range from Poor to Fair (nothing has been checked for 
completeness) in generally Poor to Fair outer boxes/packaging (please note the majority of this packaging is damaged such as 
crushing, water damage, splitting and other similar damage). Also to include in this lot a Crescent Toys 586 Farm Animal Set  
which generally appears Good although incomplete in generally Fair outer window box (this window box does appear to be 
crushed and all the packaging in this lot would benefit from a further clean).  (qty) 

 £80 - £100 

3204. Matchbox, Lego, Buddy L and other items a mixed group of plastic, white metal and similar models, plastic kits and 
other items to include a Buddy L (Junior) 523 tinplate and plastic construction Horse Van, Matchbox 1/72 scale Military Aircraft 
plastic kit "A Beaufighter Mk-X", Matchbox Micro-Electronic remote control "Porsche 928 GT" which comes complete with hand 
controller, Lego boxed 384 Double Decker Bus "London Transport" (appears to be built although not complete) along with other 
interesting items. This is an interesting lot of mixed models, play toys and other similar items and is well worth a look. 
Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good although nothing has been checked for completeness and nothing has been 
tested in generally Poor to Good outer packaging.   (small qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3205. Tomica a boxed group of 1/30, 1/34 and other scale models comprising mainly of Commercials vehicles to include F15 
Double Decker Bus in blue with white roof "Pears Soap", 64 Mobile Excavator x 2, 1 x 2 with one having cream cab and dark 
orange back with the other having blue cab and light orange cab, 53 Diesel Mixer Car, 73 Isuzu Off-road Dumper along with 
others. Please note there is duplication in this lot - please see picture. Conditions all generally appear Good although none 
have been checked in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (please note some boxes do have damage to end flaps along with 
tearing and scuffing and other similar damage).  (8) 

 £30 - £40 

3206. Corgi small group of boxed Gift Sets to include WK1003 3-vehicle gift set "Celebrating the Royal Wedding of William & 
Kate - 29th April 2011", 3-vehicle gift set "Commemorating the 60th Anniversary of the Coronation of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II 1953 to 2013" x 2 along with others. Also to include in this is lot is a Lledo Days Gone 3-vehicle gift set RW1003 "To 
Commemorate the Diamond Wedding of Her Majesty the Queen & His Royal Highness Prince Philip" along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes.  (6) 

 £30 - £40 
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3207. Budgie Toys, Joal, Lone Star/Impy, Mebetoys and similar a small group of mixed scale models comprising of 
Commercial vehicles, Railway related and similar to include a Mebetoys A23 1/43rd scale Racing Car "Chaparral" with racing 
decals number 1, Lone Star/Impy 57 Water Tank Truck, Wrenn (Micro Model) N Gauge 314 Composite Coach in maroon 
"British Railways", Budgie Toys 368 OO Scale Routemaster Bus, Joal 215 Caterpillar Pallet Forklift Truck along with others.  
Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good (none of these models have been checked for completeness or correctness 
and some do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Poor to Good outer pictorial/window boxes 
(please note the majority of these boxes do suffer from crushing and other damage such as end flaps missing etc).  (13) 

 £40 - £50 

3208. Eligor, Rio Models, Iveco, Brumm and similar a group of boxed plastic and diecast models to include an Iveco 4237 
Ford Container Truck, Rio 20 1915 Fiat Omnibus 18BL, Vitesse (La Collection) 032 Nash Metropolitan 1959 Open Convertible, 
Brumm R31 Fiat 508C "Berliner" 1100, Eligor 1033 Citroen "Berline" (1948) Fire Department Car along with others.  Conditions 
do generally appear to range from Poor to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness and some 
models do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good window boxes/rigid perspex 
cases with some having Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3209. Minichamps, Onyx & Quartzo a boxed group of mainly Formula 1 models along with some Rally Racing Cars to include 
a Minichamps 1/43rd scale Formula 1 Tyrrell Ford 026 "T. Takagi", Onyx (Formula 1 '90 Collection) 087 Formula 1 (Layton 
House) "Mauricio Gugelmin", a Quartzo 1/43rd scale Racing/Rally Car Ford Thunderbird "Citgo" (Morgan Shepherd) along with 
others.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases 
(none have been checked for completeness or correctness).  (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3210. Solido a boxed group of recent issues but does include some earlier issues which comprise of "Age D'or" and similar 
series to include a Gam1 42 Renault 4 Van in red "Ville De Paris", 184 Citroen SM, 154 Fiat - 525N (1929), Mercedes 67 (Age 
D'or) along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 5-vehicle Gift Set comprising of 5 x Citroen C4 Vans.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases with some being complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves 
where applicable. (17) 

 £40 - £60 

3211. Matchbox, Majorette, Classix, BT Models and similar a group of mainly boxed along with blister packed diecast and 
plastic models to include a Matchbox 13 carded/blister packed Snorkel Fire Engine, a carded/blister packed Thunderbird 1 
"Scott Tracey", a blister packed/carded 22 Blaze Buster Fire Engine, a boxed (Matchbox Convoy) CY13 Fire Engine, Majorette 
carded (metal) 267 1/56th scale Excalibur along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a boxed Matchbox Playset PS-1 
"Container Port" (this generally appears to be incomplete and only appears to have plastic parts and no vehicles) along with a 
number of Classix 1/76th/OO Gauge models comprising of EM7611 Austin K2 Dropside "Harris Road Services", EM76508 
Jensen Jen-Tug "Mechanical Horse" along with others and a small number of 1/76th scale BT Models which includes DA76 
Commer Bulk Tipper "National Coal Board" circa 1954 to 1964, along with others.  Please note there may be duplication in this 
lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Good in generally Poor to Good blister 
packs/window boxes and promotional white mailer boxes (please note none of these models have been checked for 
completeness or correctness and the Matchbox Playset box appears generally to be Poor. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 

3212. Corgi & Dinky a boxed and carded group comprising of Corgi Major, Cameo, Corgi Juniors and similar to include Corgi 
(Super) 2012 Military Transporter, Corgi Classics 9041 blister packed Rolls Royce "Silver Ghost" 1912 x 2, Corgi (Corgitronics) 
Fire Chief (untested), carded Corgi Juniors 67 Road Roller, Dinky Toys boxed 241 Silver Jubilee Taxi, along with others. 
Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Near Mint in generally Poor to Good outer window boxes/blister packs 
(please note none of these items have been checked for completeness or correctness and some models do appear to have 
loose parts along with some packaging does appear to be severely crushed and damaged). Also to include in this is a Corgi 
Major Toys No.1127 Simon Snorkel Fire Engine which generally appears Good although incomplete in generally Fair outer 
pictorial lift off lid box complete with Fair inner polystyrene packaging.  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 
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3213. Corgi, Polistil, Siku, Bburago and similar a mixed group of unboxed diecast, plastic and tinplate mixed scale models to 
include Corgi Jaguar XJ12C Police vehicle, Corgi BMW 635 CSI Police vehicle, Polistil Mercedes Benz 450SL, Bburago 1/24 
scale Land Rover, Wiking Single Decker Coach along with others. Please note there may be duplication in this lot. Conditions 
all generally appear to be Poor to Good (please note some of these models do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off 
or loose and therefore have not been checked for completeness), also to include in this lot is a empty Dinky Toys trade box for 
139A Ford "Fordor" Sedan which generally appears to be Fair but does still contain the inner cardboard dividers.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3214. Dinky Toys & Corgi Toys a small group of Collectors Catalogues to include 2 x Dinky Toys by Meccano catalogue 
1965, Corgi Toys 1965 catalogue, Corgi Toys 1967-68 catalogue, Dinky Toys No.11 1975 catalogue along with others. 
Conditions do generally appear Good although some of these catalogues do have some light pen marks inside along with one 
having the date written on the front in pen.  (8) 

 £40 - £60 

3215. Anglo American a small interesting group of Anglo American Chewing Gum ephemera comprising of "Bell Boy" bubble 
gum gift folder which details the flags of the nations set and on the reverse has a race around the world game (folded), a "Bell 
Boy" bubble gum gift folder which details "Soccer Hints" card set (folded) & "Billy Black" liquorice bubble gum "Animal World" 
gift folder which details the "Animal World" card set (folded). Conditions although these have been folded there are all generally 
Good Plus to Excellent.  (3) 

 £10 - £20 

3216. Meccano, Bassett-Lowke, Hornby Dublo, Triang Railways and similar small group of collectors catalogues and 
ephemera which includes a Meccano Products catalogue with UK prices which is dated circa 1923, Bassett-Lowke Scale Model 
Railway Catalogue dated January 1952, Triang Railways HO/OO Gauge track plans catalogue along with others. This is a 
really interesting lot and is definitely worth a good sort. Conditions all generally appear to be Good although some do suffer 
from slight tearing and folding and similar age related wear.  (qty) 

 £60 - £80 

3217. Dinky, Corgi, Matchbox, Politoys and similar a large quantity of collectors catalogues, hardback and softback collectors 
Books, ephemera and similar to include Corgi Toys catalogue 1967/68, Corgi Toys catalogue 1966, Matchbox collectors 
catalogue 1971, Matchbox collectors catalogue 1972, Matchbox collectors guide 1966 (International Edition) along with others. 
Also to include in this lot is a quantity of collectors magazines along with hardback and softback Books such as "The Matchbox 
Annual" by Purnell, hardback book "Matchbox Toys" by Bruce & Diane Stoneback along with others. Also to include in this lot is 
a Matchbox shop display sign "Get in the Fast Lane". Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Good with none 
being checked (please note some of these catalogues and leaflets/ephemera do suffer from age related wear and tear such as 
creasing, tearing and others similar).  (lg qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3218. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed Bus group to include 97850 Bristol L5G "Merthyr Tydfil", 43903 Leyland Utility Bus 
"London Transport", OM40403 AEC Regent/Weymann "London Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally Good 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases with some 
being complete with Fair to Good outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some models do appear loose therefore may have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose possibly due to display along with some bases have become detached from the rigid 
perspex cases and one model is minus the perspex case completely).  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3219. Corgi (Original Omnibus) a boxed group to include 40203 BET Federation Saloon "East Kent", 43107 (Bus Operators 
in Britain) Leyland Lynx Mk.II "Stagecoach Transit", 43106 Leyland Lynx Mk.1 "London United", 97057 2-vehicle set comprising 
of Leyland PSI & Leyland Leopard "Southdown Motor Services" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases with some 
having Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (11) 

 £30 - £40 
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3220. Atlas a boxed 1/76th scale Bus group "Great British Buses" to include a Daimler CVG6 "Bradford City Transport", 
Crossley DD42 "Leeds City Transport", Plaxton Panorama "Hants & Dorset", Metropolitan Feltham Tram along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good 
outer pictorial boxes although some boxes do suffer from slight crushing.  Please note there is duplication in this lot. (33) 

 £50 - £60 

3221. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of mainly Buses but does include 1 x Commercial vehicle to include 
23406 (Commercials) Bedford TK 2-xle Flatbed "British Railways", 12117 Harrington Cavalier Coach "Thomas Brothers", 
16323DL (De-luxe Series) Bristol LS Coach "Green Line" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer boxes (although some boxes do suffer from 
crushing, tearing etc along with some having old price stickers attached with 2 models missing outer boxes completely).  (15) 

 £30 - £40 

3222. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed group of mainly Buses but does include 1 x Commercial vehicle to include 
13701 (Commercial vehicle) Atkinson Tanker 8-wheel "Fina Fuel Oils", E18404 Leyland TS8 Tiger Type B "Doncaster", 26310 
Guy Arab II Utility "Edinburgh Corporation", 2-vehicle set "Timpsons and Surrey Motors Coach Set" along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good 
outer boxes (although some boxes do suffer from crushing, tearing etc along with some having old price stickers attached with 
2 models missing outer boxes completely).  (15) 

 £30 - £40 

3223. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include E25204 Bristol RELL "Bristol City", 12201 Black and White 
Harrington "Grenadier", 27617 Wright Volvo Renown "Sheffield Transport" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear 
Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes 
although some window boxes do suffer from crushing, scuffing etc and some have old price stickers attached. (16) 

 £40 - £50 

3224. Forces of Valour a unboxed Military 1/16th scale Tank comprising of Tiger Tank 1 which generally appears to be Good 
although there may be some small parts missing or broken off and would definitely suit an enthusiast for renovation. 

 £60 - £90 

3225. Force of Valour a unboxed Military Aircraft comprising of 1/32 scale ME109 F which generally appears Good and has 
been presented on a homemade diorama. 

 £20 - £30 

3226. Dragon a unboxed pair of 1/6 scale Military Models comprising of (1) Kettenkrad which appears generally to be Good 
although it does appear to have parts loose therefore may have some other parts missing, broken off or loose, (2) HJ Division 
Recon Troop with Motorcycle (BMW Combination with Sidecar) which generally appears Good although this to does appear to 
have small pieces loose therefore may have other small pieces broken off or missing.  (2) 

 £40 - £60 

3227. Dinky Toys (Norev/Atlas Editions) a boxed group to include 177 Opel Kapitan, 23c Mercedes Benz Racing Car, 555 
Ford "Thunderbird" along with others. Also to include in this lot is 3 x Signal Sets (duplication) which comprises of 593 
Panneaux De Signalisation Routiere. Conditions all generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked 
for correctness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes/window boxes (please note the 3 x signal sets are still 
factory sealed).  (10) 

 £50 - £60 
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3228. Lledo, Oxford Diecast, Matchbox, Corgi, Yatming and similar to include Yatming Cadillac V-16 "Phaeton", Matchbox 
(Models of Yesteryear) Y-8 1914 Stutz, Corgi Ford Popular, Corgi Morris Truck "Archers", along with others. Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good although some models do appear to have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and none 
have been checked for completeness (please note the majority of these models would benefit from a further clean).   (100+) 

 £30 - £40 

3229. Corgi a unboxed Commercial group comprising mainly of Buses but does have Vans and similar to include Bedford OB 
Coach "Wiles", Duple Coach "Barton", Van Hoole Elizee Single Decker Coach "Citylinking" (Original Omnibus), Bedford O 
Series Van "LMS - Express Parcels Traffic", Dick Kerr type Tram along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. 
Conditions all generally appear to be Good although some models do appear to have some small pieces missing.  (26) 

 £20 - £25 

3230. Corgi, Solido, Oxford Diecast and similar a boxed Bus group to include a Solido Double Decker Bus "Bradford City 
Transport", Corgi (China Motor Bus) 1/76th scale 43206 Olympian Air Conditioned Double Decker, Corgi 43203 KMB (The 
Kowloon Motor Bus Company) Air Conditioned Double Decker Bus, Oxford Diecast (Oxford Omnibus) 1/76th scale 76IRZ006 
Irizar PB "Bullocks" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes/pictorial boxes (please note some of these buses do 
appear loose inside packaging therefore may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose and the majority would benefit 
from a further clean).  (23) 

 £60 - £70 

3231. Corgi, Hot Wheels, Vitesse, Minichamps and similar a group of boxed/carded models comprising of Formula 1, Military, 
Commercials and other types to include a Minichamps Formula 1 Racing Car - Benetton Playlife B198 "A. Wurz", a Vitesse 
042B Fiat Abarth 695 SS (1964), 2 x carded/blister packed Hot Wheels "Star Ships" models comprising of (1) "Star Destroyer" 
& (2) "Ski Speeder" (both from the film Star Wars), Atlas Editions 5 x (The Greatest Show on Earth) models comprising of AEC 
Mammoth and load "Harris's", a Diamond T and Canvas Trailer "Charles Thurston's" along with others.  Also to include in this 
lot is a small group of boxed Lledo Days Gone promotional models.  Please note there may be duplication in this lot.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer window boxes/rigid perspex cases where applicable. (52) 

 £40 - £60 

3232. Marx Toys a quantity of loose "Lone Ranger" Accessories comprising of clothing/uniforms, hats, bow & arrows, lanterns 
and other similar loose accessories which would all suit the Lone Ranger and Tonto figures.  Also to include in this lot is 5 x 
"The Lone Ranger" mini comics which are dated 1973.  Conditions do all generally appear to be Fair to Good (unsorted).  (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3233. Marx Toys a small group of boxed and unboxed Figures and Accessories which represent the TV series "The Lone 
Ranger" and comprises of an unboxed "Tonto" figure, a boxed "The Lone Ranger" figure (this does include 2 x face masks), 
along with a boxed "Silver" horse complete with 2 x plastic bases again from the TV series "The Lone Ranger Rides Again".  
Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good although it does appear that these items are all incomplete and are missing small 
pieces/accessories in generally Poor to Fair outer pictorial boxes where applicable. (3) 

 £40 - £60 

3234. Marx Toys a boxed "Prairie Wagon" (4 in 1) which is from the TV series "The Lone Ranger Rides Again" which 
generally appears to be Good to Good Plus although this has not been checked for completeness in generally Good outer 
pictorial box. (1) 

 £80 - £100 
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3235. Corgi a boxed and unboxed group of 1/50 scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models to include 5 x incomplete 1/50 scale 
boxed Trailers (please note all 5 of these box models are missing the trucks) comprising of CC13101 Volvo F88 Bush Trailer 
"Eddie Stobart Ltd", CC12814 (Hauliers of Renown) Scania General Purpose Tanker "Atchison Topeka Ltd" along with 3 others. 
Also to include in this lot is 3 unboxed Commercial Trucks along with 2 x boxed Trucks comprising of  CC12904 Scania Topline 
Tractor Unit "D. Steven & Son of Wick" & CC12815 (Truckfest Scania T-Cab Topline "John Toulson" (please note although 
these models are boxed they appear to have loose parts therefore may have other small parts missing, broken off or loose). 
Conditions all generally appear to Good although none have been checked for completeness and as stated there is small parts 
and tractor units missing in this lot in generally Good outer window boxes where applicable.  (10) 

 £40 - £60 

3236. Corgi & Cararama a boxed group of Commercial Trucks/Trailer models to include CC12208 Scania Flatbed Trailer and 
log load "Van der Wiel", CC12803 Scania T Bulk Tipper "Maguires of Cheltenham" along with others. Conditions do generally 
appear to be Fair to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window 
boxes (please note all of these models do appear to have been repackaged possibly due to display purposes therefore may 
have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3237. Corgi a boxed group of 1/50 scale Commercial Truck/Trailer models to include CC12219 Scania Dropside Crane 
Trailer and load "Marshall's Landscape Transformers", CC12217 Scania Crane Trailer and load "Marley Building Materials" 
along with others. Please note none of these models have been checked for completeness or correctness. Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good although it does appear all these models have been repackaged at some point therefore may 
have small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good outer window boxes (please note one model CC12109 
appears to be the wrong model inside the box).  (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3238. Sony & Commodore a boxed pair of vintage Games Consoles along with Accessories comprising of (1) Sony 
PlayStation complete with 3 x hand controllers which generally appears to be Fair to Good although does require a good clean 
as the vintage plastic has now gone yellow over time with Fair to Good multi-coloured controllers in generally Fair outer pictorial 
box (please note nothing in this lot has been tested); (2) Commodore Amiga 600 "The Wild, The Weird and The Wicked" boxed 
console complete with various diskettes containing games, secondary hand controller, mouse and other peripherals.  Condition 
does generally appear Good although nothing has been tested in generally Good outer pictorial box (please note we do not 
recommend using this vintage power supply which comes with this unless it is tested and passed to current standard 
regulations - this power supply is kept with this item purely for vintage collectable reasons only).  (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3239. Dinky, Britains & Meccano a small group of unboxed items to include a Dinky Toys Guy Truck with Flatbed, a Meccano 
(Hornby Series) tinplate Hut, Dinky Toys Light Tank, Dinky Toys 735 Hawker Hunter along with some other small interesting 
items.  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Fair. (14) 

 £30 - £35 

3240. A mixed group comprising of (1) Lego a quantity of loose unsorted bricks, windows, bases and other similar items 
along with a Lego System cardboard folded play road map which all generally appears to be Fair to Good; (2) a Vintage 
Typewriter complete with original ink tape (this has not been tested) which generally appears Fair in original Poor to Fair 
wooden box; (3) a pair of wooden Garages comprising of one measuring approximately 50cm wide x 27cm deep x 17cm in 
height at its highest which appears to be generally homemade along with another wooden constructed Garage complete with 
forecourt, this is possibly by Geebee Toy Company and measures approximately 58cm wide x 36cm deep x 37cm in height at 
its highest.  Both these garages do generally appear Fair and would definitely need a further clean and possibly refurbishment.  
This is an interesting lot and would definitely be well worth a look.  Please note due to the size/weight of this lot collection is 
advised. (qty in 3 boxes) 

 £20 - £30 
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3241. Hornby, Triang and similar a large quantity of unboxed loose Railway Related items comprising of (1) large box full of 
wooden and plastic construction outbuildings, fences, huts and other similar items which would be well suited for someone who 
is building or thinking about building a layout or would benefit from renovation.  Conditions of these outbuildings and 
accessories do generally appear to range from Poor to Fair; (2) a quantity of plastic and metal track which does include a large 
quantity of Triang plastic base track and comprises of straight, curved and similar which all generally appears to be Poor to Fair; 
(3) a quantity of unboxed loose Triang and Hornby Coaches, Engines, Trucks, Goods Wagons and similar to include a Triang 
Despatch Wagon "Liverpool/Manchester", Hornby Dublo Locomotive 46245 "City of London", Hornby Dublo Pullman Coach, 
Triang Goods Wagon along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Poor 
to Good although none of these items have been tested along with some appearing to have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose.  This is an interesting railway related lot and is well worth a good sort.  Please note due to the size and weight of this 
lot, collection is advised. (qty in 4 boxes) 

 £30 - £40 

3242. Subbuteo a boxed set "Munich - World Series Edition" which comprises of loose teams, goals, fencing, TV stand, 
battery-operated floodlights and other accessories which are all loose.  This set does appear to be incomplete along with the 
floodlights being in pieces and wiring does look to be snapped.  Although this set does appear incomplete it was one of the 
hardest sets to acquire and is therefore still very collectable although as stated it is incomplete and all accessories/players etc 
are all loose and would need a good sort.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Good in generally Poor outer pictorial lift 
off lid box (please note the box suffers from splitting, creasing and tearing and the lid has extensive blue tape around the outer 
edges).  (1) 

 £50 - £60 

3243. Subbuteo a group of boxed Teams along with some boxed Accessories to include Burnley, Manchester United, 
Sunderland & Ajax (all teams appear complete) along with a boxed Set C133 Interchangeable Goalkeepers (incomplete), Set 
C110 TV Tower along with a boxed Goal Grips Set.  Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although some of the players 
may have been re-glued at some point and some sets are incomplete as stated in generally Fair to Good boxes (please note 
team names have been written on the boxes).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3244. Subbuteo a group of boxed Teams comprising of Arsenal (missing player), Celtic (missing player), Manchester City 
(broken player but present), Brazil (missing player), West Ham (complete) & Birmingham City (complete).  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Good, although some players may have been re-glued at some point, along with some players are 
missing /replaced by other players with different kits as stated in generally Fair to Good boxes (please note these boxes have 
the football team name written on the front in pen).  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3245. Subbuteo a boxed group of Football Teams comprising of Hibernian (incomplete - 3 players missing with 2 replaced by 
different team), Chelsea (complete), Leeds United (complete), Middlesbrough (Goalkeeper missing along with 2 players 
missing - replaced by 2 generic players) along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good although some players 
may have been re-glued at some point along with teams may have players missing or replaced by different team players as 
stated in generally Fair to Good outer boxes (some boxes do appear to be split/torn and all boxes have team names written on 
the front in pen).  (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3246. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of mainly straw and maroon window boxes but also 
includes maroon plastic display boxes, to include Y42 1939 Albion 10-ton CX27, YY014A/C Stutz "Bearcat", Y-29 1919 Walker 
Elektro-Lieferwagen, Y-18 1937 Cord 812 along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although 
none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging (although some packaging does 
suffer from crushing along with some having old price stickers attached).  (44) 

 £50 - £60 
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3247. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed group comprising of mainly straw and maroon window boxes but also 
includes maroon plastic display boxes, to include Y-32 1917 Yorkshire Type WA Wagon, Y23-B 1930 Mack AC Tanker 
"Conoco", Y-12 1912 Ford Model 'T' "Silverstone Circuit England - Motor 100", Y-12 1912 Ford T "Royal Mail" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in 
generally Good outer packaging (although some packaging does suffer from crushing along with some having old price stickers 
attached).  (43) 

 £50 - £60 

3248. Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" a boxed and unboxed group to include an unboxed Y13 Maxwell which appears to 
have an unusual darker gold coating, a boxed Y-9 1912 Simplex, a boxed Y-14 1911 Maxwell Roadster along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good in generally Good outer packaging. (7) 

 £30 - £40 

3249. A group of mainly loose 28mm plastic and metal Figures (Fantasy and Warhammer 40,000 Series) which all generally 
appear to be Good although the majority of the loose figures have been pre-painted.  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of 
plastic Accessories comprising of weapons, body parts, armour and similar which all appear to be still attached to sprues along 
with a boxed (Warhammer 40,000 Series) figure "Necron C'tan Deceiver" (Games Workshop Citadel Miniatures) which appears 
to be unpainted and unbuilt, along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness and some figures may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3250. Matchbox a boxed View-Master Grand Prix Set (GAF) which generally looks complete and does contain 4 original flags 
complete with original bases, along with instruction book, 4 x View-Master Grand Prix slide discs, a View-Master Viewer along 
with other accessories.  Please note this set contains 4 x red Cars and does not contain the other three different coloured cars 
but this set would definitely suit somebody who is looking for original accessories/parts for this set to swap out with their own.  
Condition does generally appear Good in generally Good outer pictorial lift off lid box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3251. Matchbox & Corgi a group of boxed Sets comprising of (1) Matchbox Playset "Railway Goods Yard" which generally 
appears Good although not checked for completeness in generally Poor to Fair outer pictorial lid box (please note the box has 
been taped and is damaged along with the plastic number 24 shunter has been replaced with a metal number 24 shunter; (2) 
Matchbox boxed M-2 "Motorised Motorway" which generally appears to be Good (although not checked for completeness in 
Fair to Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Fair to Good inner polystyrene packaging (please note this has not been 
checked for completeness).  Also this comes with a brown outer mailer box which generally appears Poor to Fair; (3) 2 x 
Matchbox E-2 "Motorway Extension" Extension Sets which both generally appear Good in Fair outer pictorial lift off lid boxes 
(please note these two sets have not been checked for completeness) and (4) Corgi "Rockets" boxed 1963 Super Track (12ft of 
Super Track) which generally appears Good in Fair outer box. (5) 

 £40 - £50 

3252. Matchbox a boxed group to include a K-2003 (Adventure 2000) "Crusader" (please note no track), K-10 (King Size) 
Pipe Truck (completely repainted with replacement window on box), K-27 (Super Kings) Miss Embassy Power Boat and 
Transporter (replacement decals and damage to the Power Boat) along with a K-115 (Battle Kings) Articulated Petrol Tanker.  
Conditions other than what's been noted all generally appear Fair in generally Poor to Fair outer packaging.  Also to include in 
this lot is a Matchbox (Sea Kings) PM-2 Seaport Playmat which generally appears Good in Fair outer pictorial tube style box. 
(6) 

 £30 - £40 
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3253. Airfix, FROG, Matchbox, Italeri and similar a large group of boxed plastic kits which include a FROG 1/72nd scale Spirit 
of St Louis, Italeri 516 1/720th scale Aircraft Carrier "USS Independence", Italeri 510 1/720th scale Aircraft Carrier "USS 
Forrestal", Airfix Series 5 1/72nd scale Handley Page Halifax Bomber, along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Fair 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer pictorial boxes/blister cards 
(please note the majority of these kits appear to be incomplete and/or part built along with missing parts).  This is an interesting 
lot and is well worth a sort and would be ideal for anyone looking for spare parts. (qty) 

 £25 - £35 

3254. Corgi & Dinky a boxed group comprising of Formula 1 Racing models to include Dinky 225 1/32nd scale Lotus F1 
Racing Car, Corgi 155 UOP Shadow "Jackie Oliver", Corgi 152 Ferrari 312 B2 with racing decals number 5, Corgi 153 
(Whizzwheels) T.S.9B "Team Surtees" in Italian finish & Corgi (Whizzwheels) 151 Yardley McLaren M19A with racing decals 
number 55.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although not checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer pictorial box/window boxes (please note these boxes do suffer from crushing along with other damage such as end 
flaps missing, tearing etc).  (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3255. Matchbox & Hot Wheels a group of unboxed models ranging from earlier Matchbox Regular Wheels through to later 
Matchbox Superfast along with a small number of Hot Wheels models which are all housed in a Matchbox style model carry 
case with 4 x plastic trays each containing 12 models to include a Matchbox 59 or 73 Mercury (Superfast), Matchbox 27 
Mercedes 230 SL (Superfast), Hot Wheels 68 Cougar along with others.  Conditions do all generally appear Fair to Good in 
generally Fair to Good outer Matchbox style or similar model carry case with Good plastic trays. (48 models + 1 carry case) 

 £35 - £45 

3256. Dinky Toys, Corgi, Morestone and similar a small group of unboxed diecast vehicles to include a Dinky Toys Chieftain 
Tank/155mm Mobile Gun, Dinky Toys Big Bedford Flat Back Truck, Dinky Toys Daimler Ambulance, Corgi Toys Porsche 
Carrera with racing decals number 1, Morestone Noddy Car along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Poor to Good 
with some models having being repainted along with other refurbishing such as replacement tyres, bases, rivets and other 
renovation work. (22) 

 £40 - £60 

3257. Bburago, Maisto and similar a small group of boxed larger scale model comprising of a Bburago 0503 Bugatti Atlantic 
(1936), Bburago 3002 Mercedes Benz SSKL (1931) along with others.  Also to include in this lot a boxed 1/1136th Titanic 
model.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good in generally Poor to Fair outer window boxes (please note some of these 
models may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (6) 

 £25 - £30 

3258. Corgi Classics a boxed group of mainly Commercial vehicles to include C858/11 Thornycroft 'J' Type Double Decker 
Bus "Great Western Railway", D953/18 Bedford O Series Pantechnicon "Blackpool Tower Circus", C865 Ford Model T "Lyons 
Tea", 97120 Bedford O Series Van "LMS Express Parcels Traffic" along with others.  Conditions all generally appear Good 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some 
of these window boxes do suffer from crushing along with old price stickers attached).  (24) 

 £30 - £40 

3259. Solido, Minichamps, Lledo and similar a group of mainly boxed with some unboxed models to include a Minichamps 
Formula 1 Arrows A18 - 6th place British GP/July 13th 1997 "Damon Hill", Solido "Age D'or" 4156 Duesenberg, Solido "Age 
D'or" 4085 Cadillac 452A, Lledo 3-vehicle Gift Set "Vintage Rolls Royce Car Collection" which comprises of a Silver Ghost, a 
Playboy & a Phantom II along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Russian/East European or similar boxed Military Field 
Gun along with 5 x Merit OO and HO Gauge blister packed/carded Railway Accessories which does include 5058 Passengers 
Standing (Set B), 5004 Gas Lamp-Posts along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to range from Poor to Near Mint 
although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging/blister cards 
(please note some packaging does have old price stickers attached and some boxes do suffer from crushing).  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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3260. Corgi a group of mainly boxed although does include some unboxed models to include 05001 BMW Z8 "007 - The 
World is Not Enough" (The Definitive Bond Collection), 05701 Mercedes Saloon "007 - Octopussy" (The Definitive Bond 
Collection), 286 Jaguar XJ12C, 303 Porsche 924 with racing decals number 2, 1004 (Corgitronics) Beep Beep Bus along with 
others.  Conditions do generally range from Poor to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing along with other 
damage and some have old price stickers attached).  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3261. Matchbox, Majorette & Mattel Hot Wheels a group of boxed and unboxed diecast models which also includes 2 x 
Matchbox Models of Yesteryear/Lesney Giftware to include 9 x Majorette boxed Commercial vehicles (Collection & Authentic 
Series), Matchbox boxed (Super Kings) K172, Matchbox carded/blister packed MB47 School Bus, Matchbox carded/blister 
packed 17 Concept 1 "Hero City", Matchbox carded/blister packed 75 Series Helicopter "Rescue" (Superfast) along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is an unboxed Matchbox (Super Kings) K-59 Snorkel Fire Engine, unboxed Matchbox (Sea Kings) 
K308 Guided Missile Destroyer along with other unboxed models and 9 x Mattel Hot Wheel tin Badges.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3262. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include '68 Dodge "Dart" (Hot Wheels 50 - established 1968), 
B3564 Dodge Ram Pick-up (Blings) "2004 First Editions - 15/100", B3860 1968 Cougar "Tag Rides - 2/5", B3762 Roll Patrol 
"Whip Creamer II" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked 
for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be duplication in this 
lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

3263. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include C2717 "Crooze Low Flow" (2004 First 
Editions - 49/100), 18804 (Flyin' Aces Series) "Dog Fighter", B3883 "Hammered Coupe" (Autonomicals - 5/5), 27094 Track T 
with racing decals number 7 along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have 
been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be 
duplication in this lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

3264. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include 130/250 GT Hunter "HW Race", G6689 "Low 
C-GT - 2005 First Editions" (Drop Tops - 1/10), 57152 "Twang Thang" - Final Run 5/12, C2744 "Crooze Bedtime" - 2004 First 
Editions 52/100 along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked 
for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be duplication in this 
lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

3265. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include B3554 "Hardnoze Dodge Neon" 2004 First Editions 
18/100, K7624 "Mystery" (this is a sealed black blister), G6800 "Buick Wildcat" Final Run 3/5, B3553 "Hardnoze Merc 1949" 
2004 First Editions 19/100 along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be 
duplication in this lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 
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3266. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include 244/244 "Street Cleaver" (HW Video Game Heroes 
11), Y101P "The Embosser" (Experimotors 6/10), G6801 "Hydro Jet" Final Run 4/5, C2714 "Crooze Woozie" 2004 First Editions 
46/100 along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be duplication in this 
lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

3267. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded group comprising of mainly short cards but does include some long cards and are mainly 
recent issues from the 1990's through to the 2000's and similar to include 19/365 "Rescue Duty" HW Rescue 7/10, 19537 
"Road Rocket" (Collector issue 860), C2742 "Extreemster" 2004 First Editions 82/100 along with others.  Conditions do 
generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good 
to Good Plus card/blister packs (please note there may be duplication in this lot).  (44) 

 £40 - £60 

3268. Mattel Hot Wheels a carded TV Related group which are all mainly more recent releases from the year 2000's to 
include DFK75-JL10 "The Bat" (The Dark Knight Rises 5/6) x 6, DWD18-JL10 "Teegray" (Marvel's Spiderman - Homecoming 
2/6) x 3, DWF04-JL10 "Altered Ego" (Peanuts 2/6), DWD07-JL10 "Power Pro" (DC-Justice League 1/7) along with others.  
Please note there is heavy duplication in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer card/blister packs (please 
note some blister packs do suffer from slight crushing along with one or two blisters have detached from the cards).  (34) 

 £40 - £50 

3269. Picture Pride or similar a wood and glass construction Display Cabinet which measures approximately 65cm height x 
95cm wide x 8 to 9cm depth and comes complete with 7 glass shelves.  Condition does generally appear to be Good although 
the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. (1) 

 £35 - £45 

3270. Picture Pride or similar a wood and glass construction Display Cabinet which measures approximately 65cm height x 
95cm wide x 8 to 9cm depth and comes complete with 7 glass shelves.  Condition does generally appear to be Good although 
the front facing edge does suffer from usual wear and tear marks such as light scratches, indents and similar. (1) 

 £35 - £45 

3271. A pair of wooden construction Display Cabinets both with perspex front as opposed to glass and each having 3 glass 
shelves which are present and both measure approximately 54cm wide x 28cm high in height x 9cm in depth.  Conditions do 
generally appear Good although the wooden outer facia edges do appear to have scuffs and scratches which is normal wear 
and tear. (2) 

 £20 - £25 

3272. Corgi & Dinky a group of Shop Display Signs comprising of (1) Corgi Toys plastic/perspex sign which measures 
approximately 76cm wide x 10cm in height, (2) a Corgi blue, white and red sign which is cardboard and foam construction 
which measures approximately 61cm wide x 24cm wide, (3) a Corgi Toys yellow, black and red oval window sticker along with a 
Dinky Toys yellow, black and red plastic/perspex sign which measures approximately 39cm wide x 25cm in height.  Conditions 
of these signs do generally appear Good although would benefit from a further clean.  Also to include in this lot is a small 
quantity of Corgi, Matchbox & Dinky original and reproduction Collectors Catalogues and Ephemera to include a Matchbox 
collectors catalogue 1973, Matchbox collectors catalogue 1974, Corgi collectors catalogue 1975 along with others.  Conditions 
all generally range from Fair to Good although none have been checked. (qty) 

 £50 - £60 
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3273. A quantity of mainly hardback Books but does include some softback books which comprises of Sports Books, Fiction, 
Nature, Novels and other interesting books which includes a hardback book "The World Beneath the Sea", hardback book "Top 
10 of Everything - 2012" by Caroline Ash and Alexander Ash, hardback book "The Game of Thrones - Puzzle Treasury" which 
is unofficial and unauthorised by Tim Dedopulos, hardback book "Hang the Little Man" by John Creasey along with others. 
Conditions all range from Fair to Good although none have been checked with generally Good outer dust jackets where 
applicable. (Please note due the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only).  (qty in 2 boxes) 

 £10 - £20 

3274. DVD's and CD's a large quantity of Music CD's and Film DVD's which comprises of CD's such as Jazz, Soul, Pop, 
Rock & Roll and other similar genres along with film DVD's such as Horror, Music, Natural History and other similar DVD's and 
includes CD "No Exit" by Blondie, CD "Stronger than Pride" by Shaday, CD "Spice World" by the Spice Girls along with other 
really interesting CD's along with DVD's to include 2 DVD Box Set "Pirates of the Caribbean - The Curse of the Black Pearl" 
(the lost disc), a live music DVD "Live at the Wembley Stadium" which features the band Queen, DVD "Oceans Eleven", 5 DVD 
Box Set "Planet Earth" the complete series along with others. Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been 
tested in generally Good outer slip cases.  (lg qty in 2 boxes) 

 £10 - £20 

3275. Corgi, Vitesse, Trofeu, Eligor, EFE and similar a group of unboxed diecast models to include a Corgi Bedford Luton 
Van "T. Bourne & Son Ltd" Removal Van, a Corgi Triumph TR3, a Trofeu Ford Escort Mk.1, a Vitesse 1/43rd scale Triumph TR, 
an IXO 1/43rd scale Lotus Elite with racing decals number 38, an EFE Leyland Atlantean Double Decker Bus "Maidstone 
District" along with others.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good although some models do appear to have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose and none have been checked for completeness.  Also to include in this lot is a large 
quantity of empty boxes relating to makes such as Jouef, Vitesse, Trofeu, Quartzo, Minichamps and other similar 
manufacturers.  Please note although some of these boxes do match up to some of these unboxed models there is no 
guarantee that all the boxes will match up with all the unboxed as this has not been checked completely. (qty in 3 boxes) 

 £120 - £140 

3276. A mainly History related Book group to include Muirs Historical Atlas Ancient, Mediaeval and Modern, The Lives of 
King's and Queen's of France, Keith Middlemass Edward VII, The Oxford Literacy of English Poetry volumes 1, 2 and 3, plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus.  Please note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not 
available therefore collection only. (large qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3277. A partially boxed miscellaneous group to include 2 x K-nex models, Burger King toys including Toy Story figures, ERTL 
AMT 1941 Plymouth Set, Lego including Lego built Truck, wooden Cars, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Good to Mint. (large qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3278. Corgi 39902 Ford Thunderbird & Marilyn Monroe Figure (diamond headlights) - generally Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good outer window box. 

 £20 - £25 

3279. Corgi, Majorette, Matchbox, Tonka, Dinky and similar a group of unboxed diecast, plastic and tinplate models to 
include Corgi "Supermobile", Corgi (Juniors) Batmobile, Tonka tinplate Construction Digger in yellow and black, Dinky 289 
Routemaster Bus in red "Esso Safety Grip Tyres", Majorette 1/67th scale Neoplan Single Decker Coach "Holiday 
Express - Wales" along with others. Please note there is duplication in this lot. Conditions all generally appear Poor to Good. 
Also to include in this lot is a small number of hardback Books which all appear to be Railway related and include such books 
as "Britains Best Railways" by Julian Holland and David Spaven, "Full Steam Ahead - How the Railways made Britain" by Peter 
Ginn and Ruth Goodman, "History of Britains Railways" by Julian Holland along with others. Conditions of these books 
generally appear Good although none have been checked.  (qty) 

 £15 - £20 
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3280. Pocher or similar a group 3 x Ferrari 1/8th scale "Testarossa" metal construction Body Shells.  One body shell is still 
bare metal whilst the other two have been sprayed red.  These body shells while metal in construction are rather heavy and 
would benefit an enthusiast or a kit builder and would be suitable for a Ferrari project.  Conditions generally appear to be Fair 
to Good. (3) 

 £20 - £30 

3281. Corgi a large group of Empty Boxes all Circus Related and includes Pinder Jean Richard, Chipperfield's Circus, The 
Showman's Range along with others and includes boxes such as 16501 (The Showman's Range) Scammell Highwayman 
Ballast with Closed Pole Trailer and Caravan Set "Carters", 16801 (Pinder-Jean Richard) a Scammell Highwayman Avec 2 
Remorques Cage "Pinder", 09901 (The Showman's Range) an ERF Dodgem Truck and Box Trailer Set "Pat Collins" along with 
others.  Please note although this lot comprises of empty Corgi boxes it is a good opportunity for a collector/dealer or similar to 
be able to swap out/exchange boxes in lesser condition for better condition boxes such as these.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good with generally Good inner original packaging (please note all these boxes 
are empty).  (qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3282. A quantity of vintage Electronic Games and other electronic items such as vintage Games Consoles, Tape Machine, 
DVD's and other similar items to include a Sinclair ZX Spectrum games console complete with ZX power supply, Amstrad 
vintage electric Tape Recorder/Player, a number of Transformers DVD box sets, some vintage Sinclair ZX Spectrum games on 
tape cassettes along with other interesting items.  Also to include in this lot is two large games comprising of a Table Bar 
Football complete with the four legs and an early Crossfire Game which comes complete with the two plastic ball bearing firing 
guns but there is no ball bearings with this game (please note nothing in this lot has been checked for completeness or 
correctness and nothing has been tested).  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging where applicable.  Please note due to the size and weight of this lot collection is advised. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3283. Lledo Days Gone and similar a group of boxed Promotional models which also includes some multi-vehicle sets to 
include 31007 Brewers Dray "Bass Ales", 4015 Horse Drawn Bus "Co-operative Tea", 19006 1931 Rolls Royce Phantom II 
which is green with coach lines along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 2 x multi-vehicle sets comprising of 3-vehicle set 
"KLM" No.1 Set & 3-vehicle set "KLM" No.2 Set.  Conditions all generally appear Good although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from 
crushing, splitting and tearing and some have old price stickers attached).  Please note there is duplication in this lot. (74) 

 £40 - £50 

3284. Lledo, Cararama, Newray, Atlas and similar a group of boxed diecast and plastic models which also includes some 
Railway related models to include 2 x HO Scale Train Set (clockwork) "Central Express", Bachmann boxed Blinking Oil Tank, 
Atlas Editions 4648102 1/76th scale London Feltham Tram (UCC 1931), Cararama 1/43rd scale Porsche 356B Soft top 
complete with small Towing Caravan, Lledo DG060017 1955 Dennis F8 Fire Engine "Singer/Clydebank" along with others.  
Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear to be ranging from Fair to Near Mint although none 
have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some packaging 
does suffer from crushing, tearing and other damage along with some packaging having old price stickers attached).  (60) 

 £40 - £50 

3285. Britbus & CSM a group of unboxed Britbus models along with one boxed CSM model to include a Britbus Guy Arab 
Utility (World War II) "Berger Paints", a CSM boxed 1/76th scale Double Decker Bus (Hong Kong) along with others.  Please 
note this lot does include some Britbus Code 3 models along with some of these Buses having being repainted with new 
transfers attached along with other refurbishment.  Conditions all generally appear to be Fair to Good in Good rigid perspex 
case where applicable. (11) 

 £30 - £35 
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3286. Corgi, Matchbox & Minichamps a small mixed boxed group to include a Minichamps 1961 Lincoln Continental 
Presidential Parade Vehicle (X-100) "The Kennedy Car", Corgi Commercials 97070 2-vehicle Bus Set "The Buses of Silver 
Service" comprising of one AEC Regal and one Bedford OB Coach, a Corgi 98154 Fully Closed Tram "Dover", Corgi 2-vehicle 
Bus Set "East Meets West/Stagecoach and City Bus" comprising of a Dennis Dart SLF "Stagecoach" & Volvo Olympian "City 
Bus" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 6 x Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" models comprising of Y-18 1918 
Atkinson Dampflastwagen Type D, Y-12 1912 Ford Model T, Y-22 1930 Model A Ford Van "Lyons Tea" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be generally Good to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging (please note some packaging does suffer from crushing).  Also to 
include in this lot is a small number of Collectors Magazines and Catalogues along with a softback Book to include a Matchbox 
and Lledo Toys by Dr Edward Force, History of British Dinky Toys 1934 to 1964 by Cecil Gibson, Wyking 1971 Collectors 
Catalogue along with others (please note some of these small collectors catalogues are re-prints).  Conditions all generally 
appear Good. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3287. An unboxed Bus group comprising of Lledo and similar along with unknown Chinese manufacturers which comprises of 
Double Decker, Single Decker Coaches, Trams and similar to include a Lledo Days Gone Tram "Glasgow Corporation", Welly 
Double Decker London Bus "On the Spot", a Chinese manufacturer Double Decker London Bus "London City Sightseeing", a 
Leyland Double Decker Bus "Thames" (unknown Hong Kong manufacturer), an EFE Bedford OB Coach "Central" along with 
others.  Please note this is a mixture of diecast and plastic constructed Buses and there is duplication in this lot.  Condit ions all 
generally range from Fair to Good with some appearing to have been repainted along with others having replacement transfers 
attached. (80+) 

 £40 - £50 

3288. Matchbox & Hot Wheels a group of unboxed diecast models comprising mainly of Hot Wheels but does include some 
Matchbox to include a Matchbox Rolls Royce "Silver Cloud", a Hot Wheels Ferrari 250 GTO, Hot Wheels A132 Volkswagen 
Golf in green with roof rack, Hot Wheels Nissan Sylvia S-15 along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Good Plus. (90+) 

 £40 - £50 

3289. ERTL, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a small group of unboxed TV Related models to include a quantity of ERTL 
"Thomas the Tank Engine" models which comprises of Carriages, Goods Wagons, Engines and similar along with a Matchbox 
"Lady Penelope" vehicle in pink from the TV series "Thunderbirds", Corgi Aston Martin DB5, ERTL "Noddy Vehicle" along with 
others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3290. Oxford Diecast, Cararama, City, Classix and similar a group of boxed 1/76th, N Gauge and similar models to include a 
City CV021 Morris LD150 Van "Royal Mail", Oxford Diecast 1/76th scale MHO17 (Oxford Military) Mechanical Horse Flatbed 
Trailer "Royal Army Service Corps", Cararama Volkswagen Beetle with racing decals number 53, Oxford Diecast 1/76th scale 
76BHF003 (Oxford Fire Series) Bedford Heavy Unit "Auxiliary Fire Service", a Classix 1/76th scale EM76685 Trojan 20cwt Van 
"Brooke Bond Tea", Classix 1/76th scale EM76829 Austin FX3 London Taxi in black over dark blue along with others.  Please 
note none of these have been checked for completeness or correctness and this lot may include duplicates.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Good to Near Mint although some models do appear loose inside the packaging therefore may have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Good to Good Plus rigid clear perspex cases with some having Good 
outer cardboard slip sleeves (please note some perspex cases have become detached from bases but are still present).  (90) 

 £50 - £60 

3291. EFE an unboxed Bus group which comprises of Double Decker Buses, Single Decker Coaches, OB Coaches, Trams 
and similar to include a Horsefield Tramcar, a Leyland PD1 "Craven 'A'", a B.E.T. Federation Single Decker Coach "OK Motor 
Services", a Guy Arab Utility Bus "Drink Tizer", an AEC RF Class Bus "BEA" along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good Plus with some models appearing to have been repainted 
along with some having new decals attached. (43) 

 £40 - £50 
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3292. EFE an unboxed Bus group which comprises of Double Decker Buses, Single Decker Coaches, OB Coaches, Trams 
and similar to include a Horsefield Tramcar "Jacobs Cream Crackers", a Bristol Lodekka Double Decker Bus "Western" (Golden 
Tulips Hotels), a Bristol L Halfcab Coach "Thames Valley", an AEC Regal "British Railways", a Bedford OB Coach "Royal Blue" 
along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good Plus with some 
models appearing to have been repainted along with some having new decals attached. (43) 

 £40 - £50 

3293. EFE an unboxed Bus group which comprises of Double Decker Buses, Single Decker Coaches, OB Coaches, Trams 
and similar to include a Bedford OB Coach "British Railways", a Horsefield Tramcar "It's a Good Sign When You Shop at the 
Co-op", a Harrington Grenadier Single Decker Coach "Orange Luxury Coaches", a Leyland PD2 "Newcastle Ales/Newcastle 
Transport" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good Plus 
with some models appearing to have been repainted along with some having new decals attached. (43) 

 £40 - £50 

3294. EFE an unboxed Bus group which comprises of Double Decker Buses, Single Decker Coaches, OB Coaches, Trams 
and similar to include a Guy Arab Utility Double Decker Bus "Coventry Transport", a Leyland PD2 Double Decker Bus "Be a 
Blood Donor and Save Life/Newcastle Transport", a Bristol Lodekka Double Decker Bus "Brighton, Hove and District", a 
Horsefield Tramcar along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Fair to Good 
Plus with some models appearing to have been repainted along with some having new decals attached. (43) 

 £40 - £50 

3295. Corgi an unboxed Bus group which comprises of Trolleybuses, Double Decker Buses, Single Decker Coaches, OB 
Coaches and similar to include a Corgi (Original Omnibus) Weymann Double Decker Bus "Prudential", a Dick Kerr Type Tram 
"Brickwoods Ales and Stout", a Bedford OB Coach, a BET Single Decker "Southdown", a Metrobus "Air UK" along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is 1 x Joal 1/50th scale Volvo Coach.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all 
generally range from Fair to Good with some of these models appearing to have been repainted and also some having 
replacement transfers applied and other states of refurbishment. (47) 

 £35 - £45 

3296. Corgi an unboxed Bus group which comprises of a Weymann Double Decker Trolleybus "Prudential", a BET Single 
Decker Coach "Devon General", a Van Hool Alizee Single Decker Coach "Speedlink - Heathrow/Gatwick", a Metrobus "Air UK" 
along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good with some of 
these models appearing to have been repainted and also some having replacement transfers applied and other states of 
refurbishment. (46) 

 £35 - £45 

3297. Matchbox, Atlas Editions, Airfix and similar a small group of boxed and unboxed diecast and plastic Aeroplanes which 
comprises of Military, Civilian and similar to include 3 x boxed Airfix/Bachmann (Mini Planes Series) plastic Biplanes which 
comprise of 1914 Fokker D-VII, 1913 Albatross D111 & 1912 Nieuport 17, a boxed Atlas Editions Avro Lancaster "Dam Buster" 
along with 17 x unboxed diecast Aeroplanes which includes a Matchbox Cessna, a Matchbox Boeing 747, Matchbox A300B 
Airbus "Lufthansa" along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Fair to 
Good in generally Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable (please note it appears some of these models have been 
repainted).  (21) 

 £25 - £30 

3298. Corgi, Polistil and similar (along with unbranded Chinese manufacture models) group of unboxed diecast and plastic 
models to include a Polistil EL79 Range Rover in red "Fire Chief", Corgi Ford Transit "RAC", Matchbox Ikarus Coach "Espana", 
Corgi Ford Transit "Eddie Stobart Ltd" along with others.  Conditions do generally range from Fair to Good. (120+) 

 £40 - £50 
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3299. Corgi, Polistil and similar (along with unbranded Chinese manufacture models) group of unboxed diecast and plastic 
models to include a Bburago Fiat Panda 45, a Matchbox 6 Euclid Dump Truck, Bburago Fiat Cinquecento along with others.  
Conditions do generally range from Fair to Good. (120+) 

 £40 - £50 

3300. Corgi, Polistil and similar (along with unbranded Chinese manufacture models) group of unboxed diecast and plastic 
models to include a Corgi Ford Transit Van "Eddie Stobart Ltd", Corgi 1937 Rolls-Royce, Corgi London Taxi "Manchester 
2002 - Commonwealth Games", Polistil EL66 Land Rover along with others.  Conditions do generally range from Fair to Good. 
(120+) 

 £40 - £50 

3301. A assorted quantity of unboxed loose mixed small scale plastic Vehicles, Figures, Street Furniture, Military Soldiers 
and other interesting accessories to include OO Gauge Tipper Lorries, Volkswagen Kombi's "Police", 1/72nd scale accessories 
such as Policeman, bollards, sign boards, road signs and others along with HO/OO Gauge road signs and traffic signs, 1/72nd 
scale warning signs, stop signs, bollards along with a quantity of HO/OO plastic railway accessories.  Also to include in this lot 
is small scale plastic model vehicles along with bagged water slide transfers, bagged military soldiers and other similar items.  
Please note some of these items have been boxed in homemade generic boxes which have been fully marked up to the fronts 
with contents.  This is a really interesting lot and is well worth a good sort (there is duplication in this lot - please see photo). 
(qty 

 £40 - £50 

3302. Matchbox, Corgi & Dinky an unboxed group to include a Corgi 228 Volvo P.1800, Dinky Toys DH110 Sea Vixen 
Military Aircraft, Dinky Toys P.I.B Lightning Military Jet, Matchbox Superfast 68 Porsche 910 in white, a Matchbox 24 Rolls 
Royce Silver Shadow along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Fair to Good Plus.  Please note there 
is duplication in this lot. (50+) 

 £30 - £40 

3303. Majorette an unboxed group comprising of Motor vehicles, Buses, Military vehicles and similar which includes an early 
example Peugeot 204 Cabriolet, BMW 3.0 CSI, Peugeot 604, Volvo 760 GLE along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Fair to Good. (50+) 

 £70 - £90 

3304. Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) & Husky an unboxed group to include a Husky Buick Electra, Husky Ford Thames Van, 
Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) Mercedes Benz 280 SL, Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) Studebaker Wagonaire Medical Vehicle, 
Corgi Juniors (Whizzwheels) Aston Martin DBS along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do 
generally appear to be Fair to Good Plus. (50) 

 £30 - £40 

3305. Siku, Lone Star, Tomica, Polistil & Guisval a mainly unboxed group but does include two boxed items to include Lone 
Star (Commercials) a boxed 26 Foden Tanker "Mobil", Lone Star (Tuf-Tots) a boxed 604 Dodge Dart Sport along with a quantity 
of unboxed which includes a Lone Star (Commercials) 1/76th scale Leyland "Mickey Mouse" Flatbed in green/yellow with blue 
girders x 2, Guisval Talbot Horizon complete with top accessory, Polistil RJ26 Renault 15TL, Siku Mercedes Benz 250, Siku 
Ferrari Berlinetta along with others.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good in 
generally Fair outer boxes where applicable. (29) 

 £60 - £70 

3306. Corgi Rockets an unboxed group comprising of a Jaguar Race Car "Control Car" complete with 2 x figures, a Mercedes 
280 SL & a Todd Sweeney (T Bird) with racing decals number 531.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good although 
please note these models do appear to have been superdetailed. (3) 

 £40 - £50 
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3307. Corgi, Matchbox & Britains (Detail) a small loose unboxed group comprising of a Corgi Double Decker Bus in yellow 
"Weetabix" (London Transport), Corgi Ford Capri 3.0S with racing decals number 52, Corgi Jaguar XJR9 "Castrol" with racing 
decals number 60, a Matchbox Volvo Estate "Ambulance" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is 6 x loose Britains 
(Detail) figures comprising of 4 x mounted Saracens/Turks, 1 x Horse (missing Saracen/Turk rider) & a lone standing Crusader 
figure.  Conditions are generally Fair. (16) 

 £15 - £20 

3308. Scalextric a boxed "Power Slide" Racing Set which comes complete with curved track (intended to make a figure 
eight), 2 x hand controllers, power supply, fences and other accessories along with 2 x Racing Slot Cars comprising of a Nissan 
350Z in orange and a Nissan 350Z in green.  Condition does generally appear Good although this has not been tested or 
checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair outer pictorial lift up lid box along with Fair to Good inner polystyrene 
packaging.  Also to include in this lot is a quantity of straight and curved Scalextric track complete with 2 x plastic hand 
controllers along with some plastic fencing. (1 box set & qty of track) 

 £20 - £30 

3309. A group of OO and N Gauge Static British Locomotive models to include a 1926 SR 4-6-0 No.850 "Lord Nelson" 
(Southern 850), 1938 Class 8P "Duchess" No.6220 Coronation (LMS), 1964 BR Brush Type 4 "Co-Co" D1562, along with 
others.  Please note some of these models are plastic and some are diecast.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus 
to Excellent and are all on generally Good display plinths. (15) 

 £20 - £25 

3310. Corgi, Dinky, Matchbox and similar a small group of mainly boxed models comprising of a Modern Product Covered 
Wagon which comes complete with driver, hood and 4 x horses, Corgi 471 Double Decker Bus in silver "The Queen's Silver 
Jubilee" (London Transport) x 3, Corgi 425 London Taxi, Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-6 1913 Cadillac along with others.  
Also to include in this lot is a small number of Aircraft models with the majority being unboxed but there is two boxed/carded 
which includes a boxed Corgi Aviation Archive 1/144th scale 48106 (Classic Propliners Series) Boeing Stratocruiser 
"Transocean", a carded Motormax (Sky Wings) Military Aircraft 76338 along with a number of unboxed diecast Military Aircraft 
to include a Dinky Toys Seaplane, Dinky Toys 726 Hawker Hunter, Matchbox Spitfire along with others.  Conditions of all the 
boxed items generally appears to be Good although none have been checked for completeness in generally Fair to Good outer 
packaging and conditions of the unboxed aircraft all generally appear to be Fair to Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3311. Dinky, Corgi and similar a small group of unboxed diecast models comprising of a Dinky Toys Daimler Ambulance, a 
Dinky Toys Trojan Van "Dunlop", Dinky Toys Coventry Climax Forklift Truck, Corgi Toys Ice Cream Van on Ford Thames 
"Walls", along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Poor to Fair. (16) 

 £40 - £60 

3312. An unboxed group of N Gauge Railway related models and a small number of accessories which includes Carriages, 
Engines, Goods Wagons and other similar Rolling Stock along with some railway street furniture and track.  Conditions all 
generally appear to be Poor to Fair.  Please note it appears some of these models do have small pieces missing, broken off or 
loose and nothing has been tested. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3313. A small quantity of boxed and unboxed OO Gauge Coaches, along with 2 x Kitbuilt Tram kits.  Conditions generally 
range from Poor to Good although nothing has been checked for completeness or correctness and nothing has been tested 
(please note the 2 x Tram kits appear to be built but do appear to have small parts missing, broken off or loose), boxes where 
applicable all generally appear to be Fair. (6) 

 £60 - £70 
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3314. Dinky, Matchbox, Corgi and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast models which includes an unboxed Dinky 
Toys Jaguar, an unboxed Dinky Toys 673 Scout Car, an unboxed Matchbox 32 E-type Jaguar, a boxed Budgie Toys 224 
Railway Engine, a boxed Corgi 469 Routemaster Bus "Manchester United FC" along with others.  Conditions do range from 
Poor to Good although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging 
where applicable. (small qty) 

 £35 - £45 

3315. A large quantity of Empty Boxes which are mainly reproduction but there are some original boxes.  This lot is a mixed 
lot and includes boxes relating to Dinky Toys, APS (Penny), Britains "Model Home Farm Series), Ulrich Model Kits along with 
others.  Please note as stated this lot comprises mainly of reproduction but there are a few original boxes too.  Conditions all 
generally range from Poor to Good. (large qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3316. Corgi, Triang Minic, Lledo and similar a large quantity of Collectors Magazines and Collectors Catalogues which 
comprises of titles such as Corgi Collector, Lledo - Diecast Model Collections (The Collectors Choice), Corgi Aviation Archive 
2005 January to June along with others.  This lot also includes a more harder to find Triang "Minic" Collectors Catalogue (A 
Table Top - Full of Thrills'", which all generally appear to be Good although none have been checked along with a boxed Linka 
Model Building System with contents generally appearing Good although it does appear to be incomplete in generally a Fair 
outer box (please note due to the weight of this lot collection is advised).  (large qty) 

 £20 - £25 

3317. Bus Memorabilia - a Ribble Bus Company cloth Destination Roller Blind.  This blind would have been used to allow the 
driver to indicate to member of the public the destination of the bus and appears to have destinations assumed to be Preston 
and the immediate area and has destinations on it such as Railway Station, Football Special, School Special, Strand Road, 
Brookfield via Deepdale along with other destinations.  This cloth roller blind has white lettering printed on a black cloth 
background.  Condition does generally appear to be Good although due to it being rolled it would benefit from a further clean. 
(1) 

 £70 - £80 

3318. Bus Memorabilia - a metal/enamel construction Bus Stop Request Sign which is possibly related to the Ribble Bus 
Company.  This sign has 2 steel mounting bolts to one side and has an enamel or similar red and white frontage and measures 
approximately 46cm wide x 40cm in height and tapers off from end towards the front end in a wedge shape.  It is a really 
interesting item and would suit anybody who collects bus or related memorabilia. (1) 

 £70 - £80 

3319. Corgi, Dinky and similar a small group of boxed and unboxed diecast models to include a Corgi boxed 159 Formula 1 
Racing Car "Patrick Eagle - Indianapolis", Corgi boxed 160 Hesketh 308 Formula 1, Solido (Gam 1) 56 Citroen 2CV6 along with 
others.  Also to include in this lot is a Dinky Shado 2 & Dinky Eagle Transporter.  Conditions generally range from Poor to 
Excellent in generally Poor to Good outer packaging where applicable (please note the two TV related Dinky models do appear 
to have pieces missing, broken off or loose and the Eagle Transporter has been repainted in parts).  Also to include in this lot is 
a small number of Empty Boxes which all would benefit from a further clean and are all generally Poor to Fair. (small qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3320. Corgi a small group of boxed and unboxed models comprising of a boxed Thornycroft 'J' Type Bus "Schweppes”, a 
boxed Austin Metro (A British Car to Beat the World), a boxed AEC 508 Forward Control 5-ton Cab Over "Asthma Cure" along 
with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Fair to Near Mint with some of the loose unboxed models appearing to have 
small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (13) 

 £20 - £25 
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3321. Corgi, Solido, Matchbox and similar a group of boxed and unboxed diecast models to include Solido unboxed 1/60th 
scale Mack Pompier Emergency Services Vehicle, Solido unboxed Cadillac V16 (1931) "Manhattan Fire Brigade", Corgi 
unboxed Porsche with racing decals number 2, Maisto unboxed 1/38th scale Corvette ZR-1, a Corgi boxed Thornycroft Box 
Van "Batchelors Peas" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of multi-vehicle Gift Sets which includes 
Corgi 97066 4-vehicle Bus Set "Routemasters in Exile", Matchbox 6-vehicle Set "Pills, Potions and Powders" along with others, 
along with a small number of Sew-on Patches which appears to related to Emergency Services and Military.  This lot is well 
worth a good sort.  Conditions all generally appear Fair to Good although some unboxed models do appear to have small 
pieces missing, broken off or loose in generally Fair to Good outer boxes where applicable.  Please note there is some empty 
boxes in this lot which related to Solido, Corgi, Matchbox and similar which generally appear Poor to Fair (nothing has been 
checked for completeness or correctness). (qty) 

 £25 - £30 

3322. Corgi, Solido, Cursor and similar a boxed and unboxed group (mainly boxed) comprising mainly of Buses but does 
include other vehicles, to include a boxed Cursor Modell 679 Mercedes-Benz 240 GD Land Rover, a boxed Solido Double 
Decker Bus "London Transport", a boxed Corgi "Original Omnibus" 40901 MCW Orion (BMMO) "Chesterfield Transport", EFE a 
boxed 11902 Harrington Cavalier "Yellow Ways" Single Decker Coach, a boxed Corgi 3-vehicle "Battle of Britain 50th 
Anniversary" Set comprising of a Bedford Coach, Morris 1000 Van and Ford Zephyr along with others.  Conditions all generally 
range from Poor to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
packaging where applicable. (38) 

 £40 - £50 

3323. Matchbox a boxed and unboxed group comprising mainly of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear but does include some 
other models to include a boxed "Super Kings" K-15 Burlingham Bus, a boxed "Super Kings" K-15 Bus "Parish Church 750th 
Anniversary", a boxed "Matchbox Models of Yesteryear" Special Edition YS-9 1936 Leyland 'Cub' Fire Engine FK-7, a boxed 
"Models of Yesteryear" Y-5 1927 Talbot, along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small number of unboxed Models of 
Yesteryear models along with a small quantity of boxed Lledo Days Gone promotional models.  Please note there is duplication 
in this lot.  Conditions all generally range from Poor to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or 
correctness in generally Fair to Good outer packaging where applicable. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3324. Scalextric a pair of boxed Racing Sets comprising of (1) C.853 Formula 1 "Silverstone" Racing Set which includes 
straight and curved track, plastic fencing, power supply and 2 x hand controllers along with a Williams Honda Slot Racing Car 
and a Lotus Honda Slot Racing Car.  Also to include in this lot is one spare Williams Honda Formula 1 Racing Car.  Please 
note this set has not been checked for completeness and has not been tested, it generally appears to be Good in generally Fair 
to Good outer pictorial lift off lid box complete with Good inner polystyrene packaging, (2) C.742 "Le Mans" Racing Set which 
seems to include straight and curved track, plastic fencing and accessories along with power supply and 2 x hand controllers 
and a Jaguar Slot Racing Cars with racing decals number 5 along with a Porsche Slot Racing Cars with decals number 1.  
Please note this has not been checked for completeness or correctness and has not been tested.  Condition does generally 
appear Good to Good Plus in generally Fair outer pictorial lift off lid box along with Good inner polystyrene packaging. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3325. Corgi, Matchbox, Scalextric and similar a small group of boxed and unboxed models to include a Scalextric boxed 
C.136 Renault Laguna '96, a boxed Scalextric Audi A4 along with a Matchbox plastic Carry Case with 2 x trays with 22 x loose 
Corgi, Matchbox and similar diecast models which includes a Corgi Ford Capri 3.0S, Corgi Aston Martin DB6, a Matchbox Rolls 
Royce "Silver Cloud" along with others.  Conditions all range from Fair to Good in generally Fair outer packaging where 
applicable (please note Scalextric Slot Cars have not been tested).  (small qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3326. Nylena a Child's Push-along Dog.  This has wheels and foot rests along with a bar at the top at the back to enable the 
child to push along and has a brown fluffy woolly dog mounted on it.  Please note this would benefit from a clean due to 
storage. (1) 

 £5 - £10 
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3327. Fisher Price a quantity of Children's Toys to include a large Garage (930) which has one red car with red person, one 
blue car with blue person, working turntable, Stop signs along with a working lift, a Music Box Record Player with 5 x plastic 
records/discs, a Fire Engine with a working extending ladder and 2 x Fireman, along with other interesting items.  This is a 
really nice lot.  Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3328. Matchbox, Dinky, Lledo and similar a small group of mainly unboxed models but does include a multi-vehicle Lledo Gift 
Set comprising of a Dinky Toys 283 Single Decker Bus, a Matchbox 35 Marshall Horse Box Mk.7, a Matchbox 32 Jaguar 
XK140 along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a 3-vehicle Lledo Gift Set BB1003 "The Royal Air Force Ground Crew 
Support Set".  Conditions of all the unboxed appear generally to be Poor to Good, along with the boxed items appearing to be 
Good Plus to Excellent.  Please note there is duplication in this lot. (qty) 

 £15 - £20 

3329. A vintage Raleigh 3-wheel Children's Trike which is metal and plastic construction "Little Lamb".  This is a really nice 
interesting item and would definitely suit renovation.  Condition does generally appear Good although the metal surfaces do 
have slight rust pitting especially on the seat. (1) 

 £5 - £10 

3330. Corgi & Creative Master Northcord a boxed Bus group comprising mainly of Corgi Original Omnibus but does include 1 
x Creative Master Northcord model to include UKBUS4008 "First" (Plymouth-Totnes-Torquay), a Corgi Original Omnibus 43708 
Q1 Trolleybus "London Transport", Corgi Original Omnibus 42805 Dennis Dart "Plymouth City Bus" along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good 
outer rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard sleeves where applicable. (11) 

 £35 - £40 

3331. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group of mainly 1/76th scale models to include 16001 Leyland PD2 Bus 
"Lowbridge-Todmorden/LMS", 16201 Bristol MW Coach "Bristol Greyhound", 24703 (D-Regulation) Leyland Atlantean 
"Plymouth City Transport", 25206 (D-Regulation) Bristol RELL "Western National" along with others.  Conditions do generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
window boxes (some window boxes do require a further clean possibly due to storage and some boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing).  (20) 

 £50 - £60 

3332. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed 1/76th scale Bus group to include 16304 Bristol LS Bus "Western National", 
16203 Bristol MW Coach "Royal Blue", 16216503 Leyland Atlantean "Devon General" along with others.  Please note there is 
duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do suffer from slight 
crushing along with old price stickers attached and the majority of these boxes would benefit from a further clean possibly due 
to storage).  (18) 

 £50 - £60 

3333. Vitesse a boxed group to include L213A Peugeot 206 Maxi "Panizzi" (Panizzi Rallye De France - Tour De Corse 97), 
L154B Volkswagen Sedan (1955), 014 Triumph TR3A/Open (1959), Ref 200 Porsche 956 "Grand Prix" Silverstone (1983) 
along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be mainly Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good outer rigid perspex 
cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable. (13) 

 £50 - £60 
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3334. Brumm, Quartzo, Bang, Conrad, Solido and similar a boxed group to include a Conrad 1025 1/43rd scale Baujahr 
(1917) "Graf & Stift" Fire Engine, Solido (Age D'or) 4071 Rolls Royce Coupe, Quartzo 1/43rd scale 3014 Kremer K3 
"Coca-Cola" Racing Car, Eligor 1133 Triumph TR5 "Roadster" (1968), Onyx (Racing Motorbikes Collection) XM005 Suzuki 
RGV500 - Team Suzuki "Daryl Beattie #4" along with others (please note some models do appear loose inside the boxes 
therefore may have some small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  Conditions all generally appear Good to Good Plus in 
generally Good outer mainly rigid perspex boxes complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves where applicable (please 
note some boxes do require a further clean possibly due to storage along with some having old price stickers attached).  (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3335. A quantity of Vintage Comics along with a small quantity of hardback Children's Annuals to include The Dandy Book 
1983, The Topper Annual 1988, The Beezer Book 1969, The Beezer Book 1970, The Topper Annual 1978 along with others.  
Conditions all generally range from Fair to Good (no comics or annuals have been checked and please note some of the 
annuals do suffer from spine damage along with the majority of the comics suffering from tears, folds, creases etc).  Please 
note due to the weight of this lot shipping is not available therefore collection only.  (qty in 2 tubs) 

 £10 - £15 

3336. Onyx a boxed group of Formula 1 models to include 254 Pacific Ford Pro 2 "Jean-Denis" (Deletraz), 245 Minardi Ford 
M195 "Pierluigi" (Martini), 238 Ferrari 412 T2 "Gerhard Berger" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Near 
Mint to Mint in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some cases have old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3337. Onyx a boxed group of Formula 1 models to include 287 Forti Ford "Luca Badoer" (Europe G.P. 1996), 282 Williams 
Renault FW18 (French G.P. 1996), 281 Williams Renault FW18 "Damon Hill" (Winner French GP 1996) along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some cases 
have old price stickers attached).  (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3338. Onyx a boxed group of Formula 1 models to include 281 Williams Renault FW18 "Damon Hill" (Winner French GP 
1996), 246 Minardi Ford M195 "Luca Badoer", 202C Williams Renault FW16 (French Grand Prix) along with others.  
Conditions do generally appear to be Near Mint to Mint in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some cases 
have old price stickers attached).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3339. Onyx & Minichamps a boxed group of Formula 1 models to include a Minichamps Edition 43/5 McLaren MP4/9 
Peugeot "M. Brundle", Onyx 290 Forti Ford "Andrea Montermini" (Spanish GP 1996), 200 Ligier Renault JS39 "Eric Bernhard" 
along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although one model does appear to have the 
aerofoil broken off although present in generally Good outer rigid perspex cases (please note some cases have old price 
stickers along with the Minichamps case does have a slight crack to the lid).  (7) 

 £40 - £50 

3340. Herpa a boxed group of 1/87th scale models to include 800220 Volvo F10 DB Container "Stuckgut", 141369 Single 
Decker Coach "Muller", 140270 Truck/Articulated Trailer "ACL" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to be Good 
Plus to Excellent in generally Good outer window boxes (please note some window boxes do have old price stickers attached).  
(13) 

 £30 - £40 

3341. Wiking a boxed group of 1/87th and similar scale models to include 71401 Reisebus (MB O 404 RHD), 1640218 
Porsche Carrera 4, 8260218 Audi Front, 6560220 Bauwagen along with others.  Please note these have not been checked for 
completeness or correctness.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer window boxes 
(please note some boxes do have old price stickers attached and some plastic windows do suffer from slight discolouration).  
(21) 

 £40 - £50 
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3342. Wiking, Roco, Praline, Brekina and similar a group of boxed models to include Wiking 26882 Bussing Tank-Sattelzug 
"Benzin Diesel/BP", Roco 1380 Land Rover "Red Cross Vehicle", Wiking 70024 Stadtbus (MB O 305) Single Decker Coach 
"Goslar", Praline 5350 Renault Bus "American Airlines" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a Preiser HO Gauge 
boxed Figure Set 14123.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer clear packaging.  Please note there is duplication in this lot (please note 
some models do appear loose inside boxes therefore they may have small pieces missing, broken off or loose).  (23) 

 £40 - £50 

3343. Lego a large group of boxed and unboxed (loosely bagged) models/kits to include Kit 6381 (Legoland) Racing Cars 
and Track, 6380 (Legoland) Hospital/Ambulance kit, 6392 (Legoland) Airport/Helicopter/Plane kit, along with others.  Along 
with these kits is a Lego Technic 8040 kit (Pneumatic).  Please note none of these kits have been checked for completeness or 
correctness and on further inspection it does appear that these kits are not complete.  Also to include in this lot is a large 
quantity of loose Lego accessories/bricks and other items such as pre-built vehicles, boats and other interesting items, please 
note that all these loose pieces appear to be from other kits and there is a possibility that some of these loose pieces may 
actually belong to some of the boxed incomplete kits as stated. (large qty) 

 £60 - £70 

3344. Lledo, Corgi, Matchbox and similar a boxed group comprising of Matchbox Models of Yesteryear, Matchbox The Dinky 
Collection, Lledo Vanguards and similar to include Corgi Classics 97825 Daimler CVD6, Lledo Vanguards VA4002 Ford Anglia 
Van "Hotpoint", Lledo Vanguards VA2001 Volkswagen Cabriolet in pale blue, Matchbox "The Dinky Collection" DY-8 1948 
Commer 8cwt Van "Sharps Toffee", Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y30 AC Mack Modele 1920 "Arctic Ice Cream Co", 
Matchbox "Models of Yesteryear" Y-5 1927 Talbot Van "Ever Ready" along with others.  Also to include in this lot is a small 
number of boxed Lledo Days Gone promotional models.  Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions do generally 
appear Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer 
mainly window boxes although some boxes do suffer from crushing and the majority do have old price stickers attached. (55) 

 £50 - £60 

3345. Dinky, Matchbox and similar a small group of unboxed diecast, plastic and tinplate models to include a Dinky 
Supertoys 955 Fire Engine with extending ladders along with plastic hubs and windows, a Dinky Toys Aircraft Fire Engine x 2, 
Matchbox 65 Jaguar 3.4 litre along with others.  Conditions do generally appear to range from Poor to Good (please note there 
is duplication in this lot). (17) 

 £40 - £50 

3346. Hornby Scalextric "Micro" a carded/blister packed 1/64th scale group of Accessories including vehicles to include 
straight and curved track, Micro Cars complete with spare tyres, plastic barriers along with a boxed Loop the Loop Track Set.  
Please note there is duplication in this lot.  Conditions all generally appear Near Mint to Mint on generally Good to Good Plus 
card/blister packs.  (14) 

 £25 - £30 

3347. Airfix & Hasagawa a boxed group of 1/48 and 1/72nd scale Military Fighter Jets to include 05015 1/72nd scale 
McDonnell Douglas F-15A/B "Eagle", 904022 1/72nd scale Dassault Mirage F.1C, 1/48th scale 07102 Etendard IVP (Series 7), 
1/72nd scale 3-kit boxed set "Desert Storm" which comprises of a General Dynamics F-111E, F-16A/B Fighting Falcon and a 
Panavia Tornado GR1 along with others, Hasagawa 1/72nd scale Fairchild A-10A Thunderbolt II along with others.  Conditions 
all generally appear and are assumed to be Good Plus to Excellent as some of these kits are still factory sealed in generally 
Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes.  Please note none of these kits have been checked for completeness. (8) 

 £30 - £40 
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3348. Tamiya, Airfix, Hasagawa & Italeri a boxed group of 1/72nd scale plastic Military and Civilian Aircraft kits to include an 
Airfix 03184 1/300th scale Boeing 777, Airfix 05018 1/72nd scale Martin B-57B/RB-57E "Canberra" US Air Force Military 
Aircraft, Airfix 906005 1/72nd scale Fairchild A-10 Thunderbolt II Italeri 060 1/72nd scale Iljushin IL-28 "Beagle" Fighter Jet, 
Tamiya 1/72nd scale Messerschmitt BF109 E-3 Military Aircraft x 2 along with others.  Conditions all generally appear and are 
assumed to be Good Plus to Excellent as some of these model kits are still factory sealed in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
pictorial boxes (please note the kits that are not factory sealed do generally appear to be unbuilt and still bagged although none 
have been checked for completeness).  (11) 

 £40 - £50 

3349. Hasagawa, Revell, Airfix and similar a group of boxed mixed scale plastic Military mainly Fighter Jet Kits to include a 
Revell 1/100th scale A-7A Corsair II x 2, Heller 1/72nd scale AMD Etendard IVM Fighter Jet x 2, Hasagawa 1/72nd scale 
MIG-23S "Flogger" B Fighter Jet, Hasagawa F-16N "Top Gun" along with others.  Please note there is duplication as stated.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note these kits do 
generally appear unbuilt and mostly still bagged although none have been checked for completeness and some boxes do have 
old price stickers attached).  (10) 

 £35 - £45 

3350. Airfix, Dragon, Revell and similar a group of boxed mixed scale plastic Military Kits which comprise of Tanks, 
Helicopters and similar to include a Dragon 1/35th scale 8.8cm Raketenwerfer 43 "Puppchen" with crew (39 to 45 Series) x 2, 
Revell 1/35th scale Bergepanzer, a Hasagawa 1/72nd scale Hughes AH-64A Apache Helicopter, Airfix 1/72nd scale Westland 
Army Lynx Military Helicopter x 2, along with others.  Please note there is duplication as stated.  Conditions all generally 
appear to be Good to Good Plus in generally Good outer pictorial boxes (please note although these kits do generally appear 
unbuilt and still bagged none of them have been checked for completeness along with some kits do have old price stickers 
attached).  (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3351. Tamiya a boxed group of 1/24th scale plastic Motor Vehicle kits comprising of Kit 24200 a Volkswagen New Beetle x 2 
& Kit 24062 Toyota Supra 3.0 GT.  Conditions do generally appear Good to Good Plus with the contents of these kits still 
bagged although not checked for completeness in generally Good outer boxes (please note one of these boxes does suffer 
from sun fading along with the Toyota Supra box lid appearing to have part of the picture torn away due to having been taped).  
(3) 

 £15 - £20 

3352. Dungeons and Dragons and similar a small group of boxed/blister packed Fantasy Role Play Games and Accessory 
Figures to include a boxed Set 2 "Expert Rules", a boxed Set 3 "Companion Rules" along with a small number of blister packed 
miniature Figure Accessories (Ral Partha) which includes Hobbit Thieves and others similar.  Please note there is duplication 
in this lot - please see photo.  Conditions all generally appear Good in generally Fair to Good outer boxes/blister packs (please 
note some blister pack windows have suffered from sun fading and the majority of the packaging does have old price stickers 
attached).  (14) 

 £40 - £50 

3353. Revell, Tamiya, Tradition, Armtec and similar a small group of boxed and bagged plastic and white metal Military 
Soldiers and Accessories comprising of a bagged Tradition (Model Soldiers for Collectors) white metal Major General Sir Arthur 
Wellesley (later the Duke of Wellington), Tradition a bagged white metal Christopher Columbus 1451 to 1506, Revell a boxed 
1/72nd scale 54-piece/parts Military figures "Deutsche Panzergrenadiere", Tamiya a boxed 1/35th scale German Artillery 
Troops along with others.  Conditions all generally appear to be Good to Good Plus although none have been checked for 
completeness or correctness in generally Good outer packaging.  Also to include in this lot is a small quantity of softback 
Books to include Armies of Vietnam War 1962 to 1975 (Men at Arms Series), AH-64 Apache in Action by Squadron/Signal 
Publications along with others.  Please note there is some duplication in these books. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 
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3354. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Private Eye" 
(PAL), 1 x "Roc 'n Rope", 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x "Defender II", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Donkey Kong", 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x "Beam 
Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Wizard of Wor" & 1 x "Yars' Revenge".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atar i 
boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3355. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Private Eye" 
(PAL), 1 x "Roc 'n Rope", 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x "Defender II", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Donkey Kong", 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x "Beam 
Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Wizard of Wor" & 1 x "Yars' Revenge".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari 
boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3356. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Stargate", 1 x 
"Galaxian", 1 x "Deseret Falcon", 1 x "Solaris", 1 x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Double Dragon", 1 x "River 
Raid II", 1 x "Super Football" & 1 x "H.E.R.O." (PAL).  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed 
games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in 
this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3357. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Stargate", 1 x 
"Galaxian", 1 x "Deseret Falcon", 1 x "Solaris", 1 x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Double Dragon", 1 x "River 
Raid II", 1 x "Super Football" & 1 x "H.E.R.O." (PAL).  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed 
games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in 
this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3358. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Commando" 
(PAL), 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Double Dragon", 1 x "River Raid II", 1 x "Donkey Kong", 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x "Beam Rider" (PAL), 
1 x "Wizard of Wor", 1 x "Solaris" & 1 x "Yars' Revenge".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed 
games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in 
this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3359. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Yars' Revenge", 
1 x "Wizard of Wor", 1 x "Beam Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x "Donkey Kong", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Defender II", 1 x 
"Zaxxon", 1 x "Roc 'n Rope" & 1 x "Private Eye" (PAL).  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed 
games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for completeness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in 
this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 
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3360. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Wizard of Wor", 1 
x "Yars' Revenge", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Defender II", 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x "Millipede", 1 x "Rampage" (PAL), 1 x "Chess",  1 
x "Pole Position" & 1 x "Gato" (also plays on all XE and XL computer systems).  This is a unique and rare opportunity to 
purchase vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or  
unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please 
note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3361. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x 
"Beam Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Gato" (also plays on XE and XL computer systems), 1 x "Pole Position", 1 x "Chess", 1 x "Rampage" 
(PAL), 1 x "Atlantis" (PAL), 1 x "Tomcat Fighter Simulator", 1 x "California Games" & 1 x "Winter Games".  This is a unique and 
rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent 
although untested or unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being 
factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3362. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Private Eye" 
(PAL), 1 x "Roc 'n Rope", 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x "Defender II", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Donkey Kong", 1 x "Mr. Do!", 1 x "Beam 
Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Wizard of Wor" & 1 x "Yars' Revenge".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari 
boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3363. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Chess", 1 x "Pole 
Position", 1 x "H.E.R.O." (PAL), 1 x "Super Football", 1 x "River Raid II", 1 x "Crime Buster" (also plays on all XE and XL 
computer systems), 1 x "Phoenix", 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Double Dragon" & 1 x "River Raid" (PAL).  This is a unique and 
rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent 
although untested or unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being 
factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3364. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x 
"Millipede" (burgundy case), 1 x "Double Dragon", 1 x "Stargate", 1 x "Solaris", 1 x "Desert Falcon", 1 x "Galaxian", 1 x "Beam 
Rider" (PAL), 1 x "Wizard of Wor" & 1 x "Yars' Revenge".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari 
boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3365. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Millipede" (silver 
box), 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Yars' Revenge", 1 x "Wizard of Wor", 1 x "Beam Rider" (PAL), 1 x 
"Donkey Kong", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Defender II" & 1 x "Zaxxon".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase 
vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or 
unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please 
note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 
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3366. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "River Raid" 
(PAL), 1 x "Phoenix", 1 x "Crime Buster" (plays on XE and XL computer systems), 1 x "Private Eye" (PAL), 1 x "Roc 'n' Rope", 1 
x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Desert Falcon", 1 x "Galaxian", 1 x "Stargate" & 1 x "Millipede" (silver box).  This is a unique and 
rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent 
although untested or unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being 
factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3367. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "River Raid II", 1 x 
"Double Dragon", 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Private Eye" (PAL), 1 x "Millipede" (burgundy box), 1 x 
"Defender II", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Donkey Kong" & 1 x "Mr. Do!".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase 
vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or 
unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please 
note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3368. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "River Raid II", 1 x 
"River Raid" (PAL), 1 x "Double Dragon", 1 x "Bump 'n' Jump", 1 x "Commando" (PAL), 1 x "Private Eye" (PAL), 1 x Roc 'n 
Rope", 1 x "Phoenix", 1 x "H.E.R.O." (PAL) & 1 x "Super Football".  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage 
Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3369. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "Atlantis" (PAL), 1 
x "Rampage" (PAL), 1 x "Gato" (also plays on all XE and XL computer systems), 1 x "Millipede" (burgundy box), 1 x "Millipede" 
(silver box), 1 x "Zaxxon", 1 x "Defender II", 1 x "Decathlon" (PAL), 1 x "Donkey Kong" & 1 x "Mr. Do!".  This is a unique and 
rare opportunity to purchase vintage Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent 
although untested or unchecked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being 
factory sealed (please note if there is duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (10) 

 £80 - £100 

3370. Atari a boxed group of vintage Atari 2600 and similar Electronic Games which are all ex-shop stock and some still 
factory sealed (please note some of these games maybe for use on UK PAL Systems only) comprising of 1 x "H.E.R.O." (PAL), 
1 x "Tomcat Fighter Simulator", 1 x "Atlantis" (PAL), 1 x "California Games", 1 x "Super Football", 1 x "Roc 'n Rope" & 1 x 
"Crime Buster" (also plays on all XE and XL computer systems).  This is a unique and rare opportunity to purchase vintage 
Atari boxed games in such condition.  Conditions of contents all appear to be Excellent although untested or unchecked for 
completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial boxes with some still being factory sealed (please note if there is 
duplication in this lot it will have been noted - please see photo). (7) 

 £70 - £80 

3371. Corgi "Original Omnibus" a boxed group to include OM41603 Crossley DD42 "Portsmouth" (dual destination/split run), 
OM42413 Bedford VAL "West Riding", OM41908 Leyland PD3/Queen Mary Opentop "Provincial" along with others.  Also to 
include in this lot is 1 x Lledo Promotional Bus model which is 49002 1931 AEC Renown Double Decker Bus "Hamleys".  
Conditions all generally appear to be Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness 
in generally Good to Good Plus outer rigid perspex cases with some being complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves 
where applicable. (12) 

 £35 - £45 
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3372. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed 1/76th scale Bus group to include 30508 Guy GS Special "Southern 
Motorways", 34001 AEC London RT2 Bus "London Transport", 26503 Bristol Utility Bus "Provincial" along with others.  
Conditions all generally appear to be Good Plus to Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally 
Good outer window boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3373. EFE "Exclusive First Editions" a boxed Bus group to include 20439 Bristol VR III "Yorkshire Rider - Leeds", 25209 
Bristol RELL "West Riding", 17505 Mk.II Leyland National "First Provincial" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear 
Excellent to Near Mint although none have been checked for completeness or correctness in generally Good outer window 
boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3374. Britbus a boxed group to include AN1-14 Yorkshire Atlantean Double Decker Bus "Park Royal NBC", AS2W-10 AEC 
Short Swift (wide headlight) "London Transport", L003 Leyland Titan PD2 Beadle bodied Double Decker Bus "Southdown Fleet 
778".  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer clear perspex cases 
complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (6) 

 £50 - £70 

3375. Corgi a boxed Emergency Services Vehicle Set CC99152 "Proud to Serve" (The Fire and Rescue Service in 
Hampshire) which comprises of 4 x multi-scale Fire Service vehicles which includes 1/50th scale Dennis F12 Pump Escape 
No.3 "Southampton Fire Department", 1/43rd scale Light 4-wheel Drive Vehicle with Pump "Hampshire Fire Service", 1/43rd 
scale Bedford CA Utility Van "Portsmouth City Fire Brigade" along with a 1/50th scale Volvo Water Tender Ladder "Hampshire 
Fire and Rescue Service".  Also to include in this set is 4 x Fire Brigade Badges all relating to each Fire Department/District.  
This is a limited set and is No.1222 of only 1800 produced.  Condition does generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in 
generally Good to Good Plus outer pictorial lift off lid box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3376. Corgi & Yatming a group of boxed Emergency Vehicle models comprising of 3 x "Nine Double Nine" Corgi models 
which includes CC06301 Daimler Ambulance "Birmingham Fire and Ambulance Service", CC06303 Daimler Ambulance/Hooper 
"Nottingham C.C. Ambulance Service" & CC06302 Daimler DC27 Ambulance "Croydon Ambulance Service", 2 x Yatming Fire 
Engines comprising of a 1934 Leyland FK-1 & 1921 Dennis N Type along with a Corgi Nine Double Nine CC13011 1/50th scale 
Dennis F12 Fire Engine "City of Stoke on Trent Fire Brigade" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Good Plus to 
Excellent although none have been checked for completeness in generally Good to Good Plus outer packaging. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3377. Oxford Diecast a boxed group of 1/76th scale Fire Service Emergency Vehicle models to include 76DL4001 (Oxford 
Fire Series) a Dennis Light 4 "East Sussex", 76F8001 (Oxford Fire Series) Dennis F8 "London Fire Brigade", 76F106001 (Fire 
Brigade Models) Dennis F106 Side Pump "London Fire Brigade", 76REG001 (Oxford Commercials) AEC Regent III "London 
Fire Brigade" along with others.  Conditions do generally appear Excellent to Near Mint in generally Good to Good Plus outer 
rigid perspex cases complete with Good outer cardboard slip sleeves. (18) 

 £60 - £70 

3378. Unconfirmed maker - Castle (circa 1960) comprising: chipboard and wood Castle (width 91.5cm x depth 61cm x height 
56cm/36" x 24" x 22").  The entire structure is faced with textured paint with cut-out doors/windows.  The buildings consist of: 
Keep, Towers, Gatehouse and separate Access Ramp.  Please note the buildings are permanently fixed to the base, some 
minor age wear otherwise generally Excellent overall.  This is an ideal castle to display Britains or similar figures on.  Please 
note due to the size and weight of this lot shipping is not available, collection only. (2 pieces) 

 £20 - £25 
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3379. A small quantity of boxed Games/Puzzles to include "Labyrinth" by Traditional Games (Debenhams) which is a wooden 
constructed game of skill (stainless steel ball is missing), a vintage board game "Afrika Corps - World War II Desert Campaign 
Game", Chad Valley "Battleships" a plastic board game, along with others (please note nothing has been tested or checked for 
completeness or correctness).  Conditions all generally appear to be Poor to Good in generally Fair outer boxes where 
applicable. (small qty) 

 £5 - £10 

3380. An unboxed Train group to include a plastic Disney Holiday Express unboxed Train Set to include Locomotive plus 
Passenger Coaches plus track.  Conditions appear generally Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3381. Autoart a boxed trade box group of 6 x Autoart Crystal Cases for 1/18th scale Cars, 3 x boxes within 2 x smaller trade 
boxes within one large trade box.  Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £60 

3382. Autoart a boxed group to include 6 x Autoart Crystal Cases for 1/18th scale Cars.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3383. Sun Star a boxed 1/18th scale 2701 1981 Delorean.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally 
Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3384. A 1/18th scale Car group to include Kyosho Austin Healey, Minichamps Aston Martin DB9 Convertible (model is 
damaged, one wheel is loose and the bonnet has come off, also wing mirrors are detached but still present), Corgi 1/18th scale 
MGF, Revell MGA Roadster.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (4)  

 £40 - £50 

3385. Motormax, Maisto, Hot Wheels a boxed 1/18th scale British Car group to include Motormax Mini Cooper, Maisto Mini 
Cooper, Maisto Jaguar XK8, Maisto Morgan Aero 8, Hot Wheels Mini Cooper Convertible.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £40 - £60 

3386. Revell, Maisto, Welly, Road Signature, Ricko Models a boxed 1/18th scale group to include Revell Volkswagen 
Convertible, Ricko Models Mercedes Benz TYP300C Limousine, Road Signature 1940 BMW 328, Maisto Chrysler 300B, Welly 
VW New Beetle.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

3387. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 16603 Leyland National Mk.I Short 2-door "Ensignbus", 19403 
Atkinson Artic Box Van "Monks Transport", 24805 Mercedes Benz 709 Reeve Burgess Beaver "Maidstone and District" plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £30 - £40 

3388. Matchbox, Lledo, Oxford Diecast, Hornby a mainly boxed group to include 2 x Hornby Railways Cox Brothers Circus 
Trailers, YS-43 1905 Busch Self Propelled Fire Engine, 7KTK002 British Rail "Yellow" plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £30 - £40 
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3389. Merit a boxed OO and HO Gauge Railway Accessories group to include 5105 Horses and Ponies, 5124 Scout and 
Track Cart, Scammell Trailer and Container, post and rail fencing plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint 
in generally Fair to Good Plus boxes. (24) 

 £30 - £40 

3390. A Train Related group of OO/HO Gauge and similar Accessories group which include Fisco Essentials, Master O 
Gauge Models accessories, Airfix platform fittings, the Wrenn uncoupler plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair 
to Good Plus. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3391. Dinky, Lesney and others to include 651 Centurion Tank, Duple Roadmaster Bus, Observation Coach, Ford Zodiac 
plus others.  Conditions appear generally Poor to Good. (20) 

 £40 - £60 

3392. Lesney, Husky and similar an unboxed group to include Sunbeam Alpine, Jaguar XK140, Simon Snorkel Fire Engine.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (15) 

 £15 - £20 

3393. Dinky, Corgi a boxed TV & Film Related group to include Maximum Security Vehicle, Aston Martin DB5, Lady 
Penelope's FAB 1, Spectrum Pursuit Vehicle x 2, Corgi Comics Luna Bug, Thunderbirds 2, The Monkeemobile, Doctor Who 
model, Spectrum Patrol Car x 2.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

3394. Corgi an unboxed The Magic Roundabout group to include 1 x Magic Roundabout including 4 x children figures, plus 1 
x Magic Roundabout Train, Magic Roundabout Bicycle and Trailer, Magic Roundabout Citroen.  Conditions appear generally 
Good to Excellent. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3395. Corgi an unboxed group to include Buick Riviera, Ford Mustang Dragster, Vigilant Range Rover, 2 x Go Karts, Hyster 
Challenger 800 plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (20) 

 £60 - £80 

3396. Dinky, Matchbox and others an unboxed group to include Shado 2, K-III Missile Launcher x 4, K-2002 Flight Hunter 
plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (22) 

 £60 - £70 

3397. Corgi Juniors a boxed Truck/Bus related group to include E2008 Greyhound MC-8 Americruiser Bus x 2, 2018 Scania 
Container Truck x 2, 2017 Scania Giant Tipper, 2020 Mercedes Refrigerated Van, 2014 Mercedes Benz Transporter plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £70 - £90 

3398. Corgi a boxed group to include 12 x Corgi Mobil models including Mercedes 190E 2.316, Bentley 4.5 litre, 7 x Corgi 
Streakerz, 3 x Corgi Custom Kit Racers Slidewinders.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (25) 

 £40 - £50 

3399. Corgi, Matchbox a boxed TV group to include TY07601 Jaguar XKR "Die Another Day", Matchbox Collectables 
Thunderbirds Are Go Set within postage box, CC99106 The Definitive Bond Film Canister 4-piece Set within postage box, 
CC99106 The Definitive Bond Film Canister 4-piece Set within postage box.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Near Mint to 
Mint boxes in generally Good Plus postage boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 
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3400. Matchbox a boxed group to include 2 x Tyne Brand models, Skybusters SB-23 Supersonic Airliner, 3 x Superfast 
Lasers models, MB-170 Set plus 3 x Burning Key Cars plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Mint boxes. (22) 

 £60 - £70 

3401. A miscellaneous group to include Crescent Strong Metal Handcuffs x 2, Hot Wheels Fast and Furious 6, 70 Ford 
Escort RS1600 x 5, Tomica Toyota Hilux 4WD, 2 x Majorette Trucks with Boats/Submarine, 3 x 1/160th scale Trains plus 1 x 
Bburago Fiat Panda, 1 x Lledo DG126002 Burrell Road Roller in red.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Mint boxes. (15) 

 £40 - £50 

3402. Revell a boxed Kit group to include 04407 Bell UH-1H Gun Ship, H-615 Focke Wulf FW-190, H-624 Messerschmitt 
ME262A-1A plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes 
(contents are unchecked for completeness). (7) 

 £40 - £60 

3403. Airfix, FROG a boxed group to include Airfix Honda Road Racer Motorbike in 1/8th scale, FROG The Trailblazer's 
DH60G Gypsy Moth, I36 Henschel HS12 Redline Kit, also includes Airfix Snap Together Model Pontoon Bridge, plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (11) 

 £60 - £80 

3404. Matchbox a boxed group to include PK-161 Grafspee, PK-86 M-40 G.M.C., PK-401 Heinkel HE115 plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (16) 

 £60 - £80 

3405. A Kit related group to include large quantity of Plane and Military transfers and stickers, a mixture of British, American, 
German and Canada, New Zealand, Soviet Army plus others similar.  Also includes kits such as Heller, Mercury Models 
Magpie Glider, Guillows Piper Super Cub 95 Flying Model Kit plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good to Mint. 
(large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3406. A Pre-built Kit related Aviation group to include large quantity of Military Planes ranging from eras such as World War II 
to present day, ranging from British, American, German.  Conditions are generally Fair to Excellent (some models are 
damaged and may be missing delicate parts such as propellers, wings and similar), also includes one small box of extra parts.  
(large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3407. A Kit Related mainly Military group to include pre-built Military vehicles such as Tanks, Jeeps, Trucks, also includes 1 x 
pre-built Beer Wagon also includes Military Ships, 4 x built kit Birds, also includes 2 x stands for the birds however birds have 
come off and would need re-gluing.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £30 - £40 

3408. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Volvo 760, Ford Transit Van, Ford Capri, Ford Sierra, Triumph TR7, Range 
Rover, MG Metro plus others similar, there is duplication within models however there are different variations of the same 
model.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £70 - £90 

3409. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Porsche 935, Porsche 911 Turbo, BMW Track Car, Mercedes 2.3/16, Mercedes 
240D, BMW Saloon, Ferrari Testarossa, lot does have small duplication.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (31) 

 £70 - £90 
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3410. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Ford Escort, Vauxhall Nova, Pontiac Firebird, Renault Traffic, Transit Wrecker, 
Citroen 2CV, 4x4 Jeep plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. 
(30) 

 £70 - £90 

3411. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Renault 5 Turbo "No.9 Michelin", Volvo 245DL in orange, 15 School Bus in 
yellow, 77 Mini Metro "Datapost", Chevrolet Van "Fireball", plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £60 - £80 

3412. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Aston Martin DB6, Ferrari 308 GTS, Corgi Cool Convertibles 57 Chevy, Matra 
Rancho "Safari", Rover R3500 "Police" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (20) 

 £60 - £80 

3413. Corgi Juniors a boxed Commercial related group to include US Van "Coca Cola" x 7, US Van "Paramedic Emergency 
Unit", Fiat XI/9 in white/red, Leyland Terrier "WH Smith" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £60 - £70 

3414. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Corgi Hockey Ford Mustang Cobra, Pontiac Firebird S/E, Corgi Football 
Collector Cars Chevrolet Corvette "New York Jets", Chevrolet Corvette "Seattle Sea Hawks", Austin Mini Metro "Royal Mail" 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes.  (16) 

 £50 - £70 

3415. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Land Rover, Fiat XI/9, Mercedes Benz 280 SL, Alfa Romeo P33, Grand Prix 
Racer, Guy Tanker, Austin Healey Sprite, Ferrari 512S, Simon Snorkel Fire Engine, Hot Rod Racer, US Military Jeep, ERF Fire 
Engine, Terex Rear Dumper, De Tomaso Mangusta, Scammell Cement Mixer, Heeler Wheeler.  Conditions appear generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (one has been stapled back to the card).  (16) 

 £80 - £100 

3416. Corgi Juniors a boxed TV Related group to include Scooby Doo x 2, Tom & Jerry x 1, Woody Woodpecker x 2.  
Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3417. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include Corgi Pink Panther Motorbike, Scooby Doo Mobile x 2, Woody Woodpecker 
model x 2.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3418. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include Buick Regal "Kojak", Ford Gran Torino "Starsky & Hutch" x 2, Buick Regal 
"City of Metropolis Superman" x 2, Jaguar XJ-S The Saint, Buck Rogers Starfighter, James Bond x 2, Daily Planet Helicopter 
"Superman", The City of New York Police Helicopter plus 57 Chevy.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (12) 

 £40 - £50 

3419. Corgi Juniors an unboxed TV & Film group to include Buick Regal "City of Metropolis Superman", Buick Regal "Kojak" 
x 2, Daily Planet Helicopter "Superman", Pink Panther Motorbike, Space Shuttle (James Bond x 2), Buck Rogers Starfighter, 
Ford Gran Torino "Starsky & Hutch", Jaguar XJS "The Saint".  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (12) 

 £40 - £50 
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3420. Corgi Juniors an unboxed TV & Film Related group to include US Van "Jaws", Mercedes Benz 240D, Aston Martin DB6 
in silver, Aston Martin DB6 in gloss silver, Bugs Bunny Buggy x 3 all if different variations, Buick Regal "City of Metropolis" x 2 
one with gold interior and one with silver interior, Ford Gran Torino "Starsky & Hutch" one with 5-spoke wheels, one with 
10-spoke wheels, Jaguar XJ-S The Saint x 2 one with 5-spoke wheels, one with 10-spoke wheels.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint. (13) 

 £50 - £70 

3421. Corgi Juniors an unboxed TV & Film group to include Bugs Bunny Buggy x 3 in different variations, 3 x Fred and The 
Flintstones vehicles, Tom & Jerry Tom's Car x 2 , Jerry's Car x 2, Olive Oyl's Plane x 2, The Woody Woodpecker Car, Popeye's 
Boat, Scooby Doo' vehicles, Pink Panther Motorbike, Yogi Bear's Jeep.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

3422. Corgi Juniors an unboxed TV & Film Related group to include Scooby Doo's vehicle x 2, Tom & Jerry Tom's Car x 2, 
Jerry's Car x 2, Bugs Bunny Buggy x 3, Popeye's Boat, Woody Woodpecker's Car, Olive Oyl's Plane, Fred The Flintstone's 
vehicles x 2, Pink Panther's Motorbike, Yogi Bear's Jeep x 2.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

3423. Corgi Juniors an unboxed Emergency Services group to include Buick Regal "Police Vehicle" x 6 all in different 
variations, Mercedes Benz 240D "Polizei", 2 x Ford Gran Torino Fire Department, 2 x Range Rover Police vehicles, 3 x Simon 
Snorkel Fire Engines, 3 x ERF Fire Tenders, 1 x Land Rover Fire Salvage, 1 x Chubb Fire Truck, 1 x Police Helicopter.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (21) 

 £50 - £60 

3424. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include VW Polo, Jaguar, Volvo 250 DL, Citroen Dyane, Citroen 2CV6, Ford 
Thunderbird, Ford Escort, Opel Corsa, Buick Regal plus others similar, lot does include duplication however there are different 
variations of models.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (41) 

 £70 - £90 

3425. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include Pontiac Firebird, Chevrolet Corvette, Fiat XI/9, Lotus Esprit, Formula 5000 
Racing Car, Porsche 911 SE Targa, Rover 3500, AMC Pacer, Porsche Carrera, Ferrari 308 GTS plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint, there is duplication but there are different variations within the lot. (40) 

 £70 - £90 

3426. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include 19 x Jaguar XJ-S, 6 x Aston Martin DB6 models, the lot does include 
variations of the models - see photo.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint. (25) 

 £50 - £70 

3427. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include Austin Mini Metro x 9, Triumph TR7 x 11, Ford Mustang Cobra x 18, 
duplication within the lot however models do come in different variations (see photo) - conditions appear generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint. (37) 

 £60 - £80 

3428. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include Ford Transit Van x 9, Chevrolet Van x 10, plus Hot Rod Custom Van x 2, 
Ford Transit Van x 5 plus Land Rover x 3 plus 1 x Mercedes Mobile Shop.  Lot does include duplication however there are 
different variations within the models.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (30) 

 £50 - £70 
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3429. Corgi Juniors an unboxed Commercial related group to include Mobile Cement Mixer, Refuse Truck, Petrol Tanker, 
Daimler Fleetline, Mercedes Benz Bus, Leyland Terrier, Dumper Truck, Digger plus others similar, lot does include duplication 
however there are different variations within the models.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (37) 

 £60 - £70 

3430. Corgi Juniors a boxed mainly Twin-pack group to include 1 x Corgi Juniors 3-pack including Mercedes Benz 500 SL, 
Triumph TR7, Jaguar XJ-S, twin-packs including Porsche Carrera plus Tipping Lorry, Jaguar XJ-S, Triumph TR7, Mercedes 
Benz Bus plus US Van, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3431. Corgi Juniors an unboxed group to include JB62 Mercedes Mini Shop Mobile Van, Buick Regal in red with gold interior, 
Zakspeed Capri, Renault Traffic, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near 
Mint boxes. (22) 

 £60 - £80 

3432. Corgi a boxed Twin-pack group to include twin-packs such as Mercedes Benz and Dereendinger Van, Ford Gran 
Torino, Jaguar XJS, triple-pack with Refuse Truck, Ford D1000, Renault 5 Turbo, Fiat XI/9 and Rover 3500, Leyland Terrier and 
US Van, Triumph TR7, Citroen Dyane, ERF Fire Tender with Police Helicopter, AMC Pacer with Fiat XI/9, Mercedes Benz 240D 
with Volvo 245 DL.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3433. Corgi Juniors a boxed group to include Twin-pack sets including Ford Mustang Cobra and Jaguar XJS, Ford Transit 
with Van, US Van "Paramedic" with Helicopter, Renault 5 Turbo with Swiss Olympic Van, plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (12) 

 £50 - £70 

3434. Corgi Juniors a boxed Twin-pack group to include 2550 Matra Rancho with Rice Horse Box in green, 2553 Ford orange 
and yellow Mustang Cobra with white and red Boat and Trailer, 2553 Ford Mustang Cobra in red/yellow with Boat Trailer in 
red/white, 2503 Land Rover with Rice Horse Box in green and bronze, Dumper Truck with Dozer, 2554 Volvo 245 DL with 
Caravan.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint, boxes appear generally Good to Excellent (one has been stapled 
back to the card and also one the bottom has been sellotaped back to the card as well with clear sellotape). (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3435. Corgi Juniors a boxed Twin-pack group to include 2515 Citroen Dyane with white and black Boat with blue Trailer, 
2525 Triumph TR7 with red and yellow Boat with blue Trailer, 2502 Land Rover and Triumph TR7, 2516 Tractor with Trailer, 
2516 Tractor and Trailer - conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £60 - £70 

3436. Corgi Juniors a boxed Twin-pack group to include 2 x E2516 Farm Set Zetor Tractor and Tipper Trailer, E2517 Holiday 
Set Wigwam Van Camper and Speedboat on Trailer, E2523 Police Set Police Helicopter and Porsche Police Car, 2518 
Caravan Set Mercedes Saloon and Caravan.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. 
(5) 

 £60 - £70 
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3437. Corgi Juniors a boxed Set group to include Corgi Delivery Service Royal Mail Set, Pepsi 80757 Truck and Trailer Set, 
Shell Truck and Trailer Set, 3 x Mercedes Benz Bus Set, Hershey's Set including Hershey's Truck, Reese's Van and Hershey's 
Mobile Shop plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes (in one of 
the sets a Bus is missing).  (10) 

 £60 - £80 

3438. Corgi Juniors a boxed Corgi J3128 Motorway Services 13-piece Gift Set including 2 x Lorries, 2 x Buses and 9 x other 
vehicles.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint in generally Good box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3439. Corgi Juniors a boxed E3035 "Bumper 12-piece Gift Set" including 1 x Van, 1 x Bus, 1 x Land Rover Recovery Truck 
plus 9 x Cars.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent (some slight creases and small tear to one 
corner) box. (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3440. Corgi Juniors a Gift Set E3105 Transporter Set including Transporter with 4 x Cars including Mercedes Benz 240D in 
blue, Ford Sierra 23 Ghia in yellow, Triumph TR7 in black, VW Polo in green within postage box.  Conditions appear generally 
Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus postage box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3441. Corgi Juniors a boxed Gift Set J3124 Transporter 5-piece Gift Set including Transporter plus 4 x Cars within yellow, red 
and black box.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus box (has crack in polystyrene front).  (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3442. Corgi Juniors a boxed pair to include C/12/1 Corgi Set including 3 x Trucks including Yorkie and BP Trucks, 4 x Vans 
including Paramedic, Fire Salvage, British Telecom, Royal Mail.  Plus Mothercare Transport Set including 4 x Vans including 
Paramedic, Coca Cola, Adidas and British Telecom.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to 
Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £70 

3443. Corgi a boxed Gift Set pair to include 3100 Construction 6-piece Set, 3007 5-piece Wild West Set including Horse and 
Carriage plus 1 x Locomotive and 3 x Trailers including Union Pacific Passenger Trailer plus 2 x Wild West Show and Buffalo 
Bill Circus Trailers.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £50 - £60 

3444. Corgi Juniors a boxed BHS Wheels Gift Set including 1 x Car Transporter with additional Car Transporter Trailer, plus 
8 x other vehicles.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3445. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed woodgrain group to include Y-1 1936 Jaguar SS-100, Y-3 1934 Rile MPH, 31 
Stutz Bearcat, Y-15 1930 Packard Victoria plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good 
to Excellent boxes. (30) 

 £40 - £60 

3446. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include Y-9 1912 Simplex, Y-13 1918 Crossley RAF Tender, Y-23 
1922 AEC S-Type Omnibus, Y-7 1930 Ford Model A Wreck Truck plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (46) 

 £50 - £70 
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3447. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear to include Y-16 1928 Mercedes SS Coupe x 5 including metallic green with Stutz 
green chassis, also includes different green and black hard tops, Y-14 1931 Stutz Bearcat, Y-8 1945 MG TC, Y-36 Jaguar 
SS100, Y-11 1938 Lagonda Coupe, Y-2 1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall, Y-3 1934 Riley MPH plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (11) 

 £30 - £40 

3448. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear and unboxed group to include Y-11 1936 SS100 Jaguar, 1914 Prince Henry Vauxhall, 
Rolls Royce, 1913 Cadillac plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3449. Matchbox an unboxed group to include 10 x Caterpillar D9 Bulldozer, 16 x Ford Transit, 28 x Ford Model A, 10 x 
Double Deckers (lot includes duplication however the models are different variations).  Conditions are generally Excellent to 
Near Mint. (64) 

 £50 - £70 

3450. Matchbox a boxed group to include Matchbox Swiss Collection Bulldozer, Matchbox Swiss Collection Volkswagen Golf 
GTI, Collector Gazette Help Great Ormond Street Get Better Ford Transit, MB3 Porsche Turbo 14 "Hugo Boss" plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (42) 

 £80 - £100 

3451. Corgi a boxed mainly Bus group to include 469 London Routemaster "Coventry Diecast Model Club St Valentines 
Swap Meet 1978, Corgi Opentop Bus "Manchester United FC", 469 Corgi Routemaster Bus "Swan Edgar Piccadilly Circus" 
plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (34) 

 £60 - £80 

3452. Hot Wheels an unboxed group to include Power Pipes, Reverb, AMC Mercedes CLK DTM, RD-08 plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (100+) 

 £40 - £60 

3453. Hot Wheels an unboxed group to include 71 Plymouth TX, Cul8r, 64 Chevelle, Power Rage plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint. (100+) 

 £40 - £60 

3454. Mattel a boxed Fast and Furious group to include Fast 5 Ford GT40, Too Fast Too Furious Mitsubishi Eclipse GT 
Spider, Fast and Furious 6 Ford Escort RS1600 Mk.1, Furious 7 Dodge Charger Off Road, The Fast and the Furious Mitsubishi 
Eclipse, Fast 5 Dodge Charger 1970.  Conditions appear Mint in generally Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £30 - £40 

3455. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include Colour Shifters including Custom 77 Dodge Van, 57 Chevy, Off Track plus others 
similar including A Team Van, Simpson's Family Car plus others similar.  Conditions appear Mint in generally Excellent to Near 
Mint boxes. (20) 

 £40 - £50 

3456. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include Battle Pack - 2 x Cars plus 2 x Launchers "Battle 5 Force", Maisto Muscle 
Machines 3-piece Set, Hot Wheels Mattel Rolls Royce Phantom II, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (32) 

 £40 - £60 
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3457. Lledo a boxed group to include 2 x wooden Display Cabinets, also to include unboxed Renault Regal Super Van "Only 
Fools and Horses", Express Dairy Set, Golden Wedding Special plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3458. Britains an unboxed group to include Cowboys and Indians including Cowboys and Indians both on horseback with 
horses, canoes, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3459. Britains a mainly unboxed Space group to include Britains Space a World of Models 9140 48 Star Guards Set, however 
there is only 33 figures.  Lot also includes unboxed Britains Space Vehicles and Ships plus extra parts, plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3460. An unboxed plastic Soldier group to include World War II Military Personnel plus Lone Star Robin Hood figures, 
Britains Royal Guard, Britains Detail Soldiers plus Cowboys and Indians plus Knights, plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3461. Matchbox, Airfix and similar a partially boxed Kit Figure group to include boxed Airfix Russian Infantry, Highland 
Infantry, boxed Matchbox German Infantry, Japanese Infantry, plus unboxed in small plastic tubs, unboxed World War II figures 
such as British Desert Troops, German Marines, post-war British Commandos, World War I British and German Soldiers plus 
others similar.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3462. Tamiya a boxed Aeroplane Kit group to include Lockheed F-117A Night Hawk, Royal Navy Sea Harrier, Hawker 
Siddeley Harrier GR.Mk.1, Focke-Wulf FW190 D-9 JV44 plus others similar, all kits are unchecked for completeness however 
all are complete except North American P-51D Mustang which seems to include more than one kit inside and is not bagged 
(unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (8) 

 £60 - £80 

3463. Tamiya a boxed Kit group to include 35017 German 88mm Gun Flak 36/37, 35169 German King Tiger Porsche Turret, 
49504 Tiger I German Tank, 35130 US M151A2 Ford Mutt with M416 Cargo Trailer (unchecked for completeness).  Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (4) 

 £40 - £50 

3464. Airfix, Italeri, Dragon and similar a boxed Figure mainly Soldier Kit group to include Airfix Farm Stock, Tamiya 25410 
Asian Warriors, Fujimi German Infantry, Italeri US Paratroopers, Dragon German Don Cossack Balkans 1944 plus others 
similar (unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. 
(12) 

 £50 - £60 

3465. Revell, Trumpeter, Airfix, WK Models a boxed Aviation kit group to include Revell 04283 B-17G Flying Fortress, 01629 
British "Gannett" AS.MK.1/4, Heinkel HE70F, North American Mustang IV (unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (4) 

 £30 - £40 

3466. Airfix a boxed trio to include 08005 Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress, A11002 De Havilland Sea Vixen FAW.2, A10103 
English Electric Canberra PR.9 Canberra (contents unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes. (3) 

 £40 - £60 
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3467. Imai, Pyro, Hales, Gia Sheng a boxed Car/Motorbike related group to include Imai 782 from the Red Sun Racer Series, 
Speed Fighter SR-2 from the Red Sun Racer Series (contents unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear generally 
Good to Near Mint in generally Fair to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £30 - £50 

3468. Kibri, Airfix a boxed kit related HO Scale and OO Scale group to include Airfix Cattle Wagon, SO Tank Wagon x 2, 24 
standard couplings, plus Kibri 10366 MAN Truck and Trailer, 10546 Mercedes Truck with Trailer and load, 10476 large scale 
and plus, 10570.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in Fair to Excellent boxes.  (8) 

 £50 - £70 

3469. Tamiya a boxed Paint group to include 58 x Tamiya colour aerosol spray, there is small duplication in colours but a lot 
vary, all are sealed.  Conditions appear generally Mint. (58) 

 £40 - £50 

3470. Humbrol a Paint group to include a large quantity of different matt paints and other paints, also includes satin coats, 
base coats, Revell night colour, enamel paint, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent, all appear to be 
unopened. (qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3471. Silverline, Swann-Morton a boxed Kit building or similar Tools including Silverline Rotary Tool Accessory Kit, 
Swann-Morton Knives and Blades plus Silverline Rubber Dust Blower x 2, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Excellent boxes. (large qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3472. Royal Doulton a boxed Bunnykins group to include DB147 Rainy Day, D68 Father/Mother/Victoria, DB130 Sweetheart, 
DB56 Be Prepared, plus others (the lot includes duplication).  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good 
Plus to Excellent boxes. (16) 

 £50 - £60 

3473. Royal Doulton a boxed Bunnykins group to include DB130 Sweetheart, DB21 Birthday Bunny, DB147 Rainy Day, 
DB148 Bath Time, plus others similar (there is duplication within the lot).  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in 
generally Good Plus to Excellent boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £60 

3474. Brick Stix a boxed group to include reusable stickers compatible with Lego bricks for example Castle related stickers, 
Apocalypse, Home, Town, Fairytales, Galaxy plus others similar (there is duplication within the lot).  Conditions appear Mint. 
(approximately 104) 

 £30 - £40 

3475. Lego/Playmobil a boxed group to include Lego Technic 8238 Slammer Dragsters, Lego Technic 8735 Motor, Playmobil 
5337 Fire Engine, 7744 Lego City Police Station.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint (sets are unchecked for 
completeness) in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3476. Simpsons a boxed group to include Simpsons Interactive Noise Land Arcade, Sunday Best Lisa figure, Ned Flanders, 
Resort Smithers, Groundskeeper Willy, Fred Quimby, Sunday Best Grandpa, Simpsons Frosted Stein, Mobile Phone Gift Set, 
Simpsons Kellogg's Watch, Homer and Marg High School Prom Set, Illuminated Simpsons Wall Clock.  Conditions appear 
generally Near Mint to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £60 - £80 
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3477. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include HW Workshop Twin Mill III, X-Raycers Cloak and Dagger, Tooned Dodge 
Charger Daytona, Street Beasts Bat Ratitude, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus 
to Near Mint boxes. (43) 

 £50 - £60 

3478. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include 2004 First Editions The Governor, HW Glow Wheels Formul8r, HW City Angry 
Birds, HW Race Madfast, plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (43) 

 £50 - £60 

3479. Hot Wheels a boxed group to include Star Wars Rogue I Rebel U-wing Fighter, Ultra Race Track Stars 11, 
Experimotors Skull Shaker, HW City Teku plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint 
boxes. (42) 

 £50 - £60 

3480. Corgi a boxed TV & Film group to include 96758 Morris Minor "Some Mothers Do 'Ave Em", 96757 Morris Minor 
"Lovejoy", 76011 Mr Bean's Mini.  Conditions are generally Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3) 

 £30 - £40 

3481. Corgi, GE Fabbri a boxed James Bond group to include 04701 Lotus Esprit Turbo "For Your Eyes Only", 04801 Aston 
Martin Volante "The Living Daylights", Triumph Stag "Diamonds Are Forever" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 

3482. Corgi a boxed group to include AA35002 Gloster Meteor F.MK.8, 601 (Royal Auxiliary Air Force), 15201 Scammell 
Scarab Delivery Truck Set "Mitchells & Butlers", Austin Metro, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to 
Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £60 - £70 

3483. Corgi, Cararama a boxed Truck group to include 569-001 Volvo FH12 Cab Unit with Curtainside Trailer "Max Dodds 
Transport", CC13217 DAF XF Space Cab Curtainside "Ramage Transport Ltd", CC13606 DAF CF Fridge Trailer "Drysdale 
Freight Cockburnspath, Berkshire", 75604 Renault Premium Curtainside "Kent Connection Ltd", CC13409 MAN TGA XXL 
Curtainside "John Mitchell (Grangemouth Ltd)".  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £70 - £90 

3484. Atlas Edition a boxed Dinky group to include 935 Leyland Octopus Flat Truck with chains, 934 Leyland Octopus 
Wagon, 435 Bedford TK Tipper, 588 Camion Brasseur, 25jj Ford Camion Bache "Calberson", 413 Austin Covered Wagon.  
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (6) 

 £40 - £50 

3485. Lone Star a boxed trade pack of 6 x 30 Fire Engine.  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Mint boxes. (6) 

 £60 - £80 

3486. Lledo, Schuco, Herpa, Viking a boxed group to include Lledo Bygone Days of Road Transport models, Lledo Eddie 
Stobart models including Schuco 452270900 Truck with Flatbed Trailer, plus Schuco Piccolo 704 Mercedes 1936 plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (39) 

 £40 - £60 
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3487. Motormax, Road Signature, Mira a mainly boxed 1/18th scale group to include unboxed 1955 Buick Century, boxed 
1950 Chevy Bel Air, 1957 Chevy Bel Air, 1955 Ford Fairlane Crown Victoria, 1955 Ford Crown Victoria.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £70 

3488. Oxford Diecast, Matchbox, Britains, Scalextric, Revell, Corgi and others a mainly boxed diecast group to include 
Matchbox Great Beers of the World YGB11, YGB12, Britains Big Farm Pig Trailer with pigs, Revell 08820 BMW Isetta 250, 
Oxford Diecast 43RRP3002 Rolls Royce Phantom III, plus 3 x Corgi Omnibus models plus others.  Conditions appear 
Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (20) 

 £50 - £70 

3489. Hot Wheels, Maisto and similar an unboxed group to include 2009 Ford F-150, Howlin' Heat model, Chrysler Group 
LLC 2011, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3490. Corgi, Dinky, Vanguards, Matchbox and others an unboxed group to include Corgi Classics unboxed Brewery models, 
Bedford S Type Van "Walls Ice Cream", Dinky Range Rover "Police", Vanguards Ford Anglia Police, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Fair to Mint. (qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3491. A mainly Figure/TV Related group to include Buzz Lightyear figure, Batman Unlimited Aquaman figure, Cristiano 
Ronaldo figure, boxed and unboxed Howard Money Box from Halifax plus some unboxed TV related characters mainly Scooby 
Doo, plus Warhammer 40,000 kit, Classic Favourites Mrs Claus Bobble Head, plus Del Prado figures, plus others.  Conditions 
appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (large qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3492. A Beano, Doctor Who, Shoot, Marvel and others a mainly Book/Magazine group to include Annuals such as Shoot 
1983, Girl Annual 1984, Doctor Who 1977, Official English Leagues Football Records 2011, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles 
Annual, The Hulk Annual plus Beano magazines from the early 90's.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3493. Panini a Football Sticker Album group to include South Africa 2010 Sticker Book - it appears to be fully complete 
including fold-out however that is incomplete, also includes Euro 2012 Sticker Album x 6 - they are literally the starter pack with 
no stickers apart from the first stickers you get with the album, plus 2 x FIFA World Cup Brazil Annuals again not started.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent. (9) 

 £20 - £30 

3494. Corgi, Lledo a boxed group to include Lledo Ringtons Tea models to include 12 x Ringtons Tea models singles, plus 3 
x Ringtons Tea model sets, also includes Corgi The Royal Mail Collection within postage boxes.  Conditions appear generally 
Mint in generally Good Plus to Mint boxes. (23) 

 £30 - £40 

3495. Lledo a boxed group to include Royal Mail models, Scotland Commonwealth games 1986, Catherine Cookson 
Country, Souvenir Series View Van, Beamish plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (73) 

 £40 - £60 

3496. Lledo a boxed group to include Lledo Collectors Guide 1986 Bus, Double Decker "Tizer", Royal Mail Horse & Carriage, 
National Garden Festival Double Decker Bus plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (56) 

 £40 - £50 
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3497. Lledo a boxed group to include Eddie Stobart models, The Bygone Days of Road Transport models, Pepsi Cola 
models, Dad's Army, The Darling Buds of May plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to 
Near Mint boxes.  (105) 

 £60 - £80 

3498. Lledo, Oxford Diecast and similar a boxed group to include 7 x Lledo Marathon's, 8 x Oxford Diecast models to include 
Lledo Trackside AEC Mammoth Ballast Box with Artic Low Loader and Tank load, Royal Navy Sets, Royal British Army Sets 
plus others. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Fair to Near Mint boxes.  (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3499. Matchbox, Majorette, EFE, Viking or similar a unboxed mainly Bus related group to include K-15 The Londoner Royal 
Wedding 1981 Bus, Majorette Napoleon Bus, Fiat Omnibus 18BL plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near 
Mint.  (52) 

 £40 - £50 

3500. Matchbox, Corgi Juniors and similar a unboxed Bus group to include Matchbox Series 66 Coach, 21 Bedford Duple 
Luxury Coach, 17 The Londoner plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint.  (68) 

 £40 - £60 

3501. Lledo unboxed group to include Single Deck Coaches, Double Decker Buses, Minivan Ringtons Tea" plus others 
similar. Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint.  (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3502. Corgi a unboxed group to include Trolleybuses, Thornycroft Buses, London Transport Routemasters, Ford Transit plus 
others similar. The lot also includes an empty box (may match one of the models however is unchecked). Conditions appear 
generally Fair to Near Mint.  (40) 

 £40 - £50 

3503. Dinky a mainly unboxed group to include boxed 283 Single Decker Bus, includes unboxed 952 Vega Major Luxury 
Coach, Vega Master Leyland Royal Tiger, Bren Gun Carrier plus others. Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent in 
generally Fair box.  (9) 

 £40 - £60 

3504. Oxford Diecast a boxed group to include Century Southdown 2015 Set, 76LA 2004 Leyland Royal Tiger "Maidstone & 
District", 76SET23 3-piece set Tilley, David Browne Tractor and Land Rover plus others similar. Conditions appear Near Mint to 
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (19) 

 £60 - £70 

3505. Matchbox a boxed group to include 17 Londoner Superfast model, Matchbox MC-806 Garden Festival Wales Set, Y-3 
1910 Benz Limousine, plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint 
boxes.  (33) 

 £50 - £70 

3506. Matchbox Models of Yesteryear a boxed group to include YSH1 Gypsy Caravan 1900, YSH2 London Omnibus 1986, 
Y-39 Passenger Coach and Horses, 1934 AEC Trolleybus "Diddler". Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes.  (4) 

 £50 - £60 

3507. Solido a boxed Jeep Willys Military Vehicle, 5 x Solido boxed Buses plus 2 x unboxed Lledo Buses, 1 x Solido GMC 
Pompiers, 4405 Minibus. Conditions appear generally Good to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes.  (10) 

 £40 - £60 
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3508. Vanguards a boxed group to include VA01118 Morris Minor Van "Oxford Motor Services", VA00316 Austin A40 Van 
"Thames Valley", VA07609 Land Rover Series II Edinburgh CT Traffic Patrol plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3509. Atlas Edition, Herpa, Lone Star, Tomica, Brumm, Vitesse and similar a boxed group to include Brumm Horsedrawn 
Carriage, Lone Star Royal Wedding Bus, Herpa Buses, Tomica Buses, Louaine Motor Models Living Memories 88, Oxford Bus, 
Vitesse Royal Mail Land Rover plus others similar. Conditions appear generally Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Near 
Mint boxes.  (35) 

 £70 - £90 

3510. Corgi a boxed group to include Corgi CC18008 Volvo FHCS/S - Luxton & Coombes free 2009 collectors club model, 
58112 Transit Van "Eddie Stobart", 07404 Maidstone & District Land Rover plus others similar. Conditions appear generally 
Good Plus to Mint in generally Good to Mint boxes.  (32) 

 £50 - £70 

3511. Corgi a boxed 1/50th scale Truck pair to include CC13823 Mercedes Actros Container "Pulleyn Transport 
Ltd - Reading", CC12005 MAN Fridge Trailer "Pulleyn Transport". Conditions appear Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes.  (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3512. Corgi Classics a boxed group to include 13601 Foden S21 Mickey Mouse with Trailer "Eddie Stobart", CC10705 
Scammell Highwayman Ballast and Caravan, 55605 Diamond T Wrecker "Blackpool Transport" plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £40 - £60 

3513. Corgi a boxed Bus group to include C675/5 Metrobus, 792 Coach, 625 Opentop Bus, C469/1 London Bus, plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Near Mint boxes. (30) 

 £40 - £60 

3514. Corgi a boxed Bus/Tram group to include C949/3 Bedford Type OB Coach, C858 Thornycroft Bus, C991/2 Blackpool 
Corporation Tramways Tram, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Excellent 
boxes. (28) 

 £50 - £60 

3515. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 97800 Sunbeam Trolleybus "Reading" x 2, 97198 Guy Arab "The 
Southdown", 97072 The Provincial Set, 97341 Leyland Atlantean Bus "Maidstone & District" plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £50 - £60 

3516. Corgi Classics a boxed Bus group to include 33101 Dennis Lancet Coach "Smiths of Reading" x 2, 43710 Q1 
Trolleybus "The Millennium Collection", CC25501 Guy Arab Utility Bus "Southdown Motor Services" plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3517. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed group to include 43116 Leyland Lynx Mk.II "Maidstone & District 
(Park and Ride)", 40303 Leyland Tiger Cub "Silver Star Motor Services Ltd", 42404 Leyland Leopard/Panorama 1 "National 
(Southdown)" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £60 
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3518. Corgi The Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Bus group to include OM41411 ROE body "Darlington Dual 
Destination/Split Run", OM46008 Wright Solar "Reading Transport", OM46017A Wright Eclipse Single Deck "Go North East 
100th Anniversary OK1 Darlington Dual Destination", OM44706 Dennis Dart SLF/Pointer "Brighton & Hove Buses" plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in generally Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £70 - £90 

3519. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company group (OOC) to include 97057 Leyland PSI and Leyland Leopard 
Southdown Motor Services Set, 43803 Plaxton Excalibur "Oxford City Link", 42404 Leyland Leopard/Panorama 1 "National 
(Southdown)" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (12) 

 £40 - £60 

3520. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company group (OOC), 97855 Bristol L5G "United Automobile Services Ltd", 
OM43914 Guy Arab Utility "Maidstone Corporation", 41905 Leyland PD3 "Queen Mary" "London Country" plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

3521. Corgi a boxed Original Omnibus Company (OOC) group to include OM41009 AEC Q Single Deck Bus "London 
Transport", 41601 Guy Breakdown Tender "Bournemouth Corporation Transport Dept", OM41909 Leyland PD3/Queen Mary 
"Southdown Motor Services" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. 
(17) 

 £50 - £70 

3522. Corgi an Original Omnibus Company (OOC) a boxed Bus group to include OM46305C RM Shilliber "29 Tottenham 
Court Road Collector Club Exclusive", OM44114 Optare Solo "Brighton & Hove", 42607 Bedford OB Coach "Southdown Motor 
Services" plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (17) 

 £50 - £70 

3523. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include Maidstone & District Limited Edition Gift Set x 2, London 
Transport Museum Limited Edition Bus Set 7, Aldershot & District Traction Co. Ltd Limited Edition Gift Set plus Collector Box 
23307 EFE RF Bus, plus others.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (19) 

 £50 - £70 

3524. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 20433DL Bristol VR Mk.III "Alder Valley", Country Bus 
Rallies Limited Edition model "East Grinstead 2003" Red XA 36 Route 424, 25207 Bristol RELL Bus "Southdown" plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £60 - £80 

3525. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 20631 Plaxton Pointer Dart "Brighton & Hove", 28811 Leyland 
Titan Bus "Reading Buses", 29619 Leyland Olympian "Maidstone & District" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3526. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 18608A Scottish Spectacular 2003 Bristol VR III Opentop, 
29407 Bristol RELH D/P Coach "Oxford South Midland", 20446 Bristol VR III "Southdown" plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (15) 

 £50 - £60 

3527. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 27103 B.E.T. Weymann "Aldershot & District", 20 Years 
Exclusive First Editions Anniversary Special Bedford TK, 28501SB Leyland TD1 High Front "Show Bus Special" plus others 
similar.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £50 - £70 
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3528. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed group to include 27205SB Leyland TD1 Thames Valley "Show Bus 2000", 
14001 Bristol and Hove/Festival Bristol Lodekka Bus, 12304 Cavalier Coach "Southdown" plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (21) 

 £60 - £70 

3529. Exclusive First Editions (EFE) a boxed Bus group to include 12304 Cavalier Coach "Southdown", E20501 AEC Regal 
B.E.T. Half Cab "Howes of Spennymoor", 14102 United/Beatties Bristol Lodekka Bus plus others similar.  Conditions appear 
generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (22) 

 £60 - £70 

3530. Creative Master Northcord a boxed Reading Buses pair to include UKBUS0062 Alexander Dennis E400MMC "Reading 
Buses Green Line", UKBUS2008 Plaxton President bodied Dennis Trident "Reading Buses".  Conditions are Mint in Near Mint 
boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3531. Creative Master Northcord a boxed Reading Buses group to include UKBUS2008 Plaxton President bodied Dennis 
Trident Reading Buses (model is without wing mirrors), UKBUS0061 Alexander Dennis E400MMC "Reading Buses", 
UKBUS9005 Scania Omnicity "Reading Buses".  Conditions are Excellent to Mint in Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (3)  

 £50 - £70 

3532. Creative Master Northcord a boxed Oxford Bus Company pair to include UKBUS5007 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Oxford 
Bus Company", UKBUS2015 Plaxton President bodied Dennis Trident.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Near Mint 
(one model is missing wing mirrors) in generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3533. Creative Master Northcord a boxed pair to include UKBUS1014 Alexander ALX400 bodied Dennis Trident "Oxford Park 
Ride" (without wing mirrors), UKBUS5002 Mercedes Benz Citaro "Oxford Park Ride".  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3534. Creative Master Northcord a boxed pair to include UKBUS2006 Plaxton President bodied Dennis Trident "Brighton & 
Hove" (without wing mirrors), UKBUS2013 President bodied Trident "Brighton & Hove".  Conditions Excellent to Mint in 
Excellent to Near Mint boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3535. Creative Master Northcord a boxed pair to include UKBUS3017 Dennis Mini Pointer Dart "Brighton & Hove", 
UKBUS1032 Alexander ALX400 bodied Dennis Trident (without wing mirrors).  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in 
generally Excellent boxes. (2) 

 £40 - £50 

3536. Britbus a boxed group to include MRL-06 MCW Metro Rider "Reading Buses Gold Liner", AN1-01 Park Royal MBC 
D/Deck Bus "Southdown Motor Services London Transport", AN1-11 Leyland Atlantean "Southdown MBC" plus "Queen's Silver 
Jubilee" plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (7) 

 £60 - £80 

3537. Britbus a boxed group to include 6207 Scania Metropolitan Double Deck Bus "Reading Buses"; ES04 Scania 
Omnidekka Single Door "Brighton & Hove" plus others. Conditions Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes.  (6) 

 £50 - £70 
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3538. Britbus a boxed group to include L001 Leyland Titan PD2 "Beadle Body Southdown Motor Services", L004 Leyland 
Titan PD3 Beadle bodied D/Deck Bus "Southdown Motor Services", AN-06 Park Royal MBC S/Door, D/Deck Bus "Southdown 
Motor Services", ES-03 East Lancs Scania Omnidekka "Reading Buses", N6001 Guy Arab Mk.IV Double Deck Bus 
"Southdown", N6103 Scania Metropolitan Single Door Double Deck Bus "Maidstone & District".  Conditions appear Near Mint 
to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (5) 

 £50 - £60 

3539. Western Models a boxed WMS41X 1949 Jaguar Mk.V Convertible in metallic mauve.  Conditions appear generally 
Mint in generally Near Mint box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3540. Western Models a boxed WMS35 1934 Jaguar SS1 in blue/black.  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Near 
Mint box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3541. DG Models an unboxed pair to include Jaguar 1936 Saloon, Jaguar 38 D.H.C.  Conditions appear generally Excellent. 
(2) 

 £30 - £40 

3542. Eligor, Onyx, Verem and similar a boxed group to include 1048 Bentley T Berline 1975, Jaguar XJR-9 Racing Car 
"Castrol", ART131 Jaguar XJS Convertible.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3543. Brumm, Rio, Model Box a boxed group to include R102 Jaguar 3.5 litre, 8440 Jaguar E in white, R129 Jaguar D-type 
1954-60.  Conditions appear generally Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £50 - £60 

3544. Corgi a boxed group to include 286 Jaguar XJ12C, 319 Jaguar XJS, 414 Coastguard Jaguar XJ12C, 320 Jaguar XJS 
"The Saint".  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in generally Good to Good Plus boxes. (4) 

 £60 - £80 

3545. Corgi Classics a boxed Jaguar group to include 97701 Jaguar 2 Racing E-type Super Cats, 97700 Jaguar Through the 
Years 3 Classic Jaguar Model Set, 3861 1927 3-litre Bentley plus others similar.  Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good 
Plus to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £40 - £50 

3546. Corgi a boxed mainly Jaguar group to include C320/1 Jaguar XJS Police, 94075 Jaguar XJS, 94030 Rolls Royce 
Corniche plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in generally Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (18) 

 £40 - £50 

3547. Corgi a boxed mainly Jaguar related group to include 804 1952 Jaguar XK120, 96680 Jaguar Mk.II, 96042 Jaguar 
E-type Soft Top plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (22) 

 £50 - £60 

3548. Matchbox a boxed mainly Jaguar/Rolls Royce group to include 39 Rolls Royce, James Bond 007 A View to a Kill Rolls 
Royce Silver Cloud XI, Super Kings Gift Set Rolls Royce, Super Kings Gift Set Jaguar XJ6 plus others similar.  Conditions 
appear Excellent to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (14) 

 £60 - £70 
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3549. Matchbox a boxed group to include Matchbox Dinky DY-18 1968 Jaguar E-type Mk.1/1.5, DY-13B 1955 Bentley R 
Continental, Y-6 1920 Rolls Royce Fire Engine, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus to Near 
Mint boxes. (14) 

 £30 - £50 

3550. Lledo a boxed Rolls Royce Bentley and Jaguar group to include gold plated Gold Wedding Anniversary Rolls Royce 
"D" Back, DG089000 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud in white/maroon, 32004 1907 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in red.  Conditions 
appear Near Mint to Mint in Good Plus to Near Mint boxes. (36) 

 £30 - £40 

3551. Solido a boxed Bentley, Rolls Royce, Jaguar group to include 1/18th scale 8007 Bentley in bronze/black, 1/18th scale 
8007 Bentley in green/black, 4077 Rolls Royce Cabriolet plus others similar.  Conditions appear Excellent to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (10) 

 £50 - £60 

3552. Bburago a boxed 1/18th scale Jaguar/Rolls Royce group to include 3018 Jaguar E Coupe x 2 (different colours), 3026 
Jaguar E Cabriolet, 3001 Rolls Royce Camargue x 2 (different colours), 3016 Jaguar E Cabriolet.  Conditions appear Near Mint 
to Mint in Good to Excellent boxes. (6) 

 £50 - £60 

3553. Bburago, Majorette, ERTL a boxed Jaguar group to include 1948 Jaguar XK120 1/18th scale x 2 (in different colours), 
1508 Jaguar XK120 Coupe, 4102 Jaguar Type E plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Excellent to Mint in Good to 
Near Mint boxes. (9) 

 £60 - £70 

3554. Maisto a boxed group to include Jaguar Mk.II, Jaguar XJ220, Jaguar XK8, Jaguar X-type plus others similar.  
Conditions appear Near Mint to Mint in Good to Near Mint boxes. (8) 

 £50 - £60 

3555. Autoart a boxed Jaguar XKSS in dark green "The Steve McQueen Collection".  Conditions appear Mint in Near Mint 
box. (1) 

 £60 - £80 

3556. Franklin Mint a boxed Rolls Royce Corniche IV in white with cream interior.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3557. Franklin Mint a boxed 1998 Rolls Royce Silver Seraph in silver.  Conditions appear Mint in Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3558. Franklin Mint a boxed 1911 Rolls Royce Tourer in white/gold/black.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent box. 
(1) 

 £40 - £50 

3559. Franklin Mint a boxed 1905 Rolls Royce 10hp in green/red/black/gold/.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus 
box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 
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3560. Franklin Mint a boxed 1955 Rolls Royce Silver Cloud I in black/silver.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Excellent 
box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3561. Franklin Mint a boxed Rolls Royce 1921 Silver Ghost in bronze/brown/silver.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3562. Franklin Mint a boxed Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in silver/green.  Conditions appear generally Mint in generally Good 
Plus box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3563. Franklin Mint a boxed 1929 Rolls Royce Phantom I Cabriolet De Ville in black/blue/brown.  Conditions appear Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3564. Franklin Mint a boxed 1925 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost in silver/black/gold.  Conditions appear generally Mint in 
generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3565. Franklin Mint a boxed 1929 Bentley Supercharged Racer 4.5 litre Blower in dark green/black.  Conditions appear 
generally Mint in generally Excellent box. (1) 

 £40 - £60 

3566. Franklin Mint a boxed 1961 Jaguar E-type in green.  Conditions appear generally Mint in Good Plus box. (1) 

 £40 - £50 

3567. Lego 21309 NASA Apollo Satin 5 1969-piece plastic construction set, comes with bags and instruction manual 
(unchecked for completeness) - contents are Near Mint however some of the pieces have slightly discoloured in a generally 
Good Plus box (some creases).  (1) 

 £30 - £40 

3568. A Book group to include Harmsworth Popular Science books, I.C.S Reference Library books, I See All books by Arthur 
Mee plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (36) 

 £15 - £20 

3569. Corgi, Charbens plus others a mainly Empty Box group, however does include Walthers Model Kits Truck and Trailer 
(unchecked for completeness however everything is bagged and appears to be complete), condition is generally Near Mint to 
Mint in generally Good Plus box, plus empty boxes for Corgi Passage of Time models, 2 x Charbens Miniature Series, box for 
EFE Commercial plus Liberty Classics Kenworth K100E, plus others, conditions appear generally Good Plus to Near Mint. (14) 

 £10 - £15 

3570. Brooke Bond and similar a boxed Picture Card group to include picture cards including Discovering Our Coast, 
Woodland Wildlife, Racing to Space, History of Aviation, British Butterflies, Prehistoric Animals, also includes some older picture 
cards including issued by W.D. and H.O. Willis "Radio Celebrities, Safety First", The Album of Birds and Their Young, plus 
others, also includes a Collectors Reproductions Railway Locomotives Nostalgia Miniatures, most if not all do appear to be 
somewhat complete.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £30 - £40 
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3571. A Cigarette Card binder group including cigarette cards for example Flags of the World, Jockeys, Famous Characters, 
Sports Cars plus Card Collectors Society Book of Modern Reproduction Cigarette Cards including Story of London, Celebrated 
Bridges, Uniforms of The Territorial Army, Hints and Tips for Motorists, Characters from Dickens First Series plus others similar.  
Conditions appear generally Good to Mint cigarette cards in generally Fair to Excellent binders. (2 binders) 

 £40 - £60 

3572. An unboxed/boxed Cigarette Card group to include cigarette cards still in cigarette packages, plus some unboxed 
cigarette cards including Disney characters Magical World of Disney, Sea Creatures, Flowers, Wildlife, In the Public Eye, Swiss 
Family Robinson Typhoo Tea, plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £40 - £60 

3573. Topical Times Footballers a colour and mainly black and white group to include Wilf Mannion from Middlesbrough, 
Frank Swift from Manchester City, Charlie Philips from Wolverhampton Wanderers, Frank Soo from Stoke City, Stan Matthews 
from Stoke City.  Cards are approximately 25cm in height and 9cm width.  Conditions appear generally Good. (qty) 

 £40 - £50 

3574. An Annual/Book related group to include annuals such as Beano, Look In, The Sparky Book, Whizzer and Chips, The 
Dandy, Blue Peter plus 2 x War Planes Collector Club information cards.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint. (qty) 

 £20 - £30 

3575. Corgi, Lledo, Maisto a mainly boxed group to include boxed Jaguar XJ220, Opentop Tram "South Metropolitan", Ferrari 
F40, 2 x Cricket Heads including Gough and Atherton plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Mint in generally 
Poor to Good Plus boxes. (28) 

 £30 - £40 

3576. Action Man an unboxed group to include 2 x Action Man Tanks plus 4 x Action Man Figures, plus a quantity of Action 
Man extra pieces, plus accessories such as clothing, also includes 3 x Dogs plus others.  Conditions appear generally Fair to 
Excellent. (qty) 

 £70 - £90 

3577. A miscellaneous group to include Subbuteo Table Cricket, Airfix Air Traffic Control, Haunted House, Super Striker, 
Marx Pro Shot Golf, quantity of unboxed plastic Military Figures, plus 1 x Leonardo Collection porcelain Doll (games are 
unchecked for completeness).  Conditions appear generally Good to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £20 - £40 

3578. Matchbox, Corgi, Hot Wheels an unboxed group to include Matchbox Superfast models including 39 Clipper, 7 VW 
Golf, plus Corgi Greyhound Coach, Corgi 007 Lotus Esprit, Polistil Lancia, plus others similar.  Conditions appear generally 
Fair to Excellent. (large qty) 

 £50 - £70 

3579. Matchbox and others a partially boxed group to include boxed 6 Major Pack Pickford 200-ton Transporter (one is 
missing end flap however it is still present within the box), plus 7 The Allchin 7-N.H.P. Traction Engine with angled rear treads, 
plus boxed Yesteryear Y-14 1935 E.R. "R.1.B" No.7, plus unboxed models.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Good Plus. (9) 

 £30 - £50 
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3580. A miscellaneous group to include Elvis, Classic Cars, British Bird Calendars plus Books including World War II 8-DVD 
Box Set, William in Trouble books by Richmal Crompton plus The Gambols books, plus Rex Milligan Raises the Roof, plus 
LNER British Railway Pins.  Conditions appear generally Fair to Near Mint. (large qty) 

 £30 - £50 

3581. A Vinyl group to include The Beatles Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band album, plus 12 x Elvis vinyl, plus 8 x Roy 
Orbison including Pretty Woman, 4 x Johnny Cash plus others artists including Bob Dylan, Money M, Brenda Lee, Mick Jagger, 
Cliff Richard, Buddy Holly plus others. (42) 

 £30 - £50 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final.

Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price. 
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25     %).

BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE. Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable
which will be shown separately on your invoice.

There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.

There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods
can only be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been
made. We reserve the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most
major brands are accepted.

Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as
possible, allowing for other bids. 
Successful commission bidders will be notified by post immediately after the sale. 
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.

Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be
decided by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be final. Please be careful.

We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to define condition are detailed in the Condition Classification. The classification
relates to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of
any item. It must be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be
regarded as opinion only, and cannot form part of any legal contract.

Where we have identified particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such
faults does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free
of faults. Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in
the event that an item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this
is proven to the Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days
of the sale in the condition it was sold.

4 TELEPHONE BIDDING
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for
telephone bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any
missed calls due to human or technical errors.

4 BANK TRANSFER
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: 
Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder House, Kingfisher Way, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 3EX.

Account Name: Vectis Auctions Limited 

Sort Code: 40-51-62

Account: 42076703 

IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703

Swift Code: HANDGB22



CONDITIONS OF SALE: CONTINUED

4 ESTIMATES
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

4 RESERVES
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a
reserve on a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the
placed reserve. The reserve is the confidential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed with
Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

4 LATE WITHDRAWALS
(A) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top
and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

(B) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the mid
point between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

4 PAYMENT OF PROCEEDS OF AUCTION
Payment is normally made twenty five working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the
right to withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the
calendar month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable
in respect of the amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each Lot.
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each Lot might realise.

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.

BACK ISSUES OF CATALOGUES

We have a good selection of back catalogues going back many years. 
Each catalogue costs £3.50.

To order your copies or for further information 
please contact the Vectis office.

Vectis Auctions, Fleck Way, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, TS17 9JZ.
Telephone: 0044 (0)1642 750616 - Fax: 0044 (0)1642 769478.

e-mail: admin@vectis.co.uk 
website: www.vectis.co.uk



Participate in live internet bidding
or view the auction live via

www.vectis.co.uk
and www.invaluable.com

To enable this system to operate successfully, the following bidding
increments will apply:

Images of all Lots can be viewed at 

WWW.VECTIS.CO.UK

Any postal, fax, internet or bids that have been telephoned in for
this sale that contain odd figures will be rounded up to the nearest
bid increment.

For example a bid for £56 will be rounded up to £60 or a bid for
£222 will be rounded up to £240.

If you have any queries regarding the above or would like some
further information about participating in this auction, please
contact us on 01642 750616.
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£50 - £200......................................................£10
£200 - £700....................................................£20
£700 - £1,000.................................................£50
£1,000 - £3,000............................................£100
£3,000 - £7,000............................................£200
£7,000 - £10,000..........................................£500
£10,000 onwards.....................................£1,000
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